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INTRODUCTION

The diversity of life forms around us is astounding: a walk in the woods, or even down the 

street, shows us organisms of different morphologies: two legs, four legs, wings; different capacity of 

interaction with our environment: plants photosynthesizing while bacteria break down our garbage; 

even one neighbor's german shepherd and the other's chihuahua seem to have little in common besides 

the name of dog. How can life take on so many forms? Our understanding of the plants and animals 

that  surround  us  –  and ourselves  –  has  been  constantly  progressing  from the  macroscopic  to  the 

microscopic, and smaller. Darwin postulated the laws of inheritance and selection two centuries ago, 

and in the past century we started to understand their molecular basis and the existence of genes as 

basic units of function. Genes … the answer is in the genes! If a gene codes for a protein, and a protein  

for a function, then the more complex the functions, the more genes we have... no? 

Wrong! The number of genes is  largely conserved across organisms, even though their  complexity 

varies hugely. It was indeed quite a blow to our self-esteem when we realized the worm C. elegans has 

almost just as many genes as humans (Cowley and Oakey 2013). While there is some increase of genes 

when  comparing  the  most  simple  eukaryotes  to  the  most  complex ones  it  is  clear  that  organism 

complexity is not the result of the number of genes (Table 1). 
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Table 1: genome size and number of genes in various sequenced genomes

Therefore is has been postulated that the complexity of an organism arises from the complexity 

of its gene regulation, rather than the number of genes. This regulation must come then from the non-

gene part of the genome. The analysis of individual genes has allowed the characterization of regulatory 

elements, such as the basal promoter, activators and repressors that modify transcription, the terminator 

that controls transcript termination, as well as splicing factors that allow the processing of the transcript 

into its mature form that can also be regulated. However, up to now, most of these elements have been  

associated to single genes and have been described close to them, being integrated into the notion of 

gene itself, which now defines the coding sequences together with their proximal regulatory elements. 

We now know that genes constitute but a small portion of genomes, (about 5% of the human 

genome (Venter et al. 2001)) and the rest of it has been bundled into the catch-all term of “non-coding 

sequences” or, for the more pessimistic, “junk”. But as in any attic there are always gems to be found in  

the junk, and maybe there amidst the dusty old bits and bobs lie the answers to our past, and a wealth of 

possibilities for the future. Barbara McClintock, in her seminal experiments on maize chromosome 

breakage  (McClintock  1983),  and  in  her  visionary  and  imaginative  interpretation  of  the  results, 

postulated the existence within this junk DNA of “controlling elements” which, by their movement, 

influence gene expression. 
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The advent of whole-genome sequencing has enabled us to get a more complete picture of what 

is in a genome, and with that has come the surprise that a significant part of all genomes characterized 

is constituted of transposable elements (TEs). These jumping genes have enjoyed a turnaround from 

being parasitic genomic junk to recognized as potent drivers of evolution. In this introduction I will 

give a general overview of what are transposable elements, and give some examples of how individual 

elements were discovered and discuss how next generation sequencing is changing our approach and 

scope of understanding. Then I will expose some of the many manners in which TEs can and have 

influenced the host genomes they occupy, and lay out the goals of this study. 

What is a transposable element? 

Transposable elements are mobile genetic sequences, meaning that they have the capacity to 

change their position within the genome of a single cell. There are two main categories of transposons,  

that differ by their means of transposition. Class I transposons, or retrotransposons, transpose via an 

RNA intermediate, leaving a copy behind and introducing a new copy in a different genomic location. 

These are the “copy-paste” transposons. Class II elements, or DNA transposons, are excised from their 

position and integrated into a different genomic location, hence are dubbed the “cut and paste” kind.  

Elements of both classes can be found in families of similar elements, though retrotransposons tend to 

form larger families due to their replicative nature. Within each class of transposon, one can categorize 

them further into superfamilies according to broad features such as the structure of encoded proteins or  

non-coding regions, or target site duplication (TSD) length  (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: classes and major superfamilies of TEs. 

Taken with permission from Casacuberta and Santiago 2003

Within Class I retrotransposons, the main distinction is between LTR retrotransposons and all 

the others, bagged into the term non-LTR retrotransposons. The former are flanked by characteristic 

LTRs, or Long Terminal Repeats, (100bp to several Kb in length) and encode a set of proteins. The 

promoters for expression of these genes are within the LTR, and therefore these elements have the  

particularity of containing two promoter sets, one in either identical LTR, conferring them a potential 

effect of read-out transcription from their 3' LTR. The genes encoded by these elements include those 

necessary for their mode of transposition: GAG and POL, synthesized as a polyprotein. GAG forms a 

virus-like  particle  (VLP),  which  packages  the  transposon  RNA,  reverse  transcriptase  (RT),  and 

integrase  (INT).  Within the VLP the two RNA molecules are used by the reverse transcriptase to 

produce a cDNA copy of the retrotransposon. The VLP then translocates its cargo to the nucleus where 

the integrase cuts the genomic DNA molecule and inserts the newly retrotranscribed copy of the 

retrotransposon (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: life cycle of a retrotransposon. 

The order of proteins in the POL polyprotein  
are that of a gypsy type element. The proteins  
are  GAG:  capsid  protein;  AP:  aspartic  
proteinase; RT: reverse transcriptase; RNAseH 
and INT: integrase. The steps are:

1) transcription  from  the  promoter  region  in  
the LTR
2)  transcription  of  GAG and the  polyprotein,  
the cleaved by AP
3)  two  mRNAs,  RT-RNAseH  and  INT  are  
packaged in a Virus-Like-Particle 
4) retrotranscription of the RNA by RT
5) localization of the VLP to the nucleus and  
passage of the RNA-INT into the nucleus
6) integration of the cDNA into the genome. 

Some LTR retrotransposons also encode an envelope-like protein similar to that of retroviruses, 

which shows that these two mobile elements have a common ancestral origin. Whether retroviruses are 

old retrotransposons that acquired the capacity to leave the cell or retrotransposons are old retroviruses 

that lost it is not clear. LTR retrotransposons are classified into two major superfamilies, differentiated 

by the  order  of  subunits  in  the  POL polyprotein:  in  the  copia superfamily  INT precedes  RT and 

RNAseH,  while  in  gypsy  type  elements  INT  is  found  last.  LTR retrotransposons  are  particularly 

abundant in plants, where they can constitute a large portion if the transposon fraction of the genome. 

LINEs are the most common non-LTR retrotransposons, and differ in several aspects of their 

transposition: their reverse transcription is primed by annealing to single stranded DNA at the nicked 

target site, precluding the need for an integrase or VLP. Both LTR retrotransposons as well as LINEs 

can  have non-autonomous  counterparts:  LARDs  (LArge Retrotransposon  Deletion  derivatives)  and 
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SINEs (Short Interspersed Nuclear Elements), respectively. These elements do not code for the proteins 

necessary for their transposition but maintain the structural characteristics and can be activated in trans 

by proteins encoded by another element. While LINEs and SINEs tend to not be very frequent in plant 

genomes (though have proliferated in some), they have had great success in some mammalian genomes, 

for example the infamous Alu SINE in the hominid lineage(Salem et al. 2003). 

DNA transposons are dubbed so because they transpose via a DNA intermediate (Figure 3). 

They are flanked by short  terminal  inverted repeats (TIRs)  and usually encode a single protein,  a  

transposase, which recognizes the TIRs, excises the element and inserts it in its new location, creating a 

jagged cut over a few nucleotides which, upon repair, generates a characteristic target site duplication 

(TSD).

Figure  3:  autonomous  and  non-
autonomous DNA TE mobilization

A)  life  cycle  of  an  autonomous  DNA 
transposon:

1-  transcription  and  translation  of  
transposase enzyme

2- excision of the element and ligation  
of empty site

3 - jagged cut at insertion site

4  -  insertion  of  excised  element  and  
DNA repair of jagged ends, leading to a  
Target Site Duplication

B)  mobilization  of  a  non-autonomous  
element by the same transposase

C)  mobilization  and  amplification  (by  
an  unknown  mechanism)  of  related 
MITEs
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Differences in the transposase motifs, as well as the TIR sequences and the size and sequence of 

the TSD, allow the classification of DNA transposons into 6 main superfamilies: PIF/Harbinger, hAT, 

Tc1/Mariner, CACTA, MULE, and Helitron (Table 2). 

Table 2: major DNA TE superfamilies

The mode of transposition of Helitrons is still not clear, and it believed to be in a rolling-circle  

mechanism, like some bacterial mobile elements. Nevertheless, it is classified as a DNA transposon. 

DNA transposons can also have non-autonomous counterparts, such as deletion derivatives of whole 

elements,  which can be mobilized in  trans by the transposase encoded by an autonomous element 

(Figure 3 B). The paradigmatic example is the maize dissociation element (Ds) that can be mobilized 

by the activator element (Ac), and that were genetically identified by McClintock long before they were 

molecularly characterized (Fedoroff, Wessler, and Shure 1983).

A  particular  type  of  defective  DNA  transposons  are  MITEs  (Miniature  Inverted-repeat 

Transposable  Elements).  These  are  very  short  (around  300-1000bp),  share  the  TIRs  of  their 

autonomous element and sometimes some of the internal sequence as well. They are mobilized in trans 

by the related transposase and, by some unknown mechanism, can amplify and reach very high copy 

numbers, which differentiates them from the canonical defective elements (Figure 3 C). 

Within each superfamily, there is a diversity of element types, and these are further classified 

into families on a basis of DNA sequence similarity. This final step is the most controversial, since the 

definition of similarity can be rather subjective. Typically one uses the criteria of 80% identity along 

80% of the sequence length to place two sequences in the same family (Wicker et al. 2007). The fact 
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that  transposon   copies  degenerate  over  time,  accumulating  mutations,  deletions,  and  other 

rearrangements, makes a family a continuum of related sequences rather than a set of clearly similar 

elements. (see Figure 1.1, Chapter 1)). 

What I would like to highlight here is the extreme diversity of transposable elements: though 

they share the capacity of movement, that is often the only feature two superfamilies share. While some 

TE superfamilies are common to many clades of evolution (such as LTR retrotransposons, for example) 

some are specific to a lineage (such as Alu in hominids) and many families are species-specific. This 

makes the question of the origin of transposable elements and their evolution a particularly interesting 

one. 

Prevalence of TEs in genomes and methods for bioinformatic identification

The recent proliferation of genomic sequence data has generated a wealth of information for the 

study of mobile elements but this information has to be mined. Given the sequence of a whole genome,  

one  has  to  identify  which  regions  are  related  to  transposons,  and  characterize  these  elements  by 

defining their relationship in families and superfamilies in order to study their evolution. As we have 

seen, transposons are very diverse and this diversity makes it necessary to employ various methods for 

their  characterization  (these  methods  are  further  reviewed  in  Results:  Chapter  1).  The  genome 

sequencing projects within the last 12 years have revealed that transposons can occupy a very large 

fraction of these: from 20% in the compact genome of Arabidopsis to 45% in humans to 85% in maize.  

This came as quite a surprise, that not only is little of the genome genes but what isn't are highly 

mutagenic  elements.  Transposons  can  actually  be  one  of  the  major  contributors  to  differences  in 

genome size: for example the genomes of Arabidopsis thaliana and sorghum reach 120Mb and 700Mb, 

respectively, and the difference is mainly due to the varying abundance in LTR retrotransposons (The 

Arabidopsis Genome Initiative 2000; Paterson et al. 2009). Interestingly, different transposons tend to 

make up the major contingent in different genomes: often transposition occurs by bursts of just a few 

families and these reach high copy numbers. For example in barley less than a dozen LTR retro families 

account for over half of the genome (Wicker et al. 2009), and in rice bursts of retrotransposon activity 

have shaped the current  state of the reference genome (Elbaidouri  and Panaud 2013). Comparative 
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genome analyses have revealed that even between closely related species, or varieties within a given 

species, the transposon content can be highly variable. Bursts of transposition in a given lineage can 

lead  to  high  levels  of  polymorphism  between  cultivars,  such  as  that  generated  by  the  sudden 

amplification of the mping MITE in rice (Naito et al. 2006). The comparison of closely related varieties 

can yield a wealth of information regarding the activity of transposons, since it enables a picture on a  

very  short  timescale  and  before  selective  pressures  have had  too  much time to  erase  evidence  of 

transposition. These types of comparisons, across many species and lines, will hopefully yield insight 

into the frequency and impact of TE activity in evolution. 

Impact on the host genome

Most  TEs  were  first  discovered  by  changes  in  phenotypic  characters  due  to  insertional 

mutagenesis. For example, the plant elements Ac/Ds corresponding to the genetic elements proposed by 

McClintock (Fedoroff, Wessler, and Shure 1983) or the En/Smp elements (Pereira et al. 1985), or the 

snapdragon Tam3 element (Hehl et al. 1991), the Drosophila elements p (O’Hare and Rubin 1983) and 

hobo  (McGinnis,  Shermoen,  and  Beckendorf  1983).   More  recently,  insertional  mutagenesis  has 

continued to be the basis for discovery of new transposons, such as  mPing, which was found inserted 

into the gene for rice ubiquitin-related modifier-1 (Rurm1), and whose excision resulted in the reversion 

of  the  “slender  glume”  phenotype  (Nakazaki  et  al.  2003) and  dTstu1,  the  source  of  a  somaclonal 

variation inducing purple pigment synthesis in a usually red potato variety (Momose, Abe, and Ozeki  

2010). However, while insertional mutagenesis is the most obvious impact of transposition and the most 

easily detected by phenotype, transposons can have a range of effects on the genome they occupy and 

the genes they cohabit with. 

On a structural scale, transposons, by virtue of being repetitive sequences, can be involved in 

illegitimate  recombination  generating  chromosomal  rearrangements  such  as  translocations  and 

inversions.  Respective  to  chromatin  organization,  transposons  can  influence  the  formation  of 

heterochromatin. In some cases, this function has been embraced and become co-opted: in Drosophila, 

which  lacks  telomerase,  specific  families  of  TEs  form  the  telomeres,  elongating  them  through 
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successive bouts of insertion into themselves (Biessmann et al. 1992). In addition, it has been proposed 

that TEs may nucleate heterochromatin in S. pombe centromeres, making the concentration of TEs in 

the centromere essential for its function (Almeida and Allshire 2005). In plants, centromere-specific TE 

families  such as  CRM in maize aid in  the formation of centromeres and bind centromere-specific 

variants of the histone H3 (Jin et al. 2004). In a parallel manner, centromere-binding proteins such as 

CENP-B have convergently evolved from transposases in  yeast  and mammals  (Casola,  Hucks,  and 

Feschotte 2008). 

CENP-B is not the only example of a domesticated transposase: the examples are numerous and 

often it is the DNA-binding capacity and/or nuclease function that is co-opted. Recombination proteins 

require both DNA binding and nuclease capacities, and in humans RAG1 is believed to be derived from 

a now-extinct Harbinger transposon (Kapitonov and Jurka 2004).  This exaptation of a transposition 

mechanism led to the evolutionary innovation behind the mammalian adaptive immune system, where 

DNA recombination generating new combinations of the V(D)J genes is strictly limited to lymphocytes 

(Fugmann 2010). The DNA-binding and nuclear localization capacity of transposases have also been 

domesticated into various transcription factors, an example of which are FHY and FHL which mediate 

light response in Arabisopsis thaliana (Hudson, Lisch, and Quail 2003). In these cases the novel protein 

is entirely derived from a transposase, but it can also happen that a TE inserted into a gene contributes a 

modular part, in a process called exonization. 

Not only have the proteins TEs encode been domesticated for various purposes, but their actual 

DNA sequences  –  and  variability  in  sequence  and  genomic  distribution  –  have  been  sources  for 

regulatory  elements.  TEs carry  their  own promoters and read-though or  read-out  transcription  can 

induce the expression of nearby genes  (Hernández-Pinzón et al.  2009).  In humans,  TEs have been 

shown to have generated and distributed TFBS for several master transcription factors (Bourque et al.  

2008; Kunarso et al. 2010). The recent ENCODE project has permitted an estimation of the frequency 

with which TEs contribute to regulatory sequences: analysis of cell specific regulatory sites by DNase1 

hypersensitivity show that they are enriched in LTR retrotransposons (Thurman et al. 2012), and 18% of 

the transcription start sites (TSS) overlap with repetitive elements (Khatun et al. 2012). These analyses  

confirm  previous  evidence  that  a  large  part  of  conserved  (and  therefore  functional)  non-coding 
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sequence in the mammalian lineage are TE-related (Mikkelsen et al. 2007). Whole-genome sequencing 

revealed to which extent TEs participate to the structure of the genome, and these results provide an 

insight into the degree to which these TE sequences are functional. 

While TEs have incontestably contributed many functions and are a source of new variability for 

evolution, they remain nonetheless a very mutagenic element and as such genomes have developed 

various  mechanisms  to  control  them.  TEs  are  the  targets  of  epigenetic  silencing,  through  DNA 

methylation  and histone variants,  as  well  as  transcriptional  and  post-transcriptional  gene silencing 

mediated by small RNAs. These mechanisms are dynamic and are regulated in various manners, and 

respond to various situations. Many of the silencing small RNAs come from the TEs themselves, in a  

sort  of  feedback  loop.  TE  silencing  is  relieved  in  certain  moments,  for  example  in  response  to 

environmental stresses such as pathogen invasion (Grandbastien, Spielmann, and Caboche 1989) or heat 

stress (Pecinka et al. 2010) or environmental factor such as cold (Butelli et al. 2012). This has led to 

certain genes acquiring inducible TE-derived promoters or enhancers: some resistance genes owe their 

stress  inducibility  to  TE  derived  promoters  (Feng,  Leem,  and  Levin  2013)  as  well  as  other 

vernalization-dependant expression profiles such as cold-specific expression of anthocyanins in blood 

oranges (Butelli et al. 2012). 

Thus even the silencing mechanisms to which TEs are subjected have been co-opted for cellular 

functions, and it has been postulated that complex regulation mechanisms such as siRNA and miRNA 

were originally developed to regulate viruses and TEs, then were exapted for complex regulation of 

gene expression (Waterhouse, Wang, and Lough 2001; Plasterk 2002). In fact, in addition of being at 

the  origin  of  this  mechanism,  TEs  can  be  the  source  of  siRNAs  and  miRNAs  regulating  gene 

expression (Piriyapongsa and Jordan 2007; Piriyapongsa and Jordan 2008). Additionally, TEs have also 

developed strategies to escape silencing and continue to proliferate  (Hernández-Pinzón et al.  2012), 

which in some cases are based in the production by the TE of miRNAs that counteract host silencing 

(Nosaka et al. 2012). 

The extent of our understanding of TE's contribution to genomes and evolution is broadening, 

and there is a plethora of examples supporting their role in evolution and generating variability. The fact 
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that similar functions fulfilled by exapted TEs have evolved convergently suggests that though TEs are 

not maintained under phenotypic selection in the short term, they might be necessary in the long term 

for  the  evolution  of  complex  organisms,  and  for  that  reason  their  self-replicating  mechanism  of 

maintenance is a key aspect to their role as a well of potential diversity. What we don't know is to what  

extent TE activity has an influence on selection and the frequency with which it happens. 

In analyzing specific examples there is a certain ascertainment bias in our vision of TE's role: we study 

genes that are important, and then are surprised if we see that they somehow are related to or regulated 

by TEs. But the question is, how often does this happen and how often is this advantageous? The 

analysis  of  closely  related  genomes  to  identify  maps  of  polymorphisms  and  genome-wide 

characterization of exaptation events will give us a better perspective of the frequency with which these 

events happen. Since every genome has its own story, the more genomes we can investigate the better, 

and the broader our understanding of transposable elements in general and their interaction with their 

host. 

This is the context in which I would like to place my PhD work: the goal of my dissertation has 

been to investigate the role of TEs in plants and their impact on gene and genome evolution. For this I 

have taken two approaches. The first is a study in the newly sequenced genome of Cucumis melo, an 

important  crop  plant  in  Spain.  In  the  context  of  this  project  I  have characterized  the  transposon 

landscape in the genome, and identified TE related polymorphisms between seven different varieties. 

This project has of interest the fact that this is an important plant for agriculture and domestication is a  

particularly relevant evolutionary context in which to study the impact of transposons, as the lines 

analyzed come from different geographic and selection backgrounds. In the context of this project I 

have developed a pipeline for genome annotation, and a software for detection of polymorphisms using 

next-generation paired-end sequencing data. 

The second part of my project has been the case study of MITE families which have amplified a TF BS 

in  the  model  plant  Arabidopsis  thaliana.  This  project  focuses  on  the  potential  impact  of  the 

redistribution of this TFBS, a phenomenon that has been described for various master TF in animals 

but not yet to my knowledge in plants. This study has the advantages that come with working with a  

model plant: a very well-curated genome sequence and annotation, as well as other corroboratory data 

such as microarrays and extensive molecular biology evidence of gene functions. 
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OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this work can be divided in three groups and are are as follows:

1. Analysis of the melon transposon landscape:

1.1 annotate  transposons  in  the  genome  of  melon  (Cucumis  melo),  using  available  and 
developing novel bioinformatic tools.

The goal of this study is to discover the transposon landscape in the melon species, and gain  
insight,  by  studying  the  families  present  and  characteristics  of  their  copies,  into  the  history  of  
transposition that has led to this state. 

1.2 Study the melon transposon content and compare it with that of the related species cucumber 
(Cucumis sativus).

 Analysis of the closely related species cucumber, and comparison of the specific and shared  
TEs in these two genomes, will yield information as to how these have evolved in each genome since the  
divergence of the two species. 

2. Analysis of the contribution of transposons to the recent evolution of melon.

2.1.  Develop  bioinformatic  tools  to  study  transposon  movement  using  next  generation 
sequencing data.

Next generation sequencing of varieties offers the opportunity to perform comparative genomics  
for structural variation detection, and I have set as a goal to develop a tool to specifically detect TE-
related polymorphisms. 

2.2. Analyze transposon insertion/deletion events in melon varieties.

The objective is to use this tool to construct a map of polymorphic sites in seven melon lines,  
and analyze their potential impact on gene and genome evolution, completing the picture drawn from  
the annotation of the reference as to recently mobile elements. 

3. Analysis of transcription factor binding site amplification by transposons.

3.1. Study the possible amplification of the E2F binding site by MITEs in Arabidopsis thaliana.

The goal  of  this  project  is  to  describe  the capture and amplification of  a  master  TFBS in  
Arabidopsis, and assess the impact this may have had on gene expression. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials and Methods for Chapter 1

Dating insertion time of LTR retrotransposons

For this analysis we considered only the families that have more than 10 copies that cover at least 90% 

of the length of the family representative. For each of these families, we aligned these long (>90% 

query coverage) elements to the representative and selected those which aligned with at least 50% of 

the length of the representative's LTRs, as defined by LTR_FINDER. The two LTRs of each selected 

element  were aligned and the date  of  divergence calculated using Kimura's  two-parameter  method 

(Kimura 1980):

let P be the transition fraction in the aligned sequences

Q be the transversion fraction 

K be the the evolutionary distance

T be the time of divergence

k be the evolutionary rate 

then K = -1/2 * ln[(1-2P-Q) * sqrt(1-2Q)]

and T = K / 2k

We took k as 1.3 e-8 substitutions/site/year which has been used to date LTR retrotransposons in this 

manner (Choulet et al 2010) and is taken from the rate calculated for the Adh locus in grasses (Gaut et 

al  1996)  and  adjusted  (divided  by  two)  for  the  fact  that  LTR  retrotransposons  display  a  higher 

substitution rate than genes. 

Phylogenetic analysis of melon TE families

The protein-coding regions of all copies covering at least 50% of their respective query were extracted 
using tblastn with a protein query corresponding to the superfamily's transposase. These sequences 
were then aligned with ClustalW (http://www.clustal.org/clustal2/) and phylogeny reconstructed with 
phyML (http://www.atgc-montpellier.fr/phyml/)
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Material and Methods for Chapter 2

Sequencing data of melon varieties

Libraries of Illumina paired-end reads (500bp fragment length, 150bp read length) for seven cultivars 
and the reference DHL92 were obtained from the following sources:

Cultivar Reads Reference
DHL92 35,538,240 Garcia-Mas et al 2012
PS 35,857,911 Garcia-Mas et al 2012
SC 35,233,293 Garcia-Mas et al 2012
CV 28,038,962 Gonzalez et al 2013
IRK 33,207,205 Gonzalez et al 2013
VED
TRI
CAL

DHL92 is a doubled haploid line derived from PI 161375 x T111 and represents the melon reference 
genome.

Quality filtering of paired-end Illumina reads

Quality of reads was assessed with FastQC (http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/) 
then filtered with SGA (https://github.com/jts/sga) requiring a base quality of at least 20. 

Paired end read mapping

Filtered reads were mapped to the assembled reference (CM3.5, https://melonomics.net/) using BWA(Li 
and Durbin 2009) (http://bio-bwa.sourceforge.net/ ) with aln parameters: -n 6 -o 1 -e 1, sampe default  
parameters. 

Detecting deletions in the resequenced sample with respect to the reference

Pindel (https://trac.nbic.nl/pindel/wiki/WikiStart) with default parameters was used to detect deletions 
in the melon lines with respect to the reference. Predictions with less than 2 supporting forward and 
reverse reads were discarded, as well as those predicting a deletion less than 200bp. 
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jitterbug installation and usage

Algorithm description

The input to the program is a .bam file of the sample's reads mapped to the reference genome, 
and an annotation of TEs in the reference. The algorithm is implemented in python, and follows four 
main steps: 

0. Calculate mean and standard deviation of insert size (fragment length) over 
1 000 000 properly paired read pairs 

1. Select the discordant reads from the .bam file. For this, scan the bam file and reject any read 
pair that is flagged as “proper pair” (sam bitwise tag 0x2), or that has a mapping distance less than the 
expected insert size, or where both reads in a pair are mapped repetitively. The reads that are left are 
written to a bam file of “valid_discordant_pairs”. All softclipped reads are saved to a separate file, to be 
used in future validation steps. [** check this!!] This step uses the pysam module.

2. Of the valid discordant pairs, select those that have one read mapping uniquely to a non-TE 
location (“anchor” read), and the other read mapping (repetitively or not) to at least one location that is 
annotated as a TE in the provided annotation (“mate” read). This step uses the pybedtools module. The 
selected reads are returned as a list of AlignedReadPair objects. For each AlignedReadPair,  the interval 
of putative insertion site  corresponding to this read pair is of length the fragment length (+ xSD, x set 
by parameter -d) and in the direction to which points the read that maps uniquely to a non-TE location. 

3. The AlignedReadPair objects are clustered into maximal clusters according to the overlap of 
their predicted insertion interval, on the forward and the reverse strand. This is implemented in the 
ClusterList class, using the Cluster object. The reads that compose these clusters are written to the 
“final_clustered_reads” bam file
Finally, clusters are paired as one forward and one reverse cluster into a ClusterPair object, if their 
predicted insertion intervals overlap. This step is parallelized by chromosome, where the number of 
threads used is set by the -p option. The properly paired reads which fall in the predicted interval are 
scanned for softclipped positions and then for reads that overlap that position in order to determine the 
zygosity. 

4. Each cluster pair calls one putative TE insertion, with the insertion site falling within the 
intersection of the forward and reverse predicted intervals. These are the insertions written to the 
“TE_insertions_paired_clusters.gff” file
If there are unpaired clusters, these are written to the “TE_insertions_single_cluster.gff” file. 
Tables with more information about the reads that compose these clusters are written to the respective  
“supporting_clusters.table” files. 
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Usage

requirements

Jitterbug requires python version > 2.7.3 (has not been tested with python 3) and the following modules:
pysam (version 0.7)
pybedtools (version 0.6.1)
numpy (standard with python version 2.7.3)

The “helper”  classes (AlignedReadPair.py, ClusterList.py, BamReader.py, Cluster.py, ClusterPair.py) 
should be in the same directory as the main script (Run_TE_ID_reseq.py), or in the PYTHONPATH

installation

you can clone the sourceforge repository by:
git clone ssh://username@git.code.sf.net/p/jitterbug/code jitterbugcode

usage

TE_ID_reseq i bam_file.bam t TE_annotation.gff l lib_name

options:
-i bam_file of aligned reads, ordered by pairs. This is the default order for alignments 

generated by bwa. If this is not the case, you can sort it by name using 
            samtools sort n bam_file bam_file.nsorted

-s [True|False] if set to True will only consider reads that map repetitively to a TE in step 2. 
default False. WARNING: whether a read that maps to several locations in the 
genome is actually flagged as such in the bam file depends on the mapping parameters 
you used. (in bwa, the sampe -n and -N, for example). Only set this option if you are sure 
that your mapper is not throwing away the alternative mapping information.

-v [True|False] if set to True will print a (very) wordy output about what is being done

-t Annotation in gff3 format of the transposons in the reference

-c (int) min cluster size to be considered. Default 2.

-l (string) library name, to be used in final gff output

-d (int) multiplicative to be used when calculating the insertion intervals for read pairs in 
step 2. if -d is set to x, will calculate the the insertion interval as xSD + fragment_length. 
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Default 2
-o (string) prefix for output files. If not set, will use name of input bam file
-a [True|False] use an already filtered bam file, in order to skip step 1. If set, will look 

for a file named <prefix>.valid_discordant_pairs.bam. <prefix> is either the input 
bam file name, or the prefix given in -o . default False

-n (string) name of the tag present in the gff of TEs to use to record the TE annotations that 
are identified as inserted sequences. Default Name

-p (int) if set, will parallelize the cluster calculation using the specified number of threads. 
Currently this only works with multicore computers, not a cluster, and requires the pp 
(parallelpython.com) module. 

 

Output

bam files

Three bam files are output, which are all subsets of the original input bam file. They are:

<prefix>.proper_pair.bam
which are all the properly paired reads in the original bam file. These are used to look for the 

softclipped reads that may indicate the exact insertion site within the predicted interval. 

<prefix>.valid_discordant_pairs.bam
which are all the reads selected in step 2, and that were considered for clustering

<prefix>.final_clustered_reads.bam
which are all the reads that were used in forming the final cluster pairs. 

The last two bam files can be useful for visualizing the reads upon which the predictions have been 
based. 

gff annotations of called TE insertion sites

The called TE insertions that correspond to a pair of clusters (one forward, one reverse) which 
overlap in their prediction interval are output in gff format to the file

<prefix>.TE_insertions_paired_clusters.gff3 

The tags in the 9th column are:

Inserted_TE_superfam_[fwd|rev]
if the provided TE annotation had a tag named superfam, this tag will record that value of all the 
TE annotations that the fwd and rev clusters point to, respectively. Otherwise, undefined. 

Inserted_TE_names[fwd|rev]
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same as previous, except that its the value of the tag specified in the -n parameter 

supporting_[fwd|rev]_reads
number of reads that constitute the fwd and rev clusters, respectively

cluster_pair_ID
unique identifier

lib
library name, taken from -l parameter

[fwd|rev]_cluster_span
range spanned by the start positions of reads in fwd and rev clusters, respectively. A span of 0 

means the reads are stacked 

softclipped_pos
tuple: (start, stop) of the positions within which one or more reads were softclipped. This 

interval is putatively the exact (+/- 3bp) position of insertion.

softclipped_support
number of spftclipped reads supporting the previously mentioned position

het_core_reads
number of properly mapped reads that span the interval specified by softclipped_pos. These 

reads would indicate the presence of a non-insertion allele. 

zygosity
ratio of softclipped_support / het_core_reads. A value around 0.5 would indicate heterozygosity, 

a value near 1 nomozygosity for the insertion.  

Additionally, a gff file of unpaired (single) clusters is written to:
<prefix>.TE_insertions_single_clusters.gff3
though these are highly unreliable predictions

tables of cluster descriptions

 Additional information regarding the TE insertion predictions is output in table format as:
<prefix>.TE_insertions_paired_clusters.supporting_clusters.table 

The format of the table is described in its header:

this table describes the read clusters identified in the bam file input.bam and corresponding to the 
transposon annotations in TE_annot.gff

parameters: -s False -c 2
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this table contains three types of lines, tab-delimited:

- insertion lines: one per predicted insertion site, corresponding to a pair of overlapping clusters, one 
fwd, one rev

columns: 
I indicates this line describes an insertion interval
cluster_pair_ID unique ID of this prediction, common to the R and C lines of this cluster 
lib library name, from the -l parameter
chrom chromosome
start start position of prediction interval
end end position of prediction interval
num_fwd_reads number of reads in forward cluster
num_rev_reads number of reads in reverse cluster
fwd_span span of forward cluster
rev_span span of reverse cluster
best_sc_pos_st start position of softclipped interval
best_sc_pos_end end position of softclipped interval
sc_pos_support number of softclipped reads supporting this interval
het_core_reads number of reads mapping over softclipped interval
zygosity ratio of het_core_reads / sc_pos_support

- cluster lines (two per insertion, one fwd and one rev):

columns:
C indicates this line describes a cluster
cluster_pair_ID unique  ID of this prediction, common to the R and I lines of this cluster
lib library name, from the -l parameter
direction [fwd|rev] indicates this cluster is composed of reads mapped on the 

forward or reverse strand
start start position of cluster
end end position of cluster
chrom chromosome
num_reads number of reads composing the cluster
span span of the cluster

span is defined as the range of start positions in the cluster. A span of 0 means that all the reads 
originate at the same start site, and are probably an artifact. A span the size of the fragment length 
indicates good coverage. 
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- read lines (fwd reads constitute the fwd clusters, rev reads the rev clusters)

the reads that are "anchor" are those that constitute the cluster, the reads that are "mate" are the anchors' 
mates, which map to a TE

columns:
R indicates this line describes a cluster
cluster_pair_ID unique  ID of this prediction, common to the C and I lines of this cluster
lib library name, from the -l parameter
direction [fwd|rev] for anchor reads, indicates whether it is  mapped on the forward 

or reverse strand. For mate reads, is the opposite of its corresponding 
anchor
start start position of read mapping
end end position of read mapping
chrom chromosome
type [anchor|mate]
bam_line columns corresponding to the original line in the mapping bam file. 

Materials and Methods for Chapter 3

Annotation of TEs in Brassicae

The annotation of TEs in  C. rubella,  T. halophila,  and  B. rapa was performed with RepeatMasker 
(http://www.repeatmasker.org/)  using  the  Arabidopsis  thaliana repeat  database  dowloaded  from 
RepBase (www.girinst.org). MITEs were annotated with SUBOTIR (Jordi Payet, unpublished) and the 
predictions of both were merged to obtain a non-redundant annotation.  We chose this method since 
these genomes are very close to Arabisopsis and there is an extensive repeat database available for this 
genome. We did not annotate LTR retros or do any other kind of denovo annotation because we know 
that the elements we were looking for are DNA TEs. 
The TE annotation for  Arabidopsis lyrata was taken from Hu et  al.  2011 and that  of  Arabidopsis  
thaliana from www.arabidopsis.org, version TAIR9. 
The families SimpleHat1, SimpleHat2 and SimpleGuy1 were re-annotated in A. thaliana by:
- aligning the elements of a given family as defined by TAIR9
- taking the borders, conserved regions without the minisatellite in between and concatenating them, 
using this as a query for copy-finder, allowing up to 10000bp gap.
This allowed to join some fragmented copies in TAIR into full MITEs with the minisatellite in between, 
and identify some copies with fragments of TPase
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Identification of E2F binding motifs

The  coordinates  of  the  E2F  sequence  TTCCCGCCAA  were  identified  with  vmatch 
(http://www.vmatch.de/)  for  perfect  matches  on  either  strand,  or  with  edit  distance  of  2  when 
identifying positions of E2F-like sequences. 

Identification of minisatellites

Tandem repeats were identified with TRF (http://tandem.bu.edu/trf/trf.html) (Benson 1999) with the 
following parameters:

2 5 5 80 10 30 35

These differ from the default parameters in the:
- second and third parameters: mismatch and indel penalty, respectively (decreased)
- sixth parameter: min alignment score to report (decreased)
- last parameter: max length motif to report (decreased)

These parameters were modified from default  in order to identify more degenerate tandem repeats 
(more permissive alignments and minimum score) and in order to only report tandem repeats with 
shorter periods (since we know the minisatellite we are looking for has a period of approximately 27bp)

Annotation manipulations

Intersections  and  overlaps  of  sets  of  annotations  were  performed  with  the  BedTools  suite 
(http://code.google.com/p/bedtools/) (Quinlan and Hall 2010)
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ABBREVIATIONS

TE: transposable element
RT: reverse transcriptase
LTR: long terminal repeat
TE: transposable element
TP: transposase
SO: Sequence Ontology
TIR: terminal inverted repeat
HSP: High Scoring Pair
ORF: open reading frame
HMM: Hidden Markov Model
MITE: Miniature Inverted-repeat Transposable Element
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CHAPTER 1: TE ANNOTATION AND ANALYSIS IN THE MELON GENOME 

1.1 Introduction: complexity of transposon annotation

1.1.1 Background

Transposons were first identified due to to their impact on phenotype and the extent to which 

they are prevalent in genomes remained difficult to grasp until the advent of whole-genome sequencing, 

now our vision of transposons is broadening from just a few elements in select species to genome-wide 

annotations of the many available genomic sequences. This has revealed that transposons occupy quite 

a large fraction of both plant and mammalian genomes, from 20% in the model plant  Arabidopsis  

(www.tair.org), to 45% in humans (Venter et al. 2001) and 85% in maize (Schnable et al. 2009). These 

data show the diversity transposon types as well  as prevalence,  as the families present in different 

genomes can differ greatly, and though the same type might be identified in different genomes they can  

have amplified to varying extent.  However for genomic sequence data to be useful for the study of 

transposons, one needs to know which regions of the sequence are related to transposable elements, as  

well as their family and superfamily classifications. In this consists the task of genome annotation. 

Annotation  of  transposons  is  not  straightforward,  as  they  are  varied  both  in  structure  and 

function, and their diversity makes even their classification an issue of debate. A nomenclature system 

has been suggested by Wicker et al (2007) that separates transposons into classes, according to their 

transposition mechanism (Class I via an RNA intermediate, and Class II for a DNA intermediate) then 

further into superfamilies according to broad features (such as the structure of encoded proteins or non-

coding regions, or target site duplication (TSD) length)  then finally into families according to sequence 

similarity . Even the definition of a family can be onerous since individual elements are subjected to 

point mutations, deletions and insertions that make a TE family a continuum of related sequences and 

fragments rather  that  a  group of clearly similar  sequences.  Typically one uses  the criteria  of 80% 

identity along 80% of the sequence length to place two sequences in the same family.  (Wicker et al. 
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2007)

A transposon might have a well-defined structure, or encode a protein, or both, or neither. 

In  some cases  the  structure  is  easily  identifiable  in  genomic  sequences,  such as  LTRs which  are 

generally long (greater than 500bp). Other structures are just as well defined but are too short to be 

informative, such as TIRs of many Class II transposons, or can be specific to a given family such as the 

3' region of SINEs. In some cases an encoded protein is conserved over several superfamilies, such as 

the  reverse  transcriptase  (RT)  of  LTR retrotransposons,  in  others  it  can  be  variable  such  as  the 

transposase of Class I elements (Wicker et al. 2007) However, one characteristic that is shared by most 

(though not all!) is to be found in multiple copies in the genome. 

For these reasons there is no standard method for identifying all transposons in a genome in one 

step.  The approach used first  depends on the objectives of  the  study. Indeed,  transposons by their 

repetitive nature and coding capacity pose problems to functional analyses like gene prediction and 

need to be masked prior to running these predictions. Thus some methods of transposon annotation are 

designed to mask these sequences,  not necessarily to annotate them in a manner that enables their 

analysis.  It  is  indicative that  one  of  the  first  tools  for transposon analysis  is  called RepeatMasker 

(http://www.repeatmasker.org).  However,  if  one  wants  to  annotate  transposons  to  study  them,  the 

annotation has to be performed in a way that provides information on the families of elements as well 

as annotating the structural characteristics of each element as completely as possible. 

Model  species  such  as  human,  Arabidopsis or  Drosophila have  had  their  genome  fully 

sequenced for  a  long  time,  and the  transposon annotation  has  gone through several  revisions  and 

manual curation. However, when one is presented with a new genome, especially one that does not have 

a close relative sequenced and well annotated, one is faced with the choice of different strategies to 

annotate TEs.  

There are a few aspects of TE biology that must be kept in mind when developing or evaluating 

computational methods for TE annotation. Indeed, individual TE instances may be fragmented due to 

recombination between elements, nested insertions, or incomplete retrotranscription, among others, and 
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thus may only present partial similarity to other members of its evolutionary family. Also, sequence 

divergence causes individual elements to evolve separately and resolving families is quite dependent on 

the thresholds of similarity used to define families. These factors make the definition of families very  

dependent of the algorithmic methods and similarity thresholds used. 

The task of TE annotation consists in two types of analysis: TE discovery and TE identification. 

The former aims to discover TE elements in a given sequence, the latter to identify sequences related to 

a given TE. Both are necessary for a full annotation of the transposon landscape in a genome. 

1.1.2 Methods for TE annotation

De novo annotation based clustering repetitive sequences 

One  approach,  which bundles  both  discovery  and identification,  is  to  exploit  the  fact  that 

transposons tend to be present in large copy numbers, and scan the genome for repeated sequences 

without using any prior information in regards to TE structure or similarity to known TE sequences. 

This has the advantage of potentially identifying transposons unique to this genome, but also several 

challenges. First, there is the pitfall of mis-annotating other types of repeats as transposons. Indeed, 

there  are  many repetitive sequences  throughout  the  genome that  are  not  transposons,  for  example 

centromeric  repeats,  tandem repeats  or  segmental  duplications.  Second,  TE  families  composed  of 

largely non-overlapping fragments or present in low copy number will be overlooked by these methods. 

The final  challenge is  the  classification  into  families  of  the  sequences  thus  identified,  due  to  the 

aforementioned diversity of elements within a family which makes clustering these sequences difficult.  

This strategy has been implemented by software such as RepeatScout (Price, Jones, and Pevzner 2005), 

but that has been shown to be rather unspecific when benchmarked against the curated annotation of the 

A. thaliana genome and recover only fragments of the elements it correctly identifies (Flutre et al.  

2011).  
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TE identification based on representative elements

Another approach is to first discover TEs in your given genome (for which many methods are 

possible), then identify all the individual copies comprising the families of these elements. In this case,  

the discovery step aims to find “representative” elements, which would be the minimal set of sequences 

that represent the diversity of elements in the genome. A representative sequence would thus be one 

which,  when used as a query to identify similar sequences,  could retrieve the maximal number of 

fragments in its family (Figure 1.1)

Figure 1.1: A TE family is a continuum of similar sequences

RepeatMasker, a widely used tool to identify transposable element sequences, bypasses the discovery 

step and uses as representatives consensuses of elements found in other genomes (usually taken from 

the RepBase database (http://www.girinst.org/repbase/)). While this approach might be sufficient for 

masking the most conserved regions of TEs before running gene predictors, is has been shown to be 

“neither the most efficient nor the most sensitive approach” for TE annotation (Juretic, Bureau, and 

Bruskiewich 2004), and that representative sequences that are specific to a given genome are more apt  

as queries to recover their given family members than consensus sequences, as these tend to not include 
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the specific non-coding sequences and structural characteristics (Buisine, Quesneville, and Colot 2008). 

There are several approaches to identify representative TE sequences in a genome, either de novo, 

homology-based or structure-based. 

Methods for representative discovery

De novo methods are based on the identification of repeated sequences (for example by whole-

genome self-alignment) then clustering and categorization. This approach has been evaluated by Flutre 

et al. (2011) by benchmarking against the A. thaliana and D. melanogaster annotations. These authors 

compare the performance of different algorithms for whole-genome self alignments (BLASTER and 

PALS) and clustering (GROUPER, RECON and PILER). They then classify the elements based on 

structural  characteristics  and/or  coding  capacity,  discarding  sequences  that  do  not  display  any TE 

features as false positives.  This final step is essential for increasing the specificity of the annotations,  

and is what distinguishes their work from previous implementations of this approach, however it also 

potentially eliminates any completely novel TE families that would have different characteristics from 

any known TE. They also show that representatives thus identified perform just as well but not better 

than finding copies of well-curated representatives. 

Homology-based methods use the knowledge base of the large number of TE sequences that 

have already been characterized, and the fact that coding sequences tend to be well conserved over 

certain types of elements. Indeed, the RT proteins of LTR retrotransposons are generally conserved as 

are certain domains of TPase of DNA transposons (Wicker et al. 2007). Transposon related sequences 

are available in general databases such as NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) which one can retrieve 

with  key terms  such  as  “transposase”  or  “retrotransposase”  and  there  are  also  transposon-specific 

databases such as RepBase for all types of transposons, or GyDB (http://gydb.org) for retroelements, or 

RetrOryza (http://retroryza.fr/) for retroelements in rice. Similarity search is usually implemented by 

local alignment search algorithms such as BLAST using protein queries against genomic sequences or 
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HMMs constructed from multiple alignements (Juretic, Bureau, and Bruskiewich 2004). The possibility 

of using HMMs is dependent on having sufficient TE sequences already characterized in the genome of 

interest in order to construct profiles based on alignments, so while HMM based search tools can be 

more sensitive than alignment based tools (Juretic, Bureau, and Bruskiewich 2004) they are not feasible 

in all  cases.  The homology-based strategy has the advantage of generating few false positives, and 

being  capable  of  retrieving  single-copy  elements.  However  the  drawbacks  are  that  only  the  well-

conserved regions of a given element will be identified and older, more degenerate elements or copies 

that have no coding capacity (such as MITEs or SINEs) will be overlooked. In order to characterize the  

full sequence of an element thus retrieved one must use other methods to identify the non-coding or 

less conserved regions surrounding the coding region. This can be done either by aligning multiple 

genomic hits, along with their flanking sequences, and by defining the borders as where the alignment 

breaks down, or by searching for structural elements such as TIRs in the flanking regions. 

Another approach to discovering TEs in genomic sequences is exploiting characteristics specific 

to  a  given  type  or  superfamily,  and  are  as  numerous  and  varied  as  the  types  of  TEs  themselves 

(reviewed in Bergman and Quesneville 2007). These methods are based on identifying a structural 

characteristic of a TE sequence, such as the long terminal repeats in LTR retrotransposons or the short 

inverted  repeats  of  MITEs.  Multiple  tools  implement  a  search  for  LTR retrotransposons based on 

identifying direct repeats within a certain window. LTR_FINDER (Xu and Wang 2007) is the most 

recent of these and has the advantage of allowing user-specified thresholds of divergence between the 

two LTR sequences as well as identification of ORFs in between them, which aids at filtering out false 

positives. MITEs also lend themselves to identification by structural characteristics as they are short 

sequences flanked by direct repeats, and found in large copy numbers. Methods for identifying these are 

reviewed in (Guermonprez et al. 2013) and  the most recent is MITE-hunter (Han and Wessler 2010). 

This software is the most sophisticated in that it provides several methods of eliminating false positives, 

at various steps of the algorithm.   Similarly to others (MUST (Chen et al. 2009)), the first step is to 

identify candidate MITEs based on TIRs and TSDs. In a subsequent step candidates are discriminated 

based  on  copy  number  by pairwise  comparison  –  elements  that  do  not  align  with  any other  are 

eliminated as false positives. Then a consensus sequence is generated for each family and the definition 

of its borders verified by multiple sequence alignment with its copies taken with flanking regions. This 
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last step relies on the fact that within a certain family, the copies' terminal sequences (i.e. TIRs and 

TSDs) will be near identical and align well but the alignment will break down at the flanking regions as 

each element is inserted in a different genomic context. (See Figure 1.3)

The key to using these structure-based methods is implementing good filtering strategies to eliminate 

false positives, as these types of structures can occur by chance in the genome with more or less high  

frequency. For this reason autonomous DNA transposons are not usually discovered with this approach, 

even  though  they  also  have  TIRs  just  like  MITEs.  Indeed,  they  are  more  easily  retrieved  with 

homology-based methods and then the search for structural characteristics is limited to their flanking 

regions. 

Methods for identifying copies of a representative 

Once one has identified representative TEs using any of the aforementioned methods, the next 

step is to identify the copies in their respective families. This step is necessary since a family can be 

composed by fragments and degenerate elements that would not have been identified by the previous 

step. The way this is implemented depends on your goal: if you desire only to mask the genome, it is 

sufficient to do a simple similarity search with a program such as BLAST or FASTA, or HMM, to 

identify sequences similar to your queries. However, if your goal is to study the biology of TEs, you 

must take into account some of the biological factors of TE evolution to get useful data. The main  

problem with finding copies of an element is that similarity searches will give fragmented annotations 

if the target sequence has a large insertion or deletion or has diverged sufficiently. Therefore in order to 

have a  proper  annotation  one  has  to  chain  fragments  together  to  properly  define  a  copy.  This  is  

implemented  in  the  context  of  certain  pipelines  for  example  MATCHER in  the  REPET  pipeline 

(Quesneville et al. 2005; Flutre et al. 2011) which uses a dynamic programming algorithm to chain 

collinear fragments and then resolve overlaps. Another program is Greedier (Li, Kahveci, and Settles 

2008) which uses a graph-based algorithm to link fragments based on maximizing its total alignment 

score.  Both  of  these  algorithms  are  embedded  in  their  respective  pipelines  and  cannot  be  used 

independently. 
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1.1.3 Objectives 

It  is  important  to  note  that  all  these  analyses  based  on  sequence  comparison  –  similarity 

searches, clustering, sequence alignments – are parametrized and that the parameters chosen can greatly 

affect  the  output.  For  example,  more  lax  alignment  parameters  can  change how many clusters  or 

families are defined, or whether a given sequence stretch is identified as a degenerate fragment of a TE 

or discarded. Thus, the parameters one uses must be chosen in light of the purpose of the annotation – 

stricter parameters for annotation in view of studying TEs, more lax if the aim is to mask as many as 

transposon-related sequences possible. Our goal for the annotation of the melon genome was to perform 

a careful and accurate annotation of the most abundant types of transposons found in plants:  LTR 

retrotransposons, MITEs and the major families of DNA transposons. Since the objective is to study the 

evolution of these elements and their family relationships, we preferred to use stringent criteria in our 

annotation, knowing we will lose a fraction of the more degenerate elements. 

1.2 Pipeline developed for annotation of  transposable elements in genomic sequences

1.2.1 General strategy for annotation

The strategy followed for annotation was to first  identify representative TE sequences with 

different methods adapted to the type of element, and then to find their copies genome-wide. We chose 

these methods over the de novo characterization of repeated sequences in the genome because we are 

more interested in having an accurate annotation of TEs and their characteristics than in masking all 

possible transposon-related sequences. We decided to focus on LTR retrotransposons, MITEs and the 

major families of  DNA transposons using dedicated methods to identify each of these types and define 

as well as possible their structural characteristics. The methods for finding copies allow us to identify 

deletion  derivatives  of  these  representatives,  thus  LARDs,  TRIMs  and  MITEs  can  be  identified 

indirectly in this manner. LINEs and Helitrons were searched for using RT and helicase protein queries, 

allowing us to identify their most conserved coding regions.

Detection of LTR retrotransposons representatives
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Since LTR retrotransposons are flanked by long (usually of more than 500bp) direct repeats, 

these structures can be easily identified by scanning the genome for direct repeats flanking a relatively 

short  (few Kb) sequence.  For  this  I  used the  software LTR_FINDER (Xu and Wang 2007).  False 

positives may occur by chance, and these can be eliminated by verifying that a given putative element is 

present in multiple copies. Here I used a minimum of 2 copies for a sequence to be considered as a 

putative LTR retrotransposons. Autonomous retrotransposons encode a number of proteins needed to 

complete their life-cycle and therefore the lack of coding capacity for a protein similar to those (such as 

RT)  was  also  used  to  discard  false  positives.  This  criteria  would  prevent  us  from detecting  non-

autonomous retrotransposons such as  LARDs and TRIMs,  but  these  can  be  recovered  as  deletion 

derivatives of complete elements in the copy-finding step. However, we realize that families that do not 

contain  at  least  one  full-length  element  might  be  overlooked,  or  at  least  under-annotated  as  mere 

fragments. 

Detection of DNA transposon representatives

To  identify  DNA  transposon  representatives  it  is  difficult  to  rely  on  their  structural 

characteristics as  their terminal inverted repeats (TIRs) tend to be short and thus less infomative for de 

novo searches which yield a high proportion of false positives. For this reason I chose a homology-

based  method  to  retrieve  the  most  conserved  TPase-coding  sequences  combined  with  a  multiple 

alignment step in order to extend the borders of the elements.  This was done by clustering similar  

elements and aligning them taken with flanking sequences, exploiting the fact that similar elements will 

align until the genomic context is reached, which is different for each insertion site (Figure 1.3 ). The 

advantage of this method is its high specificity but the disadvantage is that it will only identify elements 

found in at least two copies, as this is necessary for the alignment step. 

Detection of MITE representatives

The strategy to identify MITEs is necessarily different than that used for DNA TEs since, while 

they also have TIRs like DNA transposons, the elements are much shorter and do not include any 

coding sequence. For this reason they are more difficult to detect by homology since their sequence 
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varies between families and  genomes. They have the particularity of being found in large families, for 

example the  Tourist element is found in 33,000 copies in the rice genome (Naito et al. 2006). This 

feature can be exploited for discovery by bioinformatic methods, by scanning the genome for short 

inverted repeats found close together then keeping only the sequences that are found in large copy 

numbers.  We used a combination of two softwares,  MITE_HUNTER (Han and Wessler 2010) and 

SUBOTIR (Jordi Payet, unpublished) to identify MITEs in the melon genome. 

Identification of copies 

Using these  methods I constructed a database of melon transposons  to use as representative 

sequences with which to identify families of mobile elements in the genome. I then identified all the 

copies, both full length and deletion derivatives, of these representatives. For this I developed a graph-

based algorithm (COPILIST-NR) to join fragmented hits into maximal copies of the query sequence 

and resolve possible redundancies when the same genomic location is identified as a copy of distinct  

representatives.  This  approach gives us  a  good picture of the structures of families present  in this 

genome as we maintain information of the relationship of each copy to the representative. 

Our goal was to perform a careful annotation which would permit the use of these data for 

further analyses regarding the nature and evolution of transposable elements in this genome. For this  

reason we chose methods for transposon discovery aimed at specificity rather than sensitivity, and strict 

criteria for eliminating false positives, accepting the cost of losing some true predictions as well. As 

mentioned before the results  of analyses based on sequence comparison can vary according to the 

parameters and cutoffs chosen, and we were very strict in both as can be seen in the methods described 

below. 

The following flow chart in Figure 1.2 illustrates the pipeline used. 
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Figure 1.2: pipeline used for the annotation of transposable elements in the melon genome

1.2.2 Representative identification

LTR-retrotransposons

Candidates for LTR retrotransposons were identified using LTR_FINDER (Xu and Wang 2007) 

with default settings. Copies of these candidates were retrieved with a modified version of a script 

taken from the MITE_HUNTER suite  (Han and Wessler 2010) which automates a blast search and 

extracts the sequence hits in fasta format. Each candidate that retrieved at least one copy was aligned 

with its copies using MUSCLE  (Edgar 2004) (which was used for all other alignments mentioned), 

taking 60 bp of flanking sequence. In order to define the limits of the elements, these alignments were 

checked for  target  site  duplications  and  that  the  borders  of  the  elements  align  while  the  flanking 

sequences do not (Figure 1.3 part 2) To further verify these candidates, they were used to query a 

database of all LTR-retrotransposons in RepBase (www.girinst.org) with tblastx (e-value < e-10, blastall 
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suite available at www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov; all subsequent BLAST analyses are performed with this suite 

as  well).  According  to  the  best  hit  the  candidates  were  attributed  to  either  the  gypsy or  copia 

superfamilies, or discarded if no homology was found.

These verified candidates were clustered according to the internal  sequence (between the LTRs as 

defined  by  LTR_FINDER),  with  a  threshold  of  80%  similarity  along  80%  length.  For  this  I  

implemented a hierarchical clustering algorithm in python and considered only columns without gaps 

in  the  calculation  of  percent  similarity.  The  longest  sequence  of  each  cluster  was  chosen  as 

representative sequence. These representative sequences were deposited in a database available on the 

website of the melon sequence project (https://melonomics.net/), with annotated features as defined by 

LTR_FINDER, superfamily, and copy number of the family. 

Non-LTR retrotransposons

Non-LTR retrotransposons do not have the structural characteristics like LTRs which enable 

their de novo identification and therefore cannot be identified with the same approach. I had previously 

identified a few of them in melon BAC sequences by homology to RT (Gonzalez et al. 2010) and used 

these  as  queries  to  search  for  copies  as  described  below.  These  are  all  annotated  as 

“non_LTR_retrotransposon” and also link to the representative sequence they were identified with. We 

decided not to further describe these in the whole genome because our analysis of the BAC sequences 

indicated there were very few of them, as is the general case in plants. 

DNA transposons

In  order  to  identify  DNA  transposons,  the  general  strategy  was  to  fish  for  sequences 

homologous to a known transposon coding sequence and further, extend the TE sequence by aligning 

similar hits taken with flanking sequence, then select representatives and search for copies. 

I  constructed  a  protein  database  by  querying  NCBI  with  the  keyword  “transposase”   in 

conjunction with transposase superfamily names such as “PIF”, “hAT”, “CACTA”, “MULE”, “hop”, 
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“jittery”,  “Mariner”,  as well as “helitron helicase” to retrieve transposase sequences that have been 

attributed to a superfamily as well as those that have not. I excluded from these searches any sequence 

annotated  as  “putative”  or  “hypothetical”,  in  order  to  minimize  the  propagation  of  errors  or 

uncertainties common in the public databases (in particular for TE sequences).  I then retrieved all  

sequences in the genome that are similar (tblastn, e-value < e-10) to any in the  transposase database.  

These sequences were then re-blasted against the subset of the database that have been attributed to a 

superfamily, and grouped according to this criterion. 

The sequences in each superfamily group were clustered using UCLUST (Edgar 2010). The 

thresholds used for clustering were 80% similarity over 80% of the query length, which is what has 

been suggested by Wicker et al. (2007) as the definition of a family when comparing DNA sequences.  

The percentage similarity was calculated by counting any mismatch or gap as a difference, except for 

terminal gaps (UCLUST 'iddef' parameter set to 2) which is appropriate when aligning sequences of 

different length, as is the case for aligning fragments against a longer element. For selected clusters 

(most homogeneous or largest) the sequences were extended 5000 base pairs in either direction, and 

aligned. These alignments were manually inspected to extend the definition of the elements as far as the 

alignment was maintained, allowing to identify TIRs in some cases (Fig 1.3) . 
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Figure 1.3: Discovery of DNA TEs by homology to TPase and refinement by multiple alignment

One representative sequence was selected per cluster, and these were used as queries to search 

for copies using COPILIST-NR (see below). These representatives can also be found in the database in 

the melon sequence project  site (https://melonomics.net/). 

MITEs

MITEs were identified using a combination of two different softwares: MITE_HUNTER (Han 

and  Wessler  2010)  and  SUBOTIR (Jordi  Payet,  unpublished).  Both  base  their  predictions  on  the 
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evidence of TIRs flanking a short sequence, and which are present in many almost identical copies.  

They differ in that MITE_HUNTER also generates a consensus sequence based on multiple alignments 

and uses that consensus to identify all the copies in a family. Many of the predictions overlapped but 

some were specific to either program, so I took the union of the two sets of predicted elements.

1.2.3 Development of   COPILIST-NR (  COPy Identifier  by LInking Split  hiTs)  to   identify   

representative's copies

The methods described above allowed us to identify and define as well as possible  full copies 

of the transposons that exist in this genome, but a transposon family will often be formed of some full 

copies and many fragments or copies with deleted portions. The methods used above do not permit us 

to identify these fragments, namely, LTR_FINDER bases its prediction on the presence of direct repeats 

that  could be LTRs, and we also select  the elements potentially coding for retrotransposon-related 

proteins, therefore only elements with well conserved LTRs and coding region can be detected. Also, 

the alignment-based approach of identifying full length DNA transposons is dependent on the fact that 

at least two full-length elements of that family exist. Therefore, to get a comprehensive view of the 

transposon  landscape  in  this  genome,  I  needed  to  identify  truncated  copies  of  the  full-length 

representatives, and resolve redundancy in the case that a particular genomic region was picked up by 

various representatives.  The most straightforward approach is  to use BLAST to identify sequences 

similar  to  the  representatives,  however,  copies  within  a  family  can  vary  according  to  mutations 

accumulated over time and so a copy will often be composed of fractionated BLAST high scoring pairs 

(HSPs) (blastn, e-value < e-10). The idea is to assemble these fractionated hits into a copy that spans 

the greatest length possible of the query. This is not exactly straightforward for various reasons, due to 

the repetitive nature of the structure of certain TEs, the fact that there can be rearrangements within an 

element, and the fact that a certain element can be found in many locations in the genome. For this I 

developed a set of programs, COPILIST and COPILIST-NR, to identify copies of a query sequence by 

assembling BLAST HSPs.  
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Linking HSPs into copies 

Certain criteria must be applied in assembling HSPs together to form a copy, namely that the 

HSPs must be ordered along the query, be on the same strand, and be separated by at most a certain gap 

threshold. (Fig 1.4 – COPLILIST methods) In addition to these criteria, one wants to assemble HSPs 

such  that  one  finds  the  set  of  longest  non-overlapping  copies  of  a  given  element.  To solve  this 

optimization problem I represented it as a directed acyclic graph, with as nodes the HSPs which are 

connected by a directed edge if the previously mentioned criteria are fulfilled. Thus finding the set of 

non-overlapping copies of an element reduces to finding the set of non-overlapping longest paths in this 

graph (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Longest_path_problem).
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Figure 1.4 COPILIST - NR illustration
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Resolving redundancy

Though I selected representative sequences to be at least 20% different from each other, within a 

particular superfamily they remain similar to a certain extent. Thus a genomic region can be identified 

as a copy of more than one representative. To resolve this redundancy I chose to maintain the longest 

copy, and truncate any overlapping copies. This is done recursively till there are no more overlaps. 

(Figure 1.4 – resolve redundancy)

Information included in the copy annotations 

The annotation of each copy carries the following information as tags in the 9th column of the gff3 

annotation:

- start and end coordinate with respect to the query (this was particularity important for the 

subsequent analyses of LTR retro fragments)

- percent similarity to the query, calculated as the average of the percent similarity over it's 

HSPs

- percent coverage of the query, calculated as the aligned length over total length

-  number  of  complete  (>  70% coverage)  and fragmented  (<70% coverage)  elements  in  the 

family

- unique ID

- family and superfamily

The SO term for the third column was chosen as “DNA_transposon” for DNA transposons and MITEs, 

and  “retrotransposon” for LTR and non-LTR retrotransposons

I decided to implement my own copy-finding program because the one found in the MITE-Hunter suite 
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(Han and Wessler 2003) does not supply the genomic coordinates of the copies it returns, nor does it 

allow parameters to set maximum gap length allowed, nor does it resolve redundancy. For this reason it 

was sufficient for the purpose of identifying copies of the LTR retrotransposon sequences for refining 

by alignment, but I found the need to write our own tool as the analysis progressed. 

1.2.4 Identification of transposon-related fragments

In  order  to  retrieve  degenerate  fragments  of  elements  that  were  not  retrieved  with  any 

representative, we performed a BLAST search using transposase and retrotransposase protein queries, 

collected from the NCBI database,  excluding any “putative” or “hypothetical” annotations. Regions 

showing similarity (e < 1e-10) were annotated as transposon_fragment and retrotransposon_fragment, 

respectively, but not further categorized. 

1.3 Subsequent Biological Analyses

Description of the transposon landscape in melon 

In  melon  I  identified  by  homology  and  structure-based  methods  323  transposable  element 

representatives belonging to the major superfamilies of elements previously described in plants. These 

representatives  were  used  as  queries  to  annotate  73,787  copies  in  the  melon  assembled  genome, 

totalling 19.7 % of the genome space. This percentage is similar to that reported for genomes of similar  

size such as the recently described genome of cacao (Argout et al. 2011). However, this percentage is 

probably an underestimation of the genome fraction that transposons occupy in melon due to the high 

stringency of our searches. We opted for a quality annotation and restricted the sequences used in 

homology-based searches to those that  are well-characterized,  in  order  to minimize propagation of 

errors and uncertainties in the public databases. Thus this data can be used  beyond just masking, and to 

carefully describe the transposon landscape of melon. The overall percentages of sequence covered by 

superfamily of transposons is summarized in Table 1.1. 
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Table 1.1: Transposon content of the melon genome

The retrotransposon elements described account for 14.7 % of the genome whereas DNA transposons 

represent  5.0%  (Table  1.1).  A  total  of  87%  of  the  annotated  transposon-related  sequences  were 

attributed to a particular superfamily of elements and further classified into families. The fact that such 

a large part of the TEs annotated are classified into families attests to the accuracy of our methods,  

since very little sequence was left as uncategorized transposon fragments. 
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Dating LTR retrotransposon insertions 

The two LTRs of a retrotransposon are identical upon insertion and accumulate mutations over 

time.  Therefore the  degree of  similarity  between them is  an indication of  how recently they were 

inserted,  and LTR insertion times can be  estimated by comparing  the  two LTRs (see for example 

Choulet et al. 2010). I used this strategy to date the insertion time of all LTR-retrotransposons with two 

at least partially intact LTRs by intra-element comparison of LTRs (see Materials and Methods chapter 

for more details on parameters and molecular clock used). This analysis showed that, while different 

families had distinct patterns of amplification over time (Figure 1.5 B), most retrotransposons have 

been inserted during recent melon evolution with a peak of activity around 2 million years (Myrs) ago 

(Figure 1.5 A). 

Figure 1.5: LTR insertion dates as calculated by intra-element LTR comparisons

A) all the retrotransposons with two intact LTRs and B) selected examples of individual families
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Comparison with the cucumber TE landscape

As cucumber is a close relative, and it's genome had recently been completed, we decided to 

compare the melon transposon landscape with that of cucumber in order to gain insight into how the 

melon TEs have evolved since the divergence of these two lineages.  Consistent with the fact that we 

found melon TEs to be recent, no elements homologous to those identified in melon were found in the  

cucumber genome (data not shown), whose ancestor is supposed to have diverged from melon 10.1 

Myrs  ago  (Sebastian  et  al  2010).  The  retrotransposon  content  of  the  cucumber  genome has  been 

reported as 12.16% (10.43% of LTR retrotransposons) (Huang et al. 2009), which is lower than the 

value in melon, suggesting that LTR retrotransposon activity has been higher in the melon lineage. As 

the different approaches used to annotate LTR retrotransposons in cucumber and melon may influence 

the data obtained, I decided to perform a similarity-based search in the two genomes to estimate relative 

retrotransposon quantities, providing directly comparable data. I used as queries the most conserved 

coding regions of retrotransposons, and retrieved twice as much sequence in melon as in cucumber 

(2.01 v.s. 0.99 percent, respectively), confirming the greater accumulation of retrotransposons in the 

melon lineage.  

The number of sequences,  and corresponding genome fraction,  related to DNA transposons 

reported here are substantially higher than in cucumber. Indeed, while DNA transposons have been 

described to account for 1.24% of the cucumber genome (Huang et al 2009), I report here that 5.0 % of  

the melon genome is composed of DNA transposons. In order to rule out a methodological reason for 

this difference, I applied the pipeline used to identify DNA transposons in melon to the cucumber  

genome, looking for the three most represented superfamilies in melon and cucumber (i.e. CACTA, 

MULE and PIF/Harbinger) (Table 2, Huang et al 2009, Table 1.1). Our results show that all these three 

families have been amplified in the melon lineage, where the genome fractions each occupy are several 

fold larger than in cucumber (10X for CACTA, 47X for MULE, and 3.8X for PIF). (Table 1.2)
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Table 1.2: comparison of major DNA TE families in melon and cucumber

While comparing coverage data gives us an idea of the transposon content of each genome, it does not  

reveal anything regarding the evolution of these elements. Indeed, this difference could either be due to 

an expansion of melon-specific families, or removal from the cucumber genome of elements that had 

been present in the common ancestor. In order to gain insight into the evolution of the transposon 

families  in  these two genomes,  we performed a phylogenetic  analysis  based on the  protein-coding 

sequences of the major DNA transposon superfamilies: CACTA, PIF and MULE. These trees show that 

for every superfamily investigated, most clades are melon-specific, meaning that the difference in copy 

numbers is due to an expansion within the melon lineage (Figure 1.6).  The clades defined mostly 

concur with the family definitions, though sometimes a given clade corresponded to more than one 

family (not shown). This confirms the accuracy of our family definitions and that at worst our criteria 

for defining families were on the stringent side.
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Figure 1.6: phylogeny of CACTA elements in melon and cucumber. 

Branches for either species  are colored in  yellow-ocher and green tones,  respectively.  Few clades  

contain a mix of elements from the two lineages, most are melon-specific. Numbers at nodes represent  

bootstrap values over 100. 

As further comparison of the transposon landscapes in melon and cucumber, we compared the 

spatial distribution of TEs in two collinear chromosomes: chromosome 1 in melon, and chromosome 7 

in cucumber. (Figure 1.7) While these two chromosomes show syntenic blocks throughout their length 

(colored plots), the region highlighted in red in melon has been highly expanded. In both chromosomes 

you can observe an anti-correlation between gene and TE densities, and the expanded region in melon 

is  TE-dense,  while  the  gene-dense  region  is  similar  in  both.  This  supports  the  hypothesis  that 

transposon activity is responsible for the difference in genome size between these two species. 
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Figure 1.7: distribution of TEs and genes in melon chromosome 1 and cucumber chromosome 7. 

Region defined in red has been expanded and shows preferential insertion of TEs

Chromosomal distribution of TEs

In order to visualize the distribution of TEs along chromosomes and compare it to that of genes,  

I plotted their respective densities (number of annotations per 500kb bin) for each chromosome (Figure 

1.8). 

next two pages: 

Figure 1.8: Chromosomal distribution of TEs and genes for each of the 12 chromosomes in the melon  

genome. 

Colored bars represent gene- and transposon-rich regions represented in blue and red, respectively. A  

region is considered transposon-rich when the ratio of TEs to genes is > 1, gene-rich otherwise. 
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One can observe a striking anti-correlation between the gene and transposon distributions in all 

the chromosomes, as what was observed in the portion of chromosome 1 analyzed earlier: TE dense 

regions  are significantly depleted in genes. Thus I defined two types of sequence region based on the 

ratio of TE density over gene density. Ratios greater than 1 are defined as “transposon-rich” regions and 

ratios  less than 1 are defined as  “gene-rich”.  The chromosomal distribution of  these two types of  

regions follows that of recombination rate (Garcia-Mas et al. 2012) and concurs with cytogenetic data 

(Jordi Garcia-Mas and collaborators, unpublished) indicating that the TE rich regions correspond to 

pericentromeric  regions.  This  is  to  be  expected  as  TEs  tend  to  be  eliminated  at  a  lesser  rate  in 

heterochromatic regions than euchromatic regions (Hollister and Gaut 2009).

Dynamics of LTR retro expansion and contraction 

The annotation of a genome is a static picture of the state of the mobilome in this particular 

individual,  but  there  are  characteristics  of  the  elements  that  reveal  their  history:  for  example, 

phylogenetic analysis showed that the DNA transposons in melon are specific to its lineage, and the 

intra-LTR comparisons  enabled  us  to  date  their  insertion  times.  These  analyses  tell  us  about  the 

expansion patterns of these families, but the state of the transposon landscape is the result of both 

expansion  and  contraction  (Devos,  Brown,  and  Bennetzen  2002).  Indeed,  given  the  potentially 

exponential replication of retrotransposons, genomes would quickly become bloated if they were not 

also eliminated. Retrotransposons are eliminated by small deletions, and also by recombination between 

their two LTRs (C Vitte and Panaud 2005). Since the LTRs are largely similar, these can be used as 

substrates for illegitimate recombination, effectively eliminating the internal sequence and leaving a 

“solo LTR”. Analyzing the types of copies within a family – elements with two intact LTRs and some 

internal sequence, solo LTRs or deleted copies with only one LTR and some internal sequence (Figure 

1.9)– tell us about the rate and mechanisms of removal that have weighed upon it. In order to evaluate 

what are the removal forces at work on LTR retrotransposons in the melon genome evolution, I tallied 

the types of fragments overall for  gypsy and  copia superfamiles, as well  as for individual families. 

(Table 1.2)

Overall, LTR retrotransposons seem to be eliminated more frequently by deletion than by illegitimate 
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recombination, though this trend is less marked for  copia  families. In any case, LTR retrotransposon 

population is kept strictly in check, since only 11% are potentially complete elements. 

Figure 1.9: types of LTR retrotransposon copies 

A) 2LTR_IN: elements with two LTRs and some portion of internal sequence. B) solo_LTR: element  

who's two LTRs have recombined, eliminating the internal sequence. C) LTR_IN: deleted element in  

which remains an intact LTR and some internal sequence
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Table 1.2: percent of each copy type for gypsies, copias and overall. 

Copias tend to have more elements with 2 LTRs as well as solo-LTRs, while gypsies have more deletion  

derivatives

next page: Figure 1.9: insertion dating and proportion of fragment types trace the history of individual  

families of LTR retrotransposons
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1.4 Discussion

The  results  presented  here  show  that  both  DNA  transposons  and  retrotransposons  have 

accumulated to a greater extent in melon compared to cucumber, and suggest that transposable elements 

have played a major role in shaping the melon genome in recent evolution. 

The transposons in melon are recent and specific to its lineage 

These data taken together show us that the transposons present at this time in the melon genome 

are specific to its lineage, and have witnessed an expansion in recent evolution. Indeed, there are not 

only more TEs in melon than in its close relative cucumber, but phylogenetic analysis shows us that 

most families are not common to both. Had the difference in coverage been due to a loss of copies in  

the cucumber genome, we would have seen similarities in the families present today, just a difference in 

number  of  elements.  A recent  expansion is  consistent  with  the  dating of  the  LTR retrotransposon 

insertions,  which  all  postdate  the  melon-cucumber  split,  and  is  likely partially  responsible  for  the 

difference in genome size between these two species. 

LTR retrotransposons are been actively removed from the genome 

The analysis  of LTR fragments shows us that  retrotransposons have suffered constant DNA 

removal. Interestingly it seems like LTR retrotransposon activity peaked around 2 MYA and that there 

has been less activity in the very recent evolution of this genome, unlike Medicago truncatula (Wang 

and Liu 2008) where most insertions are within 1MYA and none older than 3MYA are detectable.  

Alternatively,  there recently has been a much more vigorous elimination of LTR retros. The fact that 

LTR  retrotransposons  seem  to  be  eliminated  more  frequently  by  deletion  than  by  illegitimate 

recombination is  different  than in  Arabidopsis where  the  two mechanisms operate  equally (Devos, 

Brown,  and  Bennetzen  2002).  This  might  indicate  a  better  capacity  of  the  latter  for  elimination, 

consistent with its compact size. Interestingly in Arabidopsis 46% of the LTR retros have 2 intact LTRs, 

considerably more than the 11.4% melon and which correlates to their  overall  more recent activity 
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(Devos, Brown, and Bennetzen 2002).

The bias in fragment types observed for the copia and gypsy superfamilies is consistent with the 

fact  that  gypsies  tend  to  insert  preferentially  into  heterochromatic  regions,  which  have  lower 

recombination rates, and even into other gypsies, thus fragmenting them. Copias on the other hand tend 

to insert into euchromatic regions where recombination rates are higher. These are general trends but 

the history of each family can be quite different, implying that there are features of the individual 

families than influence removal rates. For example, elements with longer LTRs (e.g CM_copia_33, 

Figure 1.9) tend to form more soloLTRs, consistent with what has been observed in rice (Clémentine 

Vitte, Panaud, and Quesneville 2007).

TEs accumulate in centromeres 

The  chromosomal  distribution  of  TEs  and  their  anti-correlation  with  genes  attests  to  the 

equilibrium  between the colonizing force of TEs and genomes' capacities for damage control. Indeed, 

mobile  element  insertions  are  generally  deleterious  and  those  inserted  close  to  genes  are  selected 

against (Lockton, Ross-Ibarra, and Gaut 2008; Hollister and Gaut 2009). This distribution has been 

observed in many species and suggests that centromeres are both a “haven” for TEs and that TEs might 

also be fulfilling a function there.

In order to get a dynamic view of the impact of TEs in recent genome evolution, it would be 

extremely  interesting  to  be  able  to  see  the  very  recent  movements:  those  that  are  still  not  fixed.  

Especially  relevant  to  their  impact  on  evolution  would  be  to  investigate  these  polymorphisms  in 

varieties under different selective or environmental pressures. This is the question I will address in the  

following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2: TE MOVEMENT

2.1: Introduction

While  the  analysis  of  the  TE  annotation  in  the  assembled  melon  reference  sequence  has 

provided a rich amount of information on their nature, prevalence and distribution, as well as insight 

into  their  history,  this  analysis  remains  a  static  snapshot  of  a  single  individual  of  a  species.  A 

comparison with the TEs in cucumber has provided us with a general view of their evolution but it is  

only possible to compare coverage and type of transposons: the two genomes are distantly related and 

the  quasi-absence  of  common transposon  families  means  that  the  traces  of  those  present  in  their 

common ancestor have mostly been erased. This is not unexpected even though these two species retain 

gene synteny to a high degree, as noncoding sequences evolve and are removed much more rapidly than 

coding sequences (Freeling et al. 2012). In order to understand the dynamics of transposon activity at a 

shorter timescale, it is necessary to be able to compare closely related genomes, where it becomes 

meaningful to identify polymorphisms due to the presence / absence of a TE at given loci. A genome-

wide  map  of  these  polymorphisms,  taken  with  the  evolutionary  relationships  of  the  genomes  in 

question and additional genomic maps such as gene annotations, gene expression and epigenetic marks, 

offers the exciting possibility to start  deciphering the impact of transposition on gene and genome 

evolution.  The  timescale  in  which  to  observe  this  impact  depends  only  on  the  samples  used:  the 

smallest scale one could imagine would be samples from two tissue types of the same organism. In his  

review,  Lisch (2013) stated that one of the great challenges in TE study is getting a grasp – beyond 

anecdotal examples – of what is TE's impact on evolution, namely how often does transposition have an 

effect that is selected for. Varieties of domesticated plants offer a unique system in which to study this, 

as  their  evolution  is  recent  and  has  been  subjected  to  the  selection  for  well-defined  traits. 

Polymorphisms have been identified through molecular biology approaches such as Southern Blot, 

SSAP and PCR in specific individuals or varieties, but the availability of whole-genome sequences 

offers an unprecedented possibility for studying polymorphisms at a genome-wide scale.  When using 

sequence-based approaches the more the better: the larger the sample size and the more sequence used,  

the  richer  the  information  derived.  Several  approaches  have  already  been  used  to  identify  TE 
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polymorphisms genome-wide, some of which have been performed in plants. 

An assembly-based approach comparing sequences of three rice cultivars ( BACs from Oryza 

sativa indica Guangluai 4 and contigs from the strain BGI 93-11, with their syntenic regions in the 

japonica Nipponbare pseudochromosomes)  led  to  the  identification  of  transposon  insertion 

polymorphisms  (TIPs)  between  these  varieties  (Huang  et  al.  2008). This  revealed  that  the  most 

abundant  polymorphisms  were  due  to  Ty3/gypsy  and  that  some  DNA  transposon  families  had 

differential  activity  in  the  three  varieties  considered.  The  distribution  of  these  TIPs  led  to  the 

identification of a chromosomal region corresponding to the introgression between Nipponbare and 93-

11. These data integrated with EST data showed that TIPs could affect genes in many ways, including  

the abnormal termination or alternative splicing of transcripts, change of intron size and modification 

of  expression  level.  Dating  insertions  unique  to  Guanglai4  as  preceding the  domestication  of  rice 

supports multiple independent domestications events of O. sativa.

Polymorphisms identified by whole-genome alignments have provided insight into the impact of 

variation in TE sequences on gene expression and sequence variation. Namely, variable TEs tend to be 

more strongly targeted by siRNAs, evidence that genomes and transposons are in a constant battle to 

maintain the equilibrium between regulation and genetic diversity (X. Wang, Weigel, and Smith 2013) 

Indeed, methylated TEs (as measured by siRNA coverage) can affect neighboring gene expression, 

decreasing it on average (Hollister and Gaut 2009). 

Identification of TE polymorphisms based on whole-genome alignment has the advantage of 

yielding the sequence of the element that is present (or absent) in either genome, and thus enabling 

sequence comparisons between elements. However, it is limited by the amount and quality of assembled 

sequence available. Indeed, repetitive sequences are the most difficult to assemble and some assembled 

genomes might have sufficient quality to study genes, but will be of limited use for TE analysis. The 

challenge of genome assembly makes this approach less feasible for large numbers of samples, or for 

highly repetitive genomes. 

In the case that one only has access to the assembled sequence of a reference genome, there are 

various strategies to identify TE insertions in a sample that do not exist in the reference. Transposon 

insertions  have  been  studied  in  human  using  many  different  methods,  including  fosmid  –  based 

sequencing (Beck et al.  2010) or hemi-specific PCR specific to LINE elements (Ewing and Kazazian 
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2010) showing there is a high degree of polymorphism of transposon insertions in human populations. 

The recent advances in paired-end sequencing technology, and its more accessible cost, have led to the 

generation of  large quantities  of  data  that  beg this  type  of  comparative analysis.  It  has  even been 

postulated that next-generation sequencing offers better possibilities for detection of structural variation 

due to TE movement than other comparative genomics methods: array-based methods are notoriously 

blind to the “difficult”, repetitive regions of the genome, and the challenges of assembly make these 

approaches unfeasible for large numbers of samples and preclude the identification of heterozygosity. 

(Alkan, Coe, and Eichler 2011).

Paired-end sequences combined with 454 data have been used to map polymorphic TE sites in 

human populations (Stewart et al. 2011) or human cancer lines (E. Lee et al. 2012) but unfortunately in 

the former the authors did not provide the software that implements their approach, and in the latter the  

tool is specifically designed for the human genome (reference sequence and transposable elements are 

hard-coded). In their review on TE polymorphism detection methods, (Ray and Batzer 2011) point out 

that  the  aforementioned  methods  are  tuned  towards  detecting  human-specific  elements  (Alus  and 

LINEs),  and  their  extrapolation  to  other  organisms  would  lead  to  false  negatives.  The  paired-end 

detection approach has also been used in certain plant genomes, such as a study by Sabot et al. (2011) 

which brings to light the evidence of transposition as a result of standard plant breeding practices. They 

show that different transposons in the same plant are activated during rice cell culture and lead to novel  

insertions in the resulting cloned line, indicating that the stress of cell culture may have deeper impacts  

than expected on the genome of plants cloned in this manner. However, the pipeline they developed for 

this analysis is not supplied. 

We have seen that comparative analysis of closely related genomes can yield rich information 

regarding to the evolution of TEs and their impact on genomes. Comparing closely related genomes 

allows the identification of TE movement before it is eliminated or mutated beyond recognition. This is 

important as most TE insertions are usually neutral, and therefore not conserved (Freeling et al. 2012).  

Even exapted TE functions can become quickly unrecognizable, as for example domesticated MULE 

transposases that maintain homology at the protein level but have lost the rest of the TE sequence (Joly-

Lopez et al. 2012). 

In the pursuit of studying the role of TEs in the evolution of the melon genome, we have been 

lucky to collaborate with the groups of Dr. Puigdomènech and Dr. García-Más in our center who have 
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sequenced seven melon varieties using Illumina paired-end reads. The varieties considered come from 

diverse  geographical  locations  (Europe,  Asia,  India)  and have been submitted  to  varying selective 

pressures: some are highly domesticated and others are more wild. These seven lines represent a good 

sample of the phenotypic diversity found in melon, and cover the main phylogenetic groups of the 

species (see Table 2.2 in this chapter and Materials and Methods for a more complete description of the 

varieties  used).  Our  collaborators  are  using  this  data  to  investigate  variation  between  these  lines: 

identifying SNP, small InDels, and other non-TE structural variations. My goal within this project is to 

identify the polymorphisms due to TE insertions and deletions between these seven varieties, with the 

objective of investigating the history of TE activity in the evolution of this species, and to what extent it  

may have impacted its evolution. 

When  identifying  transposon-related  structural  variations  in  a  sample  with  respect  to  the 

reference,  one looks for two types of variations:  either  “deletions”,  which would correspond to an 

element present in the reference and not in the sample, or “insertions”, being an element present in the 

sample and not in the reference. However whether a polymorphism is an “insertion” or a “deletion” 

depends completely on which genome is taken as the reference, and does not make any implications as 

to the evolutionary process of TE insertions and deletions that  might  have led to this  observation. 

Indeed, an “insertion” could be either a TE inserted in the sample, or a TE deleted in the reference. 

(Figure 2.1) . Therefore from here on the terms insertion and deletion when used with respect to a 

reference sequence do not imply anything as to the mode of transposition. 
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Figure 2.1: different transposition events can lead to the presence of a TE in one genome with respect  

to another

There already exist several softwares to detect “absences” (such as Pindel (Ye et al. 2009)), and 

detecting these events is more straightforward in the sense that tools developed for detecting absence of 

any type of sequence can be directly used for detecting transposon absence in the sample, by taking 

only the predictions that correspond to a TE annotated in the reference. However detecting “presence” 

is more challenging, since the differing sequence is divided amongst the sequence reads. There exist 

some  tools  for  detecting  general  insertions  using  paired-end  sequencing  data  such  as  HITSEQ 

(Hajirasouliha et al.  2010) which identifies them by assembling unmapped reads with those spanning 

breakpoints. This approach, however, is not suitable for TEs which are by definition repetitive and 

difficult to assemble. A similar approach which is oriented to TE insertion discovery is VariationHunter 

(Hormozdiari et al. 2010) but we found it unsuitable for our pipeline as it is based on an unpublished 

short read mapper and it requires an artificial chromosome of consensus TE sequences. 

For these reasons, I have developed a tool which is designed specifically to detect the presence 

of a transposon in the sample with respect to th reference, based solely on the paired-end mapping and 

the annotation of transposable elements in the reference genome. 
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2.2: Tools developed and used for structural variation detection in whole-genome sequencing 

2.2.1 Algorithm principles and design

This software was designed to be fast, easy to use and flexible, as well as provide output that 

readily lends itself to downstream analyses. It is also designed to be accurate, both in the position of the 

predicted insertion and its specificity. 

It is easy to use because I designed it to only require as input the mapped reads (in bam format, 

the most commonly used mapping format) and the transposon annotation of the genome. It is flexible in 

the sense that it can adapt itself to different types of libraries (fragment length and read length) by 

automatically calculating these from the input bam file. It can also harness the power of multithreaded 

workstations and perform the bulk of the calculations in parallel, significantly speeding up the runtime.

It utilizes softclipped reads which span the actual insertion site and have been mapped only on part of  

their length, to predict the insertion site down to a 6bp interval as well as predict the allelic ratio of the 

insertion.  Also,  I  have developed a system for parameter  optimization  using simulated data  which 

maximizes specificity and sensitivity and that can be extrapolated to any library, thus making these 

predictions quantifiably reliable. 

Finally, the output is both in standard gff3 format (http://www.sequenceontology.org/gff3.shtml) 

which can be directly loaded into a genome browser as well as in table format which can be easily 

manipulated with standard unix tools (grep, awk) to extract relevant information. Companion scripts are 

provided to filter the gff3 file according to various metrics as well as extract and assemble the reads of 

a  given predicted  insertion  site,  yielding  the  sequences  necessary  for  primer  design  to  verify  the 

predicted insertions (see Materials and Methods)
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2.2.2 Algorithm description

This software predicts TE insertions present in the sample based on the fact that read pairs  

which come from fragments spanning the border of the transposon(Figure 2.2 B), when mapped to the 

reference, will have one read map to a unique genomic location (the “anchor”) , and the other map at a  

discordant  distance  to  another  similar  transposon  (the  “TE  mate”)  found  somewhere  else  in  the 

reference  (Figure  2.2  C).  This  relies  on  the  fact  that  TEs  are  found  in  multiple  similar  copies 

throughout the genome, and that the TE present in the sample will likely be similar to another TE in the 

reference.  It  is  important  here to  only select  reads  mapping at  a  discordant  length,  as a  read pair 

spanning a TE but mapping properly indicates the presence of a TE at that given location in both the 

reference and the sample, i.e. no polymorphism. As the DNA fragment these reads come from spans the 

TE border,  the  putative  insertion  has  therefore  occurred  within  a  fragment  length  of  the  mapped 

position of the anchor read. For a given TE insertion, there will be fragments spanning either border,  

thus anchors mapping to the forward and reverse strands. Sets of overlapping anchor reads are clustered 

together on either strand, and  a pair of forward and reverse clusters  that overlap in their prediction 

interval are considered to predict a putative TE insertion within that overlap. (Figure 2.2 D). 
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Figure 2.2: Jitterbug algorithm

Since  the  predictions  rely  on  uniquely  mapping  anchor  reads,  insertions  in  repetitive  or 

otherwise unmappable regions (low-complexity or Ns) are not detectable by this method. Softclipped 

reads are used to narrow down the prediction interval if possible. A sequenced fragment that spans the 

insertion site will generate a read pair that maps discordantly, and one of those reads might itself span 
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the insertion site. When is is mapped, part of the read (which comes from the transposon) will not be  

mapped and some mapping algorithms (such as bwa) will “clip” it, basically masking the unmappable 

part of the sequence. The clipped site indicates the exact insertion breakpoint, though depending on the 

mapping parameters the read might be clipped up to 3 or 4 basepairs after the breakpoint. Several reads 

that are clipped at the same site support that this exact site is where the breakpoint occurred (Figure 

2.3) 

Figure 2.3: Softclipped reads predict the exact insertion position

If the exact insertion site is defined, it is possible to determine whether there are any reads that 

are properly mapped and span the insertion site. These indicate the presence of an “absence” allele, 

while the softclipped reads indicate the “presence” allele. Indeed, if there is an allele where no TE 

insertion is present, there will be reads that map properly to the reference at that location. The relative  

support for these sets of alleles can be calculated as the ratio of softclipped reads to the total number of  

softclipped and “core” reads. A ratio around 0.5 means half of the reads are softclipped and support a 

heterozygous state for the insertion at that locus. A ratio near 1 supports homozygous state for the 
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insertion, and a ratio near 0 supports homozygous state for lack of insertion, meaning the prediction  

might be a false positive. 

Please see Materials and Methods for a detailed description of algorithm implementation, requirements 

and usage. 

2.2.3 Parameter optimization with simulated data

Generation of simulated dataset

As  is  the  case  with  any  computational  prediction  – which  inevitably  make  assumptions 

regarding the phenomenon you are trying to predict, the genome, the data – it is important to evaluate 

the accuracy of our TE polymorphism predictions. One method is to verify these predictions by PCR, 

designing primers  to  detect  both  the  presence of  the  TE as  well  as  the  empty site.  This we have 

performed for a subset of the predictions (experiments performed by Cristina Vives, member of our lab, 

data not shown), but it is not feasible for a large number of predictions, and we designed an in silico 

experiment to test our tool. For this we were lucky to dispose of the perfect dataset: the paired end 

sequencing data of the reference line DHL92. This sequencing run came from the same individual as 

the reference genome, and offers the opportunity to design a simulated data set to test the prediction 

algorithm.  I  modified  the  reference  genome  by “cutting”  out  a  subset  of  the  annotated  TEs  and 

“pasting” them into random positions. The absent sites should then be detected as insertions in the 

resequenced data. The TEs to be shuffled were selected as a random 30% of the entire TE annotation, 

only considering the elements that represent  a significant fraction of their  respective representative 

sequence. The idea behind this is that the TEs that would have moved recently will likely not be overly 

deleted, and therefore chose elements that cover at least 50% of their representative query's length. This 

subset  covers the range of  sizes  and superfamilies  annotated in  the melon genome.  This  modified 

genome  contains  1871 simulated  deletions,  that  should  be  detected  as  insertions  by  mapping  the 

resequence of the reference. (Figure 2.4) 
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Figure 2.4: simulated data for jitterbug evaluation

As mentioned earlier, insertions in repetitive regions or Ns are not detectable, so any of the 

simulated deletions within 500bp of an annotated TE or N island were not counted in the calculation of  

sensitivity.

Evaluation of sensitivity and specificity

Of the 1131 detectable insertions, 1016 were identified, meaning that the detection sensitivity is 

of 89%. However, of the 3372 total predicted insertions, 1016 were true positives (TP) and 2356 were 

false (FP). This means that the specificity was poor, at 30%. (Table 2.1) 
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Table 2.1: sensitivity and specificity of raw jitterbug predictions

Here there are two issues to consider: first, is there some way to differentiate the TP from the FP? and 

second, what are the possible reasons why some of the insertions are not detected? 

In order to address the first issue of specificity, I have established various metrics for the insertion  

predictions and evaluated their importance in discriminating true positives (TP) from false positives 

(FP) in the simulations. 

The metrics established for evaluating the predictive power of a cluster are illustrated in Figure 2.4: 
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Figure 2.4: metrics for evaluating jitterbug predictions

length of the interval within which the insertion is predicted to have occurred. 

cluster size, i.e. the number of reads constituting the forward and reverse clusters which, paired, predict 

an insertion (in the charts, supporting_fwd_reads and supporting_rev_reads)

span, the distance between that start position of the two most distant reads in a cluster. A span of 0 

means the reads are stacked. 

Figure 2.5  shows the predictions generated against the simulated genome, plotted according to these 

metrics. Luckily we see that there are different distributions for TP and FP for each of these metrics, 

which means that cutoffs for each metric can be applied in order to minimize the FP while maximizing 

the TP. 
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Figure 2.5: plots of raw TP and FP according to different metrics

Filtering criteria to improve performance

After experimenting with various combinations, he cutoffs I settled on are:

150 < length < 700

10 < span

 2 < number of reads < 50
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With these criteria, the specificity is increased to 82% from 30% while only decreasing the sensitivity 

to 84% from 89%, and the distributions of TP and FP are no longer distinguishable (Figure 2.6). These 

cutoffs were used for the subsequent analyses in melon. 

Figure 2.6: plots of filtered TP and FP according to different metrics

That the span be more than 10 eliminates cases of stacked reads, which can arise from PCR 

duplicates or other sequencing errors, and limiting the coverage to be between 2 and 50 eliminates 

flukes  due  to  just  one  read.  The  length  criteria  are  consistent  with  the  way  the  algorithm  was 

implemented, and are a function of the characteristics of the sequencing library: 500bp fragments with 
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150bp reads. It is logical that the insertion interval should be greater than the read length, (smaller  

would mean the forward and reverse anchors are overlapping) but smaller than two the fragment lengths 

minus twice the read length (longer would mean the forward and reverse clusters are separated by more 

than expected within the allowed standard deviation. See Materials and Methods for how fragment 

length standard deviation is taken into account). Thus these criteria can be extrapolated to any other 

library, as a function of the fragment and read length.

Evaluation of reasons for undetected predictions

In order to determine whether there was a particular factor that influences the undetection of a 

prediction  we  investigated  the  influence  of  element  length,  mapping  quality  and  coverage  at  the 

insertion  site  for  the  detected  and undetected  predictions.  (Figure 2.7).  Small  elements  (less  than 

100bp) are overrepresented in the undetected elements, even though such small elements can also be 

detected. We reason that since the detection relies on reads spanning the insertion site, there is a lower  

probability that there be reads spanning both borders for smaller elements. Mapping quality seems to 

influence detection as well, as FP are enriched in low-quality mapped reads (less than 30 MQ). Finally, 

the determinant factor in detection seems to be coverage in that region: indeed, the average coverage of 

undetected reads is very low. Understandably, an insertion cannot be detected if there are no reads 

mapping in that location. This can be due to either a lack of sequencing data for that particular region,  

or unmappability in that region. Low complexity sequences can be a source of either, as they are both 

hard to sequence and map.
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Figure  2.7: factors influencing performance of predictions:

A) length of inserted element B) read mapping quality C) coverage at insertion site
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2.3 Biological Analyses

2.3.1 TE polymorphisms in 7 melon lines

Seven melon varieties, from different geographical locations and under different selective pressures, 

were resequenced by paired-end Illumina sequencing at ~ 17X coverage. (Table 2.2).  Studying the 

transposon-related polymorphisms between these lines provides an interesting opportunity to get a more 

dynamic picture of the role of transposition in the recent evolution of this species' genome. 

Table 2.2: origin of sequenced melon varieties

Using Jitterbug to detect insertions,  and Pindel to detect deletions,  both with respect to the 

reference genome, we have established a presence / absence map of polymorphic sites. (See Materials 

and Methods for more details on the deletions detection with Pindel)

TE polymorphisms detected in the seven melon lines 

We have detected insertions and deletions in the seven melon varieties, as well as in DHL92, the 

resequenced  reference  (Table  2.3).  The  predictions  in  DHL92  are  very  low:  4  deletions  and  27 

insertions, less than 1% and 5% of the number of predictions in the other lines, respectively. These are 
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necessarily false positives and the fact that we have so few confirms that our false positive rate is low,  

any of these that overlapped with predictions in the other seven lines were excluded. The reference 

sequence  is  a  double  haploid  line  of  T111 and  PI,  thus  it  is  to  be  expected  that  the  number  of 

predictions in either of these parental lines is lower: roughly half than the other lines. Overall there are 

more insertion predictions than deletions. There is no biological reason to expect that there would be 

more differences due to absences in the varieties compared to DHL92, indeed as we mentioned in the 

introduction these terms are dependent on which genome is taken as reference. What can influence 

deletion detection is the quality of the assembly: a TE needs to be properly annotated in the reference  

for its absence to be detected in the sample. Thus, the presence of mis-assembled repetitive regions or 

N islands that actually contain TEs will impede detection of deleted sequences. Insertions, however, are 

less likely to be affected by unassembled regions, as by definition they can only be detected in unique 

genomic regions. We know that the version CM3.5 used has a certain amount of Ns, which can be a 

reason for the difference in insertion and deletion detection rates. 

Table 2.3: Insertions and deletions detected in the sequenced melon lines

We combined the insertion and deletion predictions in the seven melon lines into a set of 

polymorphisms:  any position  where  either  a  deletion  or  insertion  has  occurred  in  any  line  is  
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considered polymorphic, and we constructed a map of polymorphic sites (PM sites) annotating the 

presence or absence of a TE in each line at each polymorphic position, its superfamily and family 

when possible. (Table 2.4) 

Table 2.4: polymorphic sites in melon varieties

In this manner, we have identified 2731 polymorphic sites across the melon genome, of 

which 96% have been categorized as corresponding to retroelements or DNA transposons, and 88% 

attributed to a specific family and superfamily. A large part (74%) of the polymorphisms are due to 

retrotransposons, consistent with the fact that retrotransposons are the most abundant TEs found in 

the melon genome (see chapter 1, Table 1.1). Interestingly, gypsy retrotransposons are more active 

than what one would expect for their proportion in the genome (46% PM sites versus 36% of 

annotated TEs). Amongst the DNA transposons, MULE and CACTA families have been the most 

active, with MULEs being more highly represented than their relative proportion of annotated TEs 

(12.78% vs 9.6%) would suggest, and CACTAs less represented than expected (3.84% vs 8.12%) 
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(see Table 1.1 for percentages of annotated transposons).

A total of 33 families of the 323 families annotated in melon are responsible for 80.9 of the 

polymorphic sites. (Table 2.5). These are mainly gypsy, copia and MULE type TEs, with the two 

most abundant being gypsies. 

 Table 2.5: families responsible for the majority of PM sites
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In order to get an idea to which degree these polymorphisms are shared between lines, we 

counted the number of sites that present a TE in exactly one, two, three, four, five or six lines 

(Table 2.6). It is clear that most polymorphic TEs are unique to a particular line. This is consistent  

with our previous conclusions that the majority of TEs in melon are recent, as they are more recent  

even than the divergence of these varieties. 

Table 2.6: count of lines sharing a PM site

Distribution of TE polymorphic sites along chromosomes

The fixed insertions are those  that  are older, and have not  been selected against,  while  the 

polymorphic ones are more recent. In this sense the distribution of polymorphic sites shows us what  

recent activity has been, and that have had little time to be eliminated. Any differences in chromosomal 

distribution between old and recent TEs will reveal the selection pressures they are subjected to. 

In order to explore whether the polymorphic (PM) TE sites follow the same distribution as the fixed 

ones, I plotted the frequency of fixed and PM sites in gene-rich and TE-rich regions of the genome, as 

defined in Chap 1 (see Figure 1.7). I chose to analyze only retrotransposons as DNA transposons are 

found in too few numbers for statistical analyses.

next two pages: 

Fig 2.8 chromosomal distribution of retrotransposon polymorphic sites 
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The  chromosomal  distribution  plots  show  that  the  fixed  retrotransposons  correlate  with 

pericentromeric regions (red), while the PM sites are more scattered. In order to determine whether this 

pattern is maintained for both copias and gypsies, I calculated the frequency with which they occur in 

either type of region (Table 2.8) The fixed sites are clearly correlated with TE-dense regions for both 

copia and gypsy type retrotransposons (p = 0). Polymorphic copia elements do not show a statistically 

significant  association  to  either  type  of  region,  telling  us that  the  drastic  difference  in  fixed  TE 

accumulation in pericentromeric regions is mostly due to selective pressures. The polymorphic gypsy-

related sites show a slight but statistically significant increase in TE-rich regions, which is consistent 

with the fact that they tend to target heterochromatic regions for their insertion.  In both cases, the 

differential distribution between fixed and recent TEs shows that TEs are eliminated preferentially from 

gene-rich regions.

Table 2.7: association of fixed and PM TEs to pericentromeric regions

Locating insertions and deletions on the phylogenetic tree

The phylogenetic  relationships of  the seven varieties  has  been established using SNP data  (Walter 

Sanseverino, unpublished) and we have taken advantage of these to establish when the TE movements 

have occurred that lead to the polymorphisms we observe today. For this analysis we did not consider 

DNA transposon related polymorphisms as they can both insert and excise, and differentiating absence 

due to excision and absence due to lack of insertion requires careful inspection of the empty site for 
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possible traces of TSDs. While retrotransposons can also be deleted (as we have seen in Chap1), it is  

safe to assume that in the timeframe considered – evolution within a given species – it is more probable 

that an absence is due to lack of insertion at that site. Thus, given the combinations of lines which show 

presence or absence of a TE at a given PM site, we placed them as insertions in the phylogenetic tree if  

this was most parsimonious solution. We assumed insertions to be more likely than deletions, but for 

those PM sites that could not be explained as a single insertion event in a given branch of the tree, we  

considered a deletion more likely than multiple independent insertions at the same locus. We were able 

to place 84.3% of the polymorphic sites on the phylogenetic tree and more than half (55%) of the non 

species specific  sites (Figure 2.9).  This yields a history of insertions and deletions throughout the 

evolution of these varieties.

Figure 2.9: retrotransposon PM sites placed on phylogenetic tree

In all the branches of the phylogenetic tree, we can see that there has been more insertion events  
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than deletions, though their number varies greatly between lines: Calcutta having the most insertions 

(258) and PI the least (59). Since we do not know the length of the branches in this tree, however, we do 

not know whether these differences are due to higher rate of activity or just  more time past since 

divergence with the closest variety. In order to evaluate rate of transposon expansion, we can make the 

assumption that rate of deletion is constant. Indeed, while rates of LTR retrotransposon deletions varies 

from one species to another (see (H. Wang and Liu 2008) for a comparison of LTR removal rate in  

Medicago and rice)  these  rates  seem to be  functions  of  various  genome-specific  features,  such as 

recombination rates and properties of the LTR retrotransposon families themselves. Thus I believe it is 

safe to say that the removal rates would be similar between different varieties of the same species. In 

this manner, the rate of TE expansion can be calculated as the ratio of insertions to deletions within a  

given lineage (Table 2.8).  Across the seven lines considered, there is a range in the ratio of inserted 

retrotransposons to deleted retrotransposons, showing us that different varieties are witnessing different 

degrees of recent TE activity. Even more clear is the difference in insertion rate for the older nodes 

corresponding to the  agrestis and  melo sub-species. Indeed, the insertion rates are on average 5.5X 

higher in melo than in agrestis, and T111 and Vedrantais by far share the highest number of insertions. 

 

Table 2.8: insertion rate in different melon lineages

Varieties of subspecies melo and agrestis are shown in blue and red, respectively
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Genes affected by TE polymorphisms

Of the 2505 polymorphic sites identified in the 12 annotated pseudochromosomes (226 of the 

2731 total PM sites  occur in unanchored contigs) across the 7 lines, 26% of these are found within 

genes (Table 2.9). Insertions in exons account for 62.4 % of the PM sites in genes, implying a potential  

mutagenesis role for these polymorphisms. This information is a great resource for studying the impact 

of transposition on phenotypic variation, especially with respect to cultivation and domestication. Of 

particular interest are the polymorphisms between T111 and VED, two cultivated varieties that are very 

similar genetically yet with very different phenotypes. 

Table 2.9: TE PM in genes
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2.4 Discussion

Accurate tool to detect TE insertions 

We have developed a software tool to detect TEs present in a sequenced sample that are absent 

in the reference genome. Both in silico and molecular verification has shown that these predictions are 

highly  reliable.  The  software  itself  is  easy  to  use  and  the  filtering  criteria  established  can  be 

extrapolated  to  other  genomes  and  sequencing  libraries,  making  it  a  useful  tool  for  studying  TE 

polymorphisms in many other contexts. The fact that this software uses only the mapped reads and a TE 

annotation, without any need of a set of consensus TE sequences or a re-mapping step, means that it is 

particularly  well  suited  to  be  integrated  in  large-scale  SV  detection  pipelines.  Analysis  of  the 

undetected  simulated  insertions  shows  that  these  are  mostly  due  to  lack  of  mapped  reads  at  the 

simulated insertion site. This usually is due to the lack of mapped reads in this area,  meaning this  

sequence  was  either  un-sequencable  or  un-mappable.  In  general,  these  areas  correspond  to  low-

complexity and/or A/T rich regions which have been called the “genomic dark matter”  (H. Lee and 

Schatz 2012). 

Retrotransposons have been largely active in recent evolution

Retrotransposons,  and especially  gypsy elements,  are  largely  responsible  for  the  recent  TE 

activity in the melon genome. About 10% of the annotated families are responsible for 80.9% of the 

polymorphisms observed, meaning that the majority of the annotated families probably do not contain 

any active  elements.  Interestingly,  the most  active  retrotransposon families  all  have elements  with 

2LTRs that have been dated as having inserted within 1MYA, less than the average of the LTR retro 

population in this genome. This indicates that it is a subset of the LTR retro population that is active 

recently,  and  different  elements  than  those  that  were  active  previously.  Also,  the  most  active 

retrotransposons (responsible for > 50 polymorphic sites) all have fewer than 8 full copies within the 

genome. This is not a causal relationship since it is not the case that all low copy-number families are 

more active,  and there  are  many factors  that  come into  play as  to  the activation of  a  transposon. 

However silencing mechanisms such as small RNAs are often a function of copy number, and perhaps 

one factor is that these families have not reached the critical copy number at which they are silenced. 
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Differential chromosomal distribution of fixed and polymorphic sites reveal selection pressures 
operating on TEs

The  difference  we  observe  in  the  chromosomal  distribution  of  fixed  and  polymorphic 

retrotransposons is a great insight into the process of selection against TE insertions near genes. With 

just the static image of TEs in a genome, we can see that these are anti-correlated with genes, but this is  

the  result  of  two  factors:  insertion  preference  and  selection.  The  fact  that  newer  TEs  are  not 

concentrated in heterochromatic regions allows us to see that copia retrotransposons, as well as gypsies 

to a lesser extent, insert in a much different distribution. This shows us that the major force shaping the 

chromosomal distribution of TEs is actually selection, rather than insertion bias. Besides insertional 

mutagenisis – that one would rarely be able to observe because so deleterious – transposons, by virtue 

of being targets of silencing mechanisms, have been shown to affect the chromatic state of nearby 

genes (Ahmed et al. 2011). It has been proposed that this effect is that which is selected against, and in 

Arabidopsis is  has  been  shown genome-wide  that  methylated  TEs  near  genes  are  under  stronger 

purifying  selection  than  unmethylated  ones,  and  selection  agaisnt  them  leads  to  the  differential 

distribution between recent and old TEs (Hollister and Gaut 2009). To our knowledge this is the first 

analysis that uses polymorphic TEs to investigate differential distribution of recent and old transposons, 

and thus  revealing  at  a  smaller  scale  the  timeline  of  selection  that  leads  to  the  final  distributions 

observed. 

Different varieties have witnessed varying degrees of retrotransposon activity

Analysis of the polymorphic sites with respect to the phylogenetic tree has allowed us to place 

in time over half  of the insertions and deletions of retrotransposons, and in this  manner derive an 

insertion rate for each branch of the tree. We observe a higher insertion rate over the  agrestis clade 

compared to the melo, which is interesting as the T111 and VED varieties are the two most cultivated 

ones. In addition, they are the most similar on a gene level yet vary greatly phenotypically. Therefore 

an investigation into their patterns of polymorphism and phenotype offers an exciting opportunity to 

investigate the relationship of TE activity and phenotype on a genome-wide level. About a fourth of the 

TE  PM  sites  are  within  genes,  and  of  those  62%  within  exons.  This  percentage  holds  true  for 

polymorphisms between T111 and VED, and would be a good start to investigating the impact of TEs 
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on  gene  evolution  and  domestication.  The  fact  that  T111  and  VED  share  so  many  common 

polymorphisms either indicates especially high activity in their progenitor variety or can also be a sign 

of introgressed sequence. Indeed, these varieties are not reproductively isolated and their history of 

domestication  might  included  crosses.  Preliminary  SNP  data  indicates  that  there  are  certain 

chromosomal regions very similar between these two varieties (Walter Sanseverino, unpublished) and 

these particular regions would be those introgressed between the two species. The high degree of DNA 

similarity yet difference in phenotypes of these two cultivated varieties makes them ideal candidates to 

asses the importance of TE movement in evolution. 
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CHAPTER 3: IMPACT OF TRANSPOSITION

3.1 Introduction

As outlined in the introduction we have seen that besides the most obvious impact of insertional 

mutagenesis, TEs can have a range of effects, from chromatin organization to chromosome structure to 

changes in gene expression. The last of these is very interesting in terms of evolution because changes 

in  expression  patterns  are  less  likely  to  be  lethal  or  quickly  eliminated,  and  many  examples  of 

adaptation come from changes in temporal or spatial expression patterns. Transposon activity can affect 

gene regulation  in  a  range of  more  or  less  subtle  ways.  As TEs  are targets  of  silencing they can 

modulate gene expression through transcriptional gene silencing by modifying the chromatin state of 

nearby genes. An interesting example is the silencing of the FLC gene by small RNAs directed to a  

transposon insertion in an intron, which confers vernalization-independant flowering to lines containing 

this allele (Liu et al.  2004).  This phenomenon has been analyzed genome-wide in Arabidopsis (X. 

Wang, Weigel, and Smith 2013) showing that genes near siRNA-targeted TEs have lower expression 

levels on average. Some TEs such as retrotransposons carry their own promoters which can drive the 

expression  of  nearby genes,  causing  new inducibility  properties,  or  spatial  or  temporal  expression 

patterns. For example, blood oranges owe their color to the insertion of a LTR retrotransposon which 

drives  the  expression  of  a  MYB transcription  factor  (TF),  itself  inducing  anthocyanin  production 

(Butelli et al. 2012). An insertion of a TE downstream of a gene can generate antisense transcripts and 

cause it to be targeted for post-transcriptional degradation, and readthrough transcription into nearby 

genic regions can also modify their expression (Hernández-Pinzón et al. 2009).

Intrinsic qualities of the TE itself can make it likely to be co-opted into being an expression 

regulator. This is true regarding both the DNA sequence of the element as well as the properties of the  

proteins it encodes. Transposases contain DNA binding domains and these have been often exapted for 

different cellular functions. For example, the DNA binding domain of a MULE transposase has been 

domesticated into the genes FHY3 and FAR1 in Arabidopsis thaliana, two transcription factors which 

activate several genes involved in far-red light and circadian signaling (Hudson, Lisch, and Quail 2003).
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Transposons contain their own promoters which can drive the expression of nearby genes, and their 

encoded proteins can even act  as TF themselves.  However, their  contribution to the transcriptional 

regulation of the genomes they inhabit is not restricted to these effects. TEs have been shown to be  

associated with the binding sites of several master transcription factor binding sites (TFBS), such as  

ESR1, TP53, MYC, RELA, POU5F1, SOX2, and CTCF in humans (Bourque et al. 2008). In this study 

they  identify  by  ChIP-seq  the  regions  throughout  the  genome  that  are  bound  by  each  of  these  

transcription factors, and find that a significant portion of these overlap with annotated repeats. Most 

interestingly, some regions pulled down by several of these TF individually are associated with the 

same mobile element, meaning it contains several TFBS. These given TEs are better “progenitors” of 

the TFBS sequences in question than from any other promoter sequence in that these sequences can 

arise  through less  mutations  from the  consensus  of  the  TE.  Taking  these  data  together  it  can  be 

postulated that TEs have the capacity to generate the combinatorial patterns of TFBS necessary for 

complex regulation of gene expression. In a similar way it has been shown that the binding of the 

Estrogen  Receptor  alpha  (ER)  is  enriched  in  TEs  and  that  these  also  host  combinations  of  sites 

corresponding  to  transcriptional  regulators  known  to  interact  with  ER  (Testori  et  al.  2012).  TE 

insertions carrying the TFBS and that are in the vicinity of conserved estrogen-regulated genes are 

themselves conserved in mouse and human, suggesting that those genes are regulated through the TFBS 

located within TEs (Testori  et  al,  2012).  On the other  hand, TEs have supplied BS for OCT4 and 

NANOG which are not conserved between human and mouse, suggesting that these TEs have wired 

new genes into these regulatory networks in a lineage-specific manner (Kunarso et al. 2010). In some 

cases, the same TFBS may be present in different families of TEs. This is what has been seen for the 

p53 transcription factor, whose binding sites are associated with two families of retrotransposons in 

hominids  (Wang  et  al.  2007).  Given  the  phylogenetic  relationship  of  these  families,  the  authors 

postulate that an ancestral family acquired the p53 binding site before the two families diverged. The 

insertions of p53BS – carrying elements are further from genes than one would expect by chance,  

suggesting insertions that influence gene expression have been selected against. However, in a handful 

of cases, transposons have supplied the p53 binding site to p53-regulated genes. The p53 BS has also 

been shown to be present in a third family type, Alu repeats, which also contribute p53 binding sites to 

some p53-regulated elements, In this case there is evidence that these site have arisen through mutation 

in the Alu sequence,  rather than being present in a progenitor sequence (Cui, Sirotin, and Zhurkin 
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2011). Interestingly, some zebrafish orthologs of these genes are also driven by a transposon-carried 

p53 TFBS though an entirely different, lineage-specific, transposon (Micale et al. 2012). The fact that 

different  TEs  containing  this  TFBS  have  contributed  it  to  the  regulation  of  the  same  genes  by 

independent insertion events has been explained as an example of convergent evolution (Micale et al, 

2012). 

These examples of TEs contributing regulatory sequences and thus influencing gene expression 

point to their capacity as a powerful driver of evolution, and transposon-mediated rewiring of gene 

expression  networks  is  likely  to  have  contributed  directly  to  the  evolution  and  diversification  of 

mammals  (Gifford,  Pfaff,  and  Macfarlan  2013).  The  replicative  nature  of  transposons,  and  their 

(mostly)  random insertion  patterns,  make  them  a  particularly  apt  vehicle  for  shuffling  regulatory 

sequences and relocating binding sites.  These exapted functions, and their  recurrence,  might be an 

explanation  for  why  a  significant  fraction  of  the  conserved  (and  therefore  functional)  non-coding 

sequences in the eutherian clade are TE-related (Mikkelsen et al. 2007; Lowe and Haussler 2012). 

For these reasons, our curiosity was piqued when we happened across a MITE in Arabidopsis 

thaliana which contains the binding site for a TF. An external collaborator to our lab, Jordi Payet, 

designed a MITE-finding tool (SUBOTIR, unpublished) which we used to annotate MITEs in melon. 

He tested the tool  using the well-annotated  Arabidopsis thaliana genome, and while analyzing the 

results  he  noticed  that  several  of  the  sequences  identified  contained  a  particular  short  repeated 

sequence:  TTTCCCGCCAAA.  Further  analysis  revealed  that  this  sequence  fits  the  different 

consensuses proposed for the E2F binding site (E2F BS) NTTssCGssAAN (Vandepoele et al. 2005), 

NTTCCCGC (Naouar et al. 2008) and TTssCGss (Ramirez-Parra, Fründt, and Gutierrez 2003). Given 

that the E2F binding site regulates such crucial functions as DNA replication and cell cycle (De Veylder 

et al. 2002; Ramirez-Parra et al.  2004) and that MITEs are known to be able to rapidly amplify and 

generate very high copy-number families, and also have a propensity to insert near genes, we decided to 

to analyze these MITEs in more detail. The association of a TF BS to TE sequences such as the one we  

describe has not yet, to my knowledge, been reported in plants, and in this third chapter I'd like to 

describe our investigation of this phenomenon. This project has been a rich collaboration with other 

members of my lab as well as external collaborators, and so when it is necessary to understand the 
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whole picture I will mention results obtained by others, pointing it out clearly when it is the case. For 

this  project  I  did  not  develop any novel  software  so  all  the  related  methods  can  be  found in  the 

Materials and Methods section. 

3.2 Results 

The E2F binding site is found at a high frequency in transposons in Arabidopsis thaliana

The sequence TTTCCCGCCAAA, which fits the consensus NTTssCGssAAN for the E2F binding site, 

was found in several copies of MITE elements in the A. thaliana genome. In order to determine if the 

number of these sequences in TEs make up a significant part of the total number of E2F BS present in 

the genome we compared the total number of instances of this sequence to those present in transposon 

sequences. Surprisingly, 89% of these sequences are found in transposable elements, while these only 

comprise 20% of the genome (www.arabidopsis.org). In order to determine whether this was the case 

for the 9 other sequences fitting the consensus NTTssCGssAAN, we also calculated their percentage 

found in TEs (Table 1). We can see that it is this specific sequence, and not others of the consensus, that 

is most concentrated in TEs, suggesting that this particular sequence has been specifically amplified in 

Arabidopsis within TEs. 
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Table 3.1: frequency of E2F consensus sequences in and out of TEs in A. thaliana

In order to analyze if this phenomenon is specific to A thaliana we performed the same analysis 

in  four  related  Brassica species:  Capsella  rubella,  Brassica  rapa,  Thelungella  halophila and 

Arabidopsis lyrata. 

Table 3.2: frequency of sequence TTTCCCGCCAAA in and out of TEs in five related Brassica genomes

This revealed that the prevalence of the sequence TTTCCCGCCAAA outside TEs is relatively constant 

in the five genomes but in all of them except T halophila a much higher number of these sequences is 

found within TEs. (Table 3.2)
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Thus far we know that there is one sequence of the 10 that fit the consensus binding site of the 

E2F TF that  is  found at  much higher  frequency than expected in  mobile  elements  in  four  related 

Brassica genomes. Here we cannot help but notice that in the genomes that show a concentration of the 

E2F sequence in TEs also show a considerably higher number of total sites. Due to the replicative 

nature of transposons, we wondered whether these sequences might have been amplified by transposons 

as well. 

The sequence TTCCCGCCAA and not others of the E2F consensus has been amplifie by transposonsd 

in four brassica genomes

To account  for  differences  in  genome  size,  and  taking  Oryza  sativa as  an  outgroup  for 

comparison, we plotted the frequency per megabase of each of the sequences of the E2F consensus in  

these six genomes (Figure 3.1). We found that compared to rice, only the sequence TTCCCGCCAA 

and not others was amplified in the four Brassica genomes except for T. halophila.
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Figure 3.1: frequency per megabase of the 10 sequences fitting the E2F consensus TTssCGssAA

This analysis shows that the sequence TTCCCGCCAA has been amplified by transposons in 

four Brassica genomes. In order to clarify the relationship between the amplification of the sequence 

TTTCCCGCCAAA and its concentration in transposons, we plotted the relative frequency of the set of 

sequences up to 2 mutations away from TTCCCGCCAA both within and out of transposons. (Figure 

3.2). For  each  of  these  genomes,  there  has  clearly  been  an  amplification  of  the  sequence 

TTCCCGCCAA and  not  any of  the  other  similar  sequences.  In  each of  the  cases,  the  pattern  of 

amplification genome-wide is maintained when restricted to  the TE sequences, and disappears when 

looking at non-TE sequences.  This analysis shows that  while the sequences found outside TEs are 

present in relatively similar frequencies, the sequence TTCCCGCCAA is the only sequence present at 

higher frequency in the four genomes where it has been amplified. This shows that this sequence has 

been amplified specifically by transposable elements in all four genomes and that it has been strongly 

conserved as we do not see signs of mutated sequences accumulating after amplification. 
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Figure 3.2: frequency per Mb of all sequences up to 2 mutations away from TTCCCGCCAA 

From these results we conclude that one of the 10 sequences that fit the E2F consensus has been 

amplified by transposable elements in four related genomes: A thaliana, A lyrata, B rapa and C rubella, 

but not in the closely related species T halophila or the outgroup O sativa. 

These observations lead to the following questions: how has this amplification arisen? What are the 

possible impacts of the association of such a crucial TFBS with TEs? 
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The E2F sequence has been amplified by different families in different genomes 

In order to gain insight into how and when the E2F sequence was captured and amplified by TEs, we 

performed a comparative analysis of the main TE families which contain it in each of the 5 Brassica 

genomes. For this, a crucial information is the family definitions of the elements within each genome. 

However, TE annotations in these genomes – besides A thaliana – have not been well-curated, and are 

mainly based on masking the genome with RepeatMasker (Hu et al. 2011 for annotation of  A lyrata,  

Materials  and  Methods  for  annotation  of  R rapa,  C rubella and  T halophila).  The  family  names 

attributed to the different  repeats are based on sequence similarities with elements in the Repbase 

database (http://www.girinst.org/repbase/). Repbase contains well-defined elements but also elements 

not so well characterized, which makes it risky to rely solely on sequence similarities to define families  

of  elements.  We therefore  decided  to  curate  the  TE  annotation  and  redefine  the  families  of  the 

annotated elements. We clustered all the annotated transposons into families (80% similarity along 80% 

length) to obtain family “nuclei”, then attributed fragments to their respective nuclei when they are at 

least 60% similar along 20%  of their  length (using the SILIX clustering software,  http://lbbe.univ-

lyon1.fr/Overview.html (Miele, Penel, and Duret 2011)), then picked representatives of each family. We 

then performed pairwise alignments of all the representatives from all the genomes, and thus defined 

family relationships between the families in different genomes. Figure 3.3 sums up this data, with each 

family color-coded and the size of the box proportional to counts in each genome. This analysis was 

performed by Ankita Chaurasia, a member of our lab, and the following figure summarizes her work. 
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Figure 3.3: families containing E2F sites in related Brassica genomes. 

A) Number of copies in TEs families containing E2F sites per genome B) Number of E2F sites in TE  

families containing E2F in each genome. Over each bar is the percentage of total E2F sites in TEs  

contained in the families represented in the chart.  

 
In  Arabidopsis four TE families account for 73.9 % of the total E2F sequence TTCCCGCAA 

(Figure 3.3 A). These four families belong to three different superfamilies of DNA transposons: hAT 

(Simplehat1  and  Simplehat2),  PIF/Harbinger  (Simpleguy1)  and  MULE (ARNOLDY1/2).  Three  of 

these  four  families  (Simplehat2,  Simpleguy1  and  Arnold)  are  also  found  in  other  of  the  species 

analyzed, while Simpleguy1 is found in all five (Figure 3.3 B), suggesting that these families were 

already present in the ancestral species. However, the different prevalence of each of these families 

shows that they have amplified to a different degree in each lineage after speciation. Some families,  
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such as ATREP18 in  C rubella,  are  specific  to that  genome. In total  there are seven different  TE 

families, belonging to different DNA transposon superfamilies, that have amplified the E2F motif in the 

five  species  analyzed.  It  is  interesting  to  note  here  that  T  halophila does  have  two  TE  families 

containing the E2F motif: SIMPLEHAT2 and SIMPLEGUY1, which are also found in other of the 

genomes  analyzed,  though  these  are  in  too  low  copy  number  in  halophila to  have  generated  a 

significant amplification of the number of E2F sequences. 

Thus the E2F BS is associated with different families of TEs in these five genomes, and these 

families have distinct histories in each species, leading to drastic amplification of the number of E2F 

sites in some but not in others. Here we point out that often the number of E2F sites is larger than the 

copy number of a family: there are therefore several E2F sites in a given transposon. We now take a 

closer look at the elements in A thaliana to elucidate this question. 

The E2F sequences have been amplified within tandem repeats 

In at least three of the four major TE families characterized in Arabidopsis, the amplified E2F sites are 

mostly found within a larger 27bp motif  repeated in  tandem, forming a minisatellite.  Examples of 

sequences from the three main families in Arabidopsis thaliana are shown in Figure 3.4. 
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SIMPLEHAT1  and  SIMPLEHAT2  are  hAT-like  elements,  while  SIMPLEGUY1  is  a 

PIF/Harbinger type transposon, which differ both in their sequence and in the transposase that mobilize 

them.  The  minisatellite  sequence  is  more  similar  between  different  elements  than  the  rest  of  the 

transposon, suggesting they have a common origin. 

In order to determine whether the fact that the E2F motifs are in minisatellites holds true for the  

whole contingent in A. thaliana, we identified tandem repeats throughout the A. thaliana genome with 

TRF (http://tandem.bu.edu/trf/trf.html, (Benson 1999)) and thus identified the E2F sequences that are 

included in a minisatellite. In  Figure 3.5 we represent the whole set of E2F sites in the  Arabidopsis  

thaliana genome, and what percentage are within a TE, a minisatellite, both, or neither. 

Figure 3.5: Context of E2F sites in A. thaliana

89% of the E2F sites in A thaliana are found in transposons, and of these 88% are found in 

minisatellites.  Three main families:  SIMPLEHAT1, SIMPLEHAT2 and SIMPLEGUY1 account for 

over half (63%) of the E2F sites in TEs in minisatellites. Thus the amplification in A thaliana is largely 

due to these three families. 
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Taken together we can see that the mechanisms that have led to the increase in number of E2F 

sites  have been twofold:  on one hand,  these  sites  are  found inside  MITE elements,  which tend to 

amplify and generate high copy-number families, and on the other, the sequence is embedded within a 

minisatellite, itself capable of expanding (and contracting) yielding varying numbers of tandem copies 

of the motif. 

While the amplification of the number of these sites is impressive, it is the fact that the E2F 

sequence is found in TEs that is the most puzzling. Apart from the sheer number of instances – and the  

possible impact of sequestering TF protein to these sites – it is the fact that this sequence may be 

mobilized and relocated in the genome, affecting gene expression, that comes to mind as a possible 

impact. 

In order to address the question of what the impact this association can have, we investigated the 

relationship  of  E2F-containing  TEs  with  genes.  Since  Arabisopsis  thaliana is  the  best  annotated 

genome of the five Brassicas studied this part of the analysis is restricted to this species. 

Most E2F sites in transposons are far from genes

In order to asses the impact of the amplification of this TFBS, we first investigated whether 

these  TFBS found in TEs might have an impact of gene expression. To do this, we looked at the  

distance of these sites within TEs with respect to genes. 

For a basis of comparison, we plotted the distance of four different TFBS to genes, according to 

whether it is in the 3' or 5' region of its closest gene (Figure 3.6). The occurrences of these TFBS are 

found overwhelmingly within 100bp of the 5' end of their closest gene. 
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Figure 3.6: distance to closest gene of four TFBS

Similarly, the E2F TFBS outside of TEs are found mostly within 100bp of the 5' region of the 

nearest gene (Figure 3.7 A), suggesting that, in most cases, the E2F transcription factor regulates gene 

expression by binding  very close to the transcription start site, as it seems to be the typical case in the  

compact genome of Arabidopsis. On the other hand, the E2F sites located inside transposons follow a 

different distribution. Indeed, they are found more evenly distributed between 5' and 3' regions, and 

clearly farther from genes (Figure 3.7 B). This suggests that most E2F TFBS found in TEs will not 

have a direct impact on the regulation of genes by E2F. However, if this E2F TFBS can be recognized 

and bound, the resulting sequestration of  the transcription factor into non-productive sites would have 

an indirect effect.
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 Figure 3.7: distance of E2F sites to genes

While most of the TEs containing E2F are far from genes, there are a few which are close to 

genes. We decided to take a closer look at their possible role as having integrated a gene into the E2F 

regulatory network. 

Some transposon insertions may have wired new genes into the E2F regulation network

Microarray analyses in plants overexpressing E2Fa-DP identified genes upregulated more than two-fold 

in these lines with respect to WT (Vandepoele et al. 2005, Naouar et al. 2008). Of these, those that  

contained an E2F motif in their promoter region were considered as potential E2F targets. These two 

analyses were performed with different arrays (ATH and tiling), and using different criteria for the 

promoter region (400 bp and 1000 bp), so we combined the results by taking all genes that had been 

found to be upregulated in either experiment, and contained an E2F TFBS at less than 1000 bp. Among 
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the 542 genes that fulfilled these criteria, there are 5 cases where the E2F motif is contributed by a  

transposon. These may be cases of genes that owe their regulation by E2F to the transposon insertion. 

While this in silico analysis is an indication that TEs might have contributed an operational E2F 

TFBS to certain genes, this is wholly dependent of whether the TF protein can actually recognize and 

bind these sites. 

The E2F BS in TEs can be bound by the TF protein 

We hypothesized that the “excess” of E2F BS would be inaccessible to the protein TF, avoiding 

titration of the TF away from its true targets, and that the inaccessible sites would be “hidden” due to 

their heterochromatic context. We designed a Chromatin Immuno-Precipitation experiment to test this, 

aimed to determine whether the E2F protein can bind to E2F TFBS in TEs, and if any difference in 

binding is correlated with different heterochromatic marks. This experiment was carried out by Cristina 

Vives from our lab. 

The  results  obtained show that,  although  most  of  the  E2F TSBS located  within  TEs  have 

heterochromatin  epigenetic  marks  (high  levels  of  H3K27me  and  low levels  of  H3K4me2),  which 

differentiate them from the E2F TFBS found outside TEs (which have low levels of H3K27me and high 

levels of H3K4me2), most E2F TFBS bind the E2F factor irrespectively of them being located within 

or outside TEs (Figure 3.8). In plants over-expressing the E2Fa together with its dimerization partner 

DPa (both under the control of the CaMV 35S promoter) (De Veylder et al. 2002), all the analyzed E2F 

TFBS are bound by the E2F transcription factor irrespective of their location and associated epigenetic 

marks (not shown). These experiments show that all E2F TFBS, including those located within TEs, 

can potentially bind the E2F transcription factor, and that most of them seem to be occupied in vivo in 

wild type plants and normal conditions. This suggests that transposition of TEs containing E2F TFBS 

may have a direct impact on the set of genes regulated by this transcription factor. Additionally, any 

situation in which the binding to the E2F TSFB located within TEs may be increased will have an 

impact on the quantity of E2F transcription factor that is available to bind the rest of the E2F TFBS, 

modulating its binding and regulation of E2F-controlled genes.
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Figure 3.8: ChIP analysis of the epigenetic marks associated to the E2F TFBS (top) and the binding of  

the E2Fa TFBS to its sites (bottom). Different types of E2F TFBS are analyzed: E2F TFBS located in  

control E2F-regulated genes, E2F TFBS located within TEs located close to genes and E2F TFBS  

located within TEs located far from genes. 

3.4 Discussion 

The E2F BS has been captured by transposons in the Brassica genus and amplified in some 
genomes 

Here we show that the sequence for the E2F binding site is found in transposons in five related  

genomes:  Arabisopsis thaliana,  Arabisopsis lyrata,  Capsella rubella,  Brassica rapa and  Thelungela 

halophila. It is found in various families, some shared by several (or all) genomes, and others genome-

specific. These TEs have amplified the number of occurrences of the E2F BS in all of these genomes  

except for T. halophila. As to the origin of this capture, there are two hypotheses: either it was present 

in an ancestral family of TEs, which has diverged and led to different TE families, or it has arisen 

several times independently. The fact that one of these TE families is common to all  the genomes 

analyzed supports shows that at least that family originated prior to the divergence of these species, but  
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does not enable us to distinguish between a unique or multiple origins. A more in-depth analysis of the 

TE families in question, and especially determining whether there exist MITEs of the same families that 

do not contain the repeated E2F motif, would help answer this question. 

The  amplification  mechanisms  at  work  here  have  been  twofold:  first,  the  fact  that  MITEs 

themselves can increase in copy number, and also that the E2F motif is found within a minisatellite. As 

to the origin of the minisatellite, it  is important to note that the motif is not identical in the three  

families is which we have analyzed it,  and the most conserved part  of the minisatellite is the E2F 

sequence itself.  Here we can imagine two scenarios:  either  the minisatellite  already existed in  the 

ancestral species, and was captured by one (or more) TEs, then evolved within the different TEs. Or, it 

arose separately in the context of different TEs (independantly of the origin of these TEs). In order to 

evaluate  the  support  of  either  of  these  two  hypotheses  we  need  to  think  a  moment  about  the 

mechanisms  which  generate  tandem  repeats.  Minisatellites  can  be  generated  by  problems  in  any 

mechanism that involves new synthesis of DNA, including replication, recombination or repair. In the 

case of replication,  stalling on the lagging strand can cause slippage of the polymerase, which can 

create a loop when synthesis resumes. Whether the loop forms in the template or the newly synthesized 

strand causes either a duplication or a loss of the sequence in the loop, respectively (for a review on  

DNA repeats see Richard, Kerrest, and Dujon 2008). Stalling of the replication mechanism can be due 

to secondary structure of the single-stranded template DNA, or binding of a protein. The fact that 

different copies within a same family contain a variable number of minisatellite motifs indicates that 

this  minisatellite  has  been expanding and /  or  contracting  after  expansion of  the  TEs.  Since  near 

identical  copies  of  the  motif  are  made  /  deleted  this  maintains  the  sequence  of  the  minisatellite  

conserved, and precludes phylogenetic analysis based on the minisatellite sequence. 

Since E2F is a protein that is involved in attracting the replication machinery, one can imagine 

that it could be the cause of replication fork stalling and cause the creation, expansion or contraction of  

a minisatellite whose motif is centered around the E2F binding site. One could imagine a scenario 

where various TEs have by chance evolved the E2F BS by random mutations, and then this sequence 

would become a minisatellite, along with its flanking bp, due to the binding of the E2F protein and 

stalling the fork. This would explain why the repeated context is different in various elements, and why 

it is found in very different TEs. Further investigation as to the probability of the E2F sequence arising 

by chance in these element versus other sequences in the genome would help elucidate this question, as 
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for example it was shown that the p53TFBS, which is found in different families of TEs, arose by 

separate sets of mutations (Cui, Sirotin, and Zhurkin 2011).

Impact of E2Fs in TEs on the genome 

The impact of the presence of E2F sites in TEs is twofold: one, the impact of relocating these 

TFBS, and two, the impact of the amplification.  As far as the impact on transcription, there are a  

handful of candidates: genes that are putative E2F targets and who's closest E2F BS is contributed by a 

TE. The fact that the TF can bind to sites in TEs in vivo confirms this possibility. This will not be the 

first time that a TE wires a new gene into a regulatory network, and it has actually been postulated that 

its the crucial TF like OCT4 or NANOG that need this combinatorial and randomization function, and 

that  is  what  has  permitted  them  to  become  master  TF.  Further  investigation  into  whether  these 

insertions  are conserved in  other  genomes,  or  other  varieties of  Arabisopsis thaliana,  will  provide 

insight into the functionality of these insertions. Perhaps even the fact that it is in a minisatellite, which 

confers variability, gives it more potential for evolvability (Vinces et al. 2009).

Another potential effect is the titration of the protein away from its “real” targets. We first hypothesized 

that the E2F sites in TEs would not be accessible, hidden away in heterochromatin. Surprisingly, even 

though E2FBS in  TEs  do show heterochromatic  epigenetic  marks,  they can  be  bound by the  TF. 

However, this might not be the case in all tissues of in all stages of the cell cycle, and makes us wonder 

whether the genome has another way of regulating its binding. 

Impact of E2FBS on TEs

The next question is what is the potential impact of the presence of the E2F site on the TEs that 

contain  it.  MITEs  amplify  to  large  copy numbers  of  almost  identical  copies  through an  unknown 

mechanism. Though many MITE families do not contain the E2F it is a possibility that those that do 

have been aided by it: the E2F protein can attract the endoreduplication machinery, and transposition in 

an  endoreduplicated  state  could lead  to  amplification.  The fact  that  the  same TEs  with  E2F have 

amplified or not in different genomes means that any advantage the E2F site may confer is specific to a 

particular genome. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

In this  study we have approached the question of deciphering the evolution of transposable 

elements and their impact the host genome from various angles. On one hand, we have investigated the 

transposon landscape and assessed its dynamic features in a newly sequenced crop plant. This yielded 

insight into the dynamics of transposon evolution in this genome, and the selective forces that have 

shaped the transposon landscape. On the other hand, we have delved into a particular case in the model 

plant Arabidopsis of a master transcription factor that has been captured and amplified by transposons. 

This study gives an example of one of the many manners in which TEs can impact gene regulation. 

In the melon genome, we have determined that the current transposon content are elements that 

were active recently. Notably, most elements are specific to the melon lineage, and have expanded after 

the split with its close relative cucumber. Phylogenetic analysis shows that DNA transposons are not 

only  more  abundant  in  melon  but  most  families  are  melon-specificThe  dating  of  the  LTR 

retrotransposon  insertions  is  consistent  with  a  recent  expansion  of  these  elements.  Indeed,  all  

characterized  retrotransposons  inserted  after  the  melon-cucumber  split,  and  are  likely  partially 

responsible for the difference in genome size between these two species. Interestingly it seems that the 

highest LTR retrotransposon activity happened around 2 MYA and that there has been less activity in 

the  very  recent  evolution  of  this  genome,  unlike  other  plant  genomes  such  as  Medicago,  rice  or 

Arabidopsis.  However the history of each family is distinct,  implying that  there are features of the 

individual families that influence expansion and removal rates, even though the general trends point to 

recent activity. These results suggest that transposable elements have played a major role in shaping the 

melon genome in recent evolution. . 

In order to get a  dynamic view of the impact of TEs in  recent genome evolution,  we have 

exploited available resequencing data of seven melon varieties. In order to perform this comparative 

genome analysis, we have developed a software tool to detect TEs present in a sequenced sample that 

are absent in the reference genome. Both  in silico and molecular verification has shown that these 

predictions are highly reliable.    The map of polymorphisms reveals that a small fraction of the families 

annotated  are  actually  active,  since  a  small  subset  of  families  are  responsible  for  most  of  the 
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polymorphisms. Interestingly, it seems like the LTR retrotransposons  most active recently are different 

from those that were previously: the few families which are responsible for the currently polymorphic 

sites are all younger than 1MYa, less than the average of the LTR retro population, and notably after the 

peak activity 2MYa. .

The chromosomal distribution of  fixed TEs, polymorphic insertions and genes   attests to the 

equilibrium  between the colonizing force of TEs and genomes' capacities for damage control.   Recent 

TEs are frequently found near genes, while older ones are concentrated in heterochromatic regions, 

attesting  to  the  process  of  selection  against  TE insertions  near  genes.   This  distribution  has  been 

observed in many species and suggests that centromeres are both a “haven” for TEs and that TEs might 

also be fulfilling a function there.  Analysis of the copia and gypsy  type retrotransposons shows that 

these different distributions are the result of two factors: insertion preference and selection. While there 

is a slight preference for gypsies to insert in heterochromatic regions, both types of elements seem to 

concentrate on heterochromatic regions with time, probably due to selection forces. To our knowledge 

this is the first analysis that uses polymorphic TEs to investigate differential distribution of recent and 

old transposons, and thus revealing at an intra-species scale the timeline of selection that leads to the 

final distributions observed. 

The data provided in this work should give some insight into the TE activity during melon 

evolution and on when during this process TEs were more active. The analysis of the polymorphic sites 

with respect to the phylogenetic tree has allowed us to derive an insertion rate for each branch of the 

tree. We observe a higher insertion rate over the agrestis clade compared to melo. About a fourth of the 

PM sites between T111 and VED are in genes, and more than half of these in exons, and this proportion 

is holds true for the other varieties. Interestingly, is is the ancestral lineage to T111 and VED that holds 

the highest rate of TE expansion. This, combined with the fact that there is a high degree of DNA 

similarity between these two lines yet very different phenotypes, makes them ideal candidates to assess  

the importance of TEs in evolution. 

As outlined in the introduction,  TEs were first  discovered due to the phenotype induced by 

insertional mutagenesis. In these cases, the impact of the TE was clear as it was inserted in a gene of  

known function, and the phenotype induced was what led to its discovery. Various elements in various 

genomes were thus identified, but with a certain ascertainment bias in regards to the overall impact of 
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TEs, as the only ones observed are those inducing a detectable phenotype. This led to the question of  

their prevalence and frequency of movement, and frequency with which this movement impacted gene 

expression or adaptation. Studies like the one we describe here show that now we have the tools to 

determine  their  prevalence  in  a  genome  and  know how often  polymorphisms  occur,  and  identify 

hundreds of insertions in a genome where there is a potential TE effect directly on a gene. However, in  

order to interpret this – ask how often it has an impact – we need to know what these genes do. So 

though we can generate all these predictions computationally, we still need to have a good grasp on 

gene function to interpret this data. So here we come to a paradox: either we can observe the effect of a  

TE  (by  traditional  genetics)  or  we  can  observe  the  genome-wide  frequency  of  movements  (by 

computational methods), but not both at the same time. In order to start making associations between 

TE-related polymorphisms and phenotype, in addition to more data as to individual genes' function, 

there is a need for highly systematic cataloging of phenotypes. In this respect projects such as the 

SolGenomics database (http://solgenomics.net/) which integrates both genomic and phenotypic data, 

organized  in  ontologies  and  for  many  Solanaceae  species,  become  particularly  useful.  Assessing 

genome-wide the more subtle effects of TE polymorphisms such as epigenetic effects, small RNA-

mediated silencing or transcription regulation becomes rapidly intractable since it is not limited to TE 

insertion in genes but can occur in trans and involves many other dimension of data such as expression 

profiles, epigenetic maps and small RNA profiles. These types of analyses are best attempted with a 

particular case in hand, and some clue that indicates a particular TE or family is a good candidate for 

study.

The study we performed in Arabidopsis is exactly one of these cases: we happened by chance 

(through the astuteness of a bioinformatician with the rare quality of actually manually perusing the 

output)  on  a  TE  with  a  potentially  interesting  profile:  it  contained  the  binding  site  for  a  master 

transcription factor, conserved across plants and animals and regulating key functions such as DNA 

replication and cell cycle. In this study we showed that the sequence for the E2F binding site is found in  

transposons  in  five  related  genomes:  Arabisopsis  thaliana,  Arabisopsis  lyrata,  Capsella  rubella, 

Brassica rapa and Thelungela halophila. It is found in various families, some shared by several (or all) 

genomes, and others genome-specific. These TEs, and the fact that the binding motif is included in 

larger, tandemly repeated motif, have amplified the number of occurrences of the E2F BS in all of these 

genomes except for T. halophila.  Given the distance between the TE families that contain the E2F site, 
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and  considering  the  mechanisms  of  creation,  expansion  and  contraction  of  minisatellites,  we can 

suppose various models to explain this phenomenon. It is still not clear what is the sequence of events  

that has led to the capture of this minisatellite by various TEs. Indeed, the minisatellite is much more 

conserved than the TEs that harbor it, rejecting the hypothesis that it was present in an ancestral TE. 

The sequence amplified corresponds to one of several that fits the consensus E2F binding site, and 

while it is bound by the protein, this cannot be the only selection mechanism (either for the transposon 

of for its function as a protein) otherwise we would have observed selection for other sequences that fit 

the consensus. Further investigation into the history of these elements and analysis of related genomes 

will help to elucidate this question

The impact of the presence of E2F sites in TEs is twofold: one, the impact of relocating these 

TFBS, and two, the impact of the amplification. There are a handful of insertions that potentially could 

affect gene expression: genes that  are putative E2F targets and who's closest E2F BS is contributed by 

a TE. That the actualy E2F protein can bind to sites in transposons does not exclude the possibility that 

these sites could be fucntioning as regulatory sequences. This will not be the first time that a TE wires 

a new gene into a regulatory network, and it has actually been postulated that its the crucial TF like E2F 

or NANOG that need this combinatorial and randomization function, and that is what has permitted  

them to become master TF. Preliminary data indicates that these insertions are polymorphic between 

other varieties of  Arabidopsis thaliana,  indicating that any new genes wired into the E2F regulatory 

network by a TE would be recent, consistent with the trend that housekeeping genes do not contain TEs 

in their promoters, and those that do are recent and with specific functions  (Van de Lagemaat et al. 

2003)  

Another potential effect is the titration of the protein away from its conventional  targets. We 

first hypothesized that the E2F sites in TEs would not be accessible, hidden away in heterochromatin. 

Surprisingly, even though E2FBS in TEs do show heterochromatic epigenetic marks, they can be bound 

by the TF. However, this might not be the case in all tissues of in all stages of the cell cycle, and makes 

us wonder whether the genome has another way of regulating its binding.  

Any advantage conferred to the MITEs by the E2F sequence must be limited to a particular family in 

the context of a particular genome, as the same families have amplified to different extents in differetn 

genomes. 
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This study contributes to the growing knowledge base of cases in which TEs have influenced 

gene expression, as vehicles for shuffling and translocating TFBS. As the complexity of gene regulation 

dictates the complexity of an organism, this particular function of TEs for generating combinations of 

TFBS and relocating them might be essential for evolution. 

These two studies in melon and Arabidopsis taken together highlight the contradictory nature of 

transposable elements: on one hand, they are both invasive, expanding in bursts,  and actively selected 

against and deleted from the genome, and on the other, in some occasions, are the source of essential 

innovations. How can something be potentially so advantageous, and as well so deleterious? 

A model has been suggested by Hoen and Bureau (Douglas R Hoen, Thomas Bureau 2012) in 

which TEs can exist under two types of selection: replicative selection, or phenotypic selection. In 

general, they are under the former, and multiply in order to survive in the ecosystem which is their host  

genome. In general, this propensity is counteracted by selection against them, eliminating the more 

nefarious insertions. Occasionally, an individual  TE insertion is advantageous, and now comes under 

phenotypic selection – this is the process of domestication. Like domesticated animals, the TE loses 

characteristics  which  are  advantageous  in  the  “wild”  (such  as  mobility)  and  maintains  only 

characteristics advantageous for its host (like a DNA binding motif). A balance is kept between the two, 

in which TEs are actually selected for their replicative nature – otherwise they would disappear – but 

also held in check by a slew of different mechanisms. They are kept around for those occasionally 

brilliant moments of innovative exaptation, when they fulfill a function that could never have been 

achieved through simple point mutations. 

In the big picture, this dissertation work has contributed to the quest of finding how TEs impact  

plant  genes and genomes.  Studying both crop plants and model  organisms leads  to deepening our 

understanding of the plants that surround us and nourish us. Evolution of human societies is tightly 

entwined with that of the plants and animals we use for food and understanding them, the process of 

domestication and the mechanisms for diversification is essential in order to be able to adapt our food 

sources (and preserve the genetic diversity for them to adapt themselves) to a constantly changing 

world. 
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Answers tend to raise more questions, and particularly interesting directions to continue this 

work would be, on one hand, relating TE polymorphisms between melon lines to phenotypic traits, and 

on the  other,  determining  by which  mechanism the  TEs  in  Arabidopsis  and  other  Brassicas  have 

captured the E2F binding site and to what extend this has modified E2F-regulation in those species.  

Finally,  with  the  jitterbug  tool  in  hand  to  detect  TE  polymorphisms  and  the  wealth  of  genome 

sequences being generated, there is no dearth of TE variation data to be explored. 

As the poet Rilke said: 

“Try to love the questions themselves, like locked rooms and like books written in a foreign language.”

(Letters to a Young Poet)

Perhaps, genomes are like books in a foreign language and the immense number of organisms, species 

and ecosystems are like locked rooms … and our job as scientists is to love the questions. 
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Abstract

Background: Cucumis melo (melon) belongs to the Cucurbitaceae family, whose economic importance among
horticulture crops is second only to Solanaceae. Melon has a high intra-specific genetic variation, morphologic
diversity and a small genome size (454 Mb), which make it suitable for a great variety of molecular and genetic
studies. A number of genetic and genomic resources have already been developed, such as several genetic maps,
BAC genomic libraries, a BAC-based physical map and EST collections. Sequence information would be invaluable
to complete the picture of the melon genomic landscape, furthering our understanding of this species’ evolution
from its relatives and providing an important genetic tool. However, to this day there is little sequence data
available, only a few melon genes and genomic regions are deposited in public databases. The development of
massively parallel sequencing methods allows envisaging new strategies to obtain long fragments of genomic
sequence at higher speed and lower cost than previous Sanger-based methods.

Results: In order to gain insight into the structure of a significant portion of the melon genome we set out to
perform massive sequencing of pools of BAC clones. For this, a set of 57 BAC clones from a double haploid line
was sequenced in two pools with the 454 system using both shotgun and paired-end approaches. The final
assembly consists of an estimated 95% of the actual size of the melon BAC clones, with most likely complete
sequences for 50 of the BACs, and a total sequence coverage of 39x. The accuracy of the assembly was assessed
by comparing the previously available Sanger sequence of one of the BACs against its 454 sequence, and the
polymorphisms found involved only 1.7 differences every 10,000 bp that were localized in 15 homopolymeric
regions and two dinucleotide tandem repeats. Overall, the study provides approximately 6.7 Mb or 1.5% of the
melon genome. The analysis of this new data has allowed us to gain further insight into characteristics of the
melon genome such as gene density, average protein length, or microsatellite and transposon content. The
annotation of the BAC sequences revealed a high degree of collinearity and protein sequence identity between
melon and its close relative Cucumis sativus (cucumber). Transposon content analysis of the syntenic regions
suggests that transposition activity after the split of both cucurbit species has been low in cucumber but very high
in melon.

Conclusions: The results presented here show that the strategy followed, which combines shotgun and BAC-end
sequencing together with anchored marker information, is an excellent method for sequencing specific genomic
regions, especially from relatively compact genomes such as that of melon. However, in agreement with other
results, this map-based, BAC approach is confirmed to be an expensive way of sequencing a whole plant genome.
Our results also provide a partial description of the melon genome’s structure. Namely, our analysis shows that the
melon genome is highly collinear with the smaller one of cucumber, the size difference being mainly due to the
expansion of intergenic regions and proliferation of transposable elements.
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Background
During recent years an important effort has been made
to increase the tools available for the genomic analysis
of major plant crop species. Since the first genome
sequence available of Arabidopsis thaliana [1], several
others have been published. They include model plants
such as Brachypodium [2] but, increasingly, species that
have been chosen for their importance in agriculture.
For example the rice [3], maize [4], sorghum [5] or soy-
bean [6] genomes are complex but the wealth of genetic
information matches their economic interest. Conse-
quently, for both scientific and economic reasons an
increasing number of plant genomes are being analyzed,
providing important resources useful for their biological
study and breeding.
Several species of interest from both scientific and

economic perspectives are of the Cucurbitaceae family.
These include melon, cucumber, watermelon and
squashes, all of which have been the object of biological
and agricultural interest for centuries. In recent years
various molecular tools have been established. For
instance, the first assembly of the cucumber genome [7],
as well as an increasing number of genetic and genomic
resources developed for melon, a diploid species with a
relatively compact (around 454 Mb [8]) genome [9].
These include tools such as a collection of more than
129,000 ESTs [10,11], BAC libraries [12,13], oligo-based
microarrays [14,15], TILLING and EcoTILLING plat-
forms [16,17], a set of near isogenic lines (NILs) [18]
and several melon genetic maps [11,19-25]. Recently, we
have built a physical map with 0.9x genomic coverage
using both a BAC library and a genetic map previously
developed in our laboratories [http://melonomics.upv.es/
public_files, [26]], the first report of such a genomic
resource of a Cucurbitaceae species so far. This physical
map has also been integrated with the genetic map by
anchoring a number of physical contigs (representing
12% of the melon genome) to 175 known genetic mar-
kers. These tools have been useful in the study of inter-
esting agronomical traits such as virus or fungi
resistance [27,28], sex determination [29,30] or the con-
trol of ripening [31,32]. These results demonstrate that
molecular genetic approaches can successfully be used
in melon to address basic questions of biological or
agronomic relevance.
More extensive sequence information would be

invaluable to complete the picture of the melon geno-
mic landscape. Indeed, the sequences of only a few
selected genomic regions have been published, totaling
no more than 500 kb [29,33-35] and as of May 2010 no
more than 173 melon genes can be found in GenBank
[11], although a collection of ESTs probably represent-
ing more than 70% of the transcriptome is currently
available [11]. The sequencing of the Sorghum genome

has shown the feasibility of sequencing a plant genome
larger than that of melon (730 Mb) using a Sanger-
based whole genome shotgun approach [5]. However,
the development of new massively parallel sequencing
technologies allows envisaging a complete sequencing of
the species at higher speed and at lower cost than pre-
vious Sanger-based methods. To this end, both whole
genome sequencing approaches as well as map-based,
BAC-to-BAC strategies have been proposed to sequence
plant genomes [36,37].
A small number of research projects involving 454

sequencing of BAC clones have currently been pub-
lished. In a pioneering study aimed at analyzing how
454 technology would perform on template derived
from large genomes rich in repetitive content, four bar-
ley BAC clones 102-120 kb long, two of which had been
previously sequenced using Sanger technology, were
sequenced using 454 [38]. The results showed that
gene-containing regions could efficiently and accurately
be assembled into contigs, even at read coverages as low
as x10.
In a later work eight BACs belonging to a minimum

tiling path covering ca. 1 Mb of the Atlantic salmon
genome were sequenced using 454 technology, the first
published use of paired-end reads for de novo sequence
assembly [39]. This study demonstrated that although
the inclusion of paired-end reads greatly improved
sequence assembly, there remained a significant num-
ber of gaps when compared to Sanger-generated
sequencing data. Thus the authors concluded that,
when it comes to de novo sequencing complex gen-
omes, 454 sequencing should be restricted, at least for
the time being, to establishing a set of ordered
sequenced contigs.
Although these studies show that 454 sequencing can

be used to assemble gene-containing regions from geno-
mic sequences using a BAC-to-BAC approach, the cost
of 454 sequencing individual BACs has led to consider
pooling individual clones as a means to increase
throughput and reduce the cost of genome sequencing.
In one published study, 166 BACs totalling 20 Mb were
divided into six pools of overlapping BACs, aided by
paired-end sequencing. These were then used to 454-
sequence a minimum tiling path which covered an
entire chromosome arm from Oryza barthii [37]. The
report shows that pooling BACs does not increase the
complexity to a degree that makes assembly impossible,
what makes this approach a feasible strategy for redu-
cing the cost of BAC sequencing. In another work 91
barley BAC clones, pooled by sets of 12 or 24, were
sequenced using 454 technology [40]. The introduction
of short sequence tags to fragmented BAC DNA prior
to pooling and sequencing helped to resolve the assem-
bly of multiplex sequencing data by establishing
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relationships between BAC clones and sequence reads,
reducing sample complexity.
Here we present a pilot project aiming to sequence

two pools of 35 and 23 melon BACs using the 454 sys-
tem and a combination of shotgun and paired-end
sequencing. The goal of the study was twofold: obtain
sequence data for a significant proportion of the melon
genome and thus insight into its structure, and test the
strategy of massively sequencing pools of BACs. The
results obtained allow an accuracy assessment of 454
sequence and assembly data as compared with sequence
data produced using classical Sanger technology. Over-
all, the study provides approximately 7 Mb or 1.5% of
the melon genome as a first step towards the complete
sequence. The analysis of this data has provided insight
into characteristics of the melon genome such as gene
density, transposon content and synteny with cucumber.

Results and discussion
Selection of BAC clones for pooling and sequencing
Two pools of DNA prepared from BACs were
sequenced using the 454 pyrosequencing method. These
BACs had been produced from DNA of the double hap-
loid line PIT92 obtained from the cross of PI 161375
and T111 as described in [12].
A set of 178 genetic markers selected from previous

versions of the PI 161375 × T111 melon genetic map
(mainly RFLPs [21] and SNPs [24,31,41,42]) were used
to anchor 845 BAC clones from our genomic library to
the genetic map [26]. Of these, a batch of 32 BACs
anchored to genetic markers distributed throughout the
genome (See Figure 1) were chosen for 454-sequencing.
In order to test the quality of the sequencing and
assembly procedures, one previously Sanger-sequenced
BAC (Cm13_J04, Acc. No. EF657230.1) was selected
from the MRGH63 contig constructed on the basis of
BAC end information [12,35]. We also added to the
pool BACs Cm43_H20 and Cm14_M22 of this contig
that are known to overlap with the former (Additional
file 1 Figure S1). In all, this first pool of BAC clones
consists of 35 BACs mapping to 33 different loci.
A second batch of 20 BACs anchored to genetic mar-

kers distributed throughout the genome but different
from those corresponding to the first set of 35 BACs
was also chosen for 454-sequencing (see Figure 1).
Three additional BACs were included in this second
pool: the above-mentioned BAC Cm43_H20, and two
randomly chosen BAC clones not linked to any known
genetic marker (BACs Cm21_I02 and Cm12_I23). In all,
the second pool consists of 23 BACs mapping to at least
21 different genetic loci.
In all, the selected two sets of BACs represent an esti-

mated 7.5 Mb of the melon genome, based on BAC
library average insert size. The complete list of selected

BAC clones, together with their corresponding genetic
markers can be found in Table 1. Information regarding
genetic map position, marker type and references of the
genetic markers can be found in the Additional File 2
Table S1.

Sequencing and assembly
Both shotgun and 3 kb paired-end libraries were con-
structed for each pool of BACs and the sequencing was
carried out independently as described in the Methods
section. A summary with the details of the different 454
runs, including number of reads, total length and aver-
age read size can be found in Table 2. In total, over one
million reads representing 274 Mb of sequence from the
35 BACs pool and over 400,000 reads totaling 105 Mb
from the 23 BACs pool were produced. The raw data
(sff files) have been deposited in the SRA archive of the
NCBI under the accession number SRA024701.1.
A global assembly of all reads from both BAC pools

was performed as described in the Methods section. In
addition, two independent assemblies were performed
using reads from each pool. The reduced complexity in
the separate assemblies of individual pools of BACs
would suggest a more accurate assembly. Indeed, the
number of contigs slightly increases and their size
decreases in the global assembly, but overall, the result
of the global assembly resembles the results from the
assemblies of the individual BAC pools, except for a few
cases. For example, in the case of the BAC Cm54_I13,
we obtained a single scaffold in the 35 BACs pool
assembly corresponding to two scaffolds from the global
assembly. What separates the two scaffolds (when
aligned to the single one) is a 273 bp gap flanked by
several TA motives. On the other hand, scaffold00040
from the global assembly contained 631 additional
nucleotides and a 522 bp long gap flanked by AT
repeats at one of its extremes compared to its counter-
part scaffold from the 23 BACs pool assembly. As we
do not have a reference genome, we considered the lar-
ger scaffold as reference. A detailed summary of the
whole process with the metrics of the three assemblies
can be found in Table 3. Based on this information, we
conclude that for assembling a modest number of BACs
it is not worth separating them in smaller pools
(increasing the sequencing costs), and if reduction of
complexity is imperative (when dealing with very repeti-
tive genomes, for example) then the extreme approach
could be considered and barcode each BAC.
The assignment of contigs and scaffolds to BACs was

performed using anchored genetic markers and BAC-
end sequences as described in the Methods section.
Also, the information from the C. melo FPC physical
map [26] together with BAC-end sequences from some
BAC clones in FPC contigs allowed us to manually edit
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two scaffolds of the final assembly. The physical map
was also useful in assigning BACs Cm21_I08 and
Cm12_I23 to their corresponding scaffolds, as no
genetic markers correspond to these BACs. Finally, the
previously Sanger-sequenced BAC Cm60_K17 (Acc. No.:
AF499727.1, [12]) was added to the alignment of the
sequenced BACs from the MRGH63 contig in order to
extend the sequence used for subsequent analysis (see
Additional file 1 Figure S1).
The final assembly consists of 73 scaffolds totaling 6.3

Mb, 73% of which are longer than 60 kb, with average
scaffold size 86.8 kb and the largest scaffold 304 kb
long; also, 744 unscaffolded contigs totaling 382 kb of
sequence remain (Table 3). The sequence coverage of
the final assembly is 39x, calculated as the ratio between
the total length of the sequence reads and the assembly

sequence length. Paired-end reads are used in the pro-
cess of sequence assembly to join contigs (formed by
read alignments) in structures called scaffolds, which
represent sorted and correctly orientated contigs that
are separated by gaps which sizes are estimated based
on the average paired-end size (see, for example, [39]).
The N50 contig size of our assembly was rather small
(30.6 kb) compared to the N50 scaffold size (107.6 kb).
This result confirms the importance of paired-ends
when it comes to assembling a complex genome using
454 sequences.
Regarding the assignment of sequences to particular

BACs, BAC Cm47_C02 could not be assigned to any
scaffold or contig and BAC Cm46_I24 was assigned to a
small contig of less than 1 kb using the genetic marker
sequence information, and to another two small scaffolds

Figure 1 Distribution of the genetic markers used to anchor the sequenced BACs to the C. melo genetic map. Linkage groups are
numbered according to the C. melo map of Deleu et al. [24]. Map distances are indicated on the left in cM. Markers in italics have been placed
in an approximate position from Oliver et al. [21].
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Table 1 Correspondence between sequenced BAC clones, genetic markers and assembled contigs/scaffolds*

Scaffold

Linkage group Marker namea BAC name Name GenBank ID Length (bp) Stretches of Ns BAC-ends
Foundb

No. Length (bp)

I MC216 Cm57_M112 Contig311 HM854822 626 0 0 0

I MC279 Cm31_J021 Scaffold00087 HM854819 126,619 3 1,334 2

I EST1.16 Cm33_F232 Scaffold00078 HM854813 113,787 11 9,016 2

I EST5.27 Cm43_O211 Scaffold00052a HM854797 131,697 10 3,452 2

II MC313 Cm05_B012 Scaffold0006 HM854766 126,054 4 4,978 2

II 52B5SP6 Cm52_B051 Scaffold52B05 HM854760 138,922 38 29,090 2

II MC252 Cm46_G131 Scaffold0009 HM854768 151,031 2 529 2

III MC127 Cm05_P102 Scaffold05P10 HM854751 114,263 7 5,100 1

III MC148 Cm45_K102 Scaffold00035 HM854788 105,652 2 630 2

III CmEXP2 Cm24_H211 Scaffold00033 HM854763 86,310 3 1,125 2

III MC054 Cm52_C091 Scaffold00024b HM854780 61,053 2 666 1

III MC032 Cm55_F191 Scaffold55F19 HM854755 110,853 11 9,792 2

IV MC344 Cm33_M052 Scaffold00077 HM854812 148,622 6 2,636 2

IV CmelF4A-2 Cm59_B111 Scaffold59B11 HM854756 100,000 5 5,558 2

IV MC275 Cm11_I121 Scaffold11I12 HM854757 110,000 9 6,210 2

IV MC239 Cm06_A031 Scaffold00012a HM854770 75,205 0 0 1

IV MC060 Cm46_O062 Scaffold000413 HM854791 103,741 2 668 2

IV CmEthInd Cm14_C181 Scaffold0001 HM854762 108,322 1 478 2

V MC007 Cm52_M232 Scaffold00070 HM854810 112,968 2 567 2

V MC233 Cm24_G051 Scaffold00017 HM854775 82,645 1 247 2

Contig00219 HM854821 810 0 0 0

V EST2.22 Cm46_I241 Scaffold00044 HM854793 12,974 4 4,832 1

Scaffold00071 HM854811 20,426 7 9,835 1

V MRGH63 Contig MRGH63: ScaffoldMRGH63 HM854749 302,015 9 4,457

Cm13_J041,4 2

Cm14_M221 2

Cm43_H201,2 2

V MC276 Cm01_N31 Scaffold00015 HM854773 180,444 5 2,607 1

VI MC268 Cm02_C042 Scaffold00031 HM854785 105,693 4 1,877 2

VI MC008 Cm31_G082 Scaffold00033 HM854786 109,145 3 764 2

VI MC251 Cm02_K141 Scaffold00058 HM854801 121,212 8 2,788 2

VI CI_56-B01 Cm27_F031 Scaffold27F03 HM854758 96,265 1 506 2

VI MC042 Cm20_H141 Scaffold00018 HM854776 96,294 3 891 2

VII MC373 Cm55_C151 Scaffold00057 HM854800 98,578 1 316 2

VII F271 Cm45_K011 Scaffold45K01 HM854759 100,000 11 7,803 2

VII F149 Cm47_C022 - - - - - -

VII EST5.15 Cm47_A051 Scaffold0004 HM854764 101,589 3 1,515 2

VIII F080 Cm22_K191 Scaffold00081 HM854815 99,638 6 2,137 2

VIII Cfd9 Cm06_D161 Scaffold00025 HM854781 102,876 13 10,731 1

VIII MC208 Cm19_K172 Scaffold00023 HM854779 125,428 1 242 2

IX MC092 Cm24_H032 Scaffold24H03 HM854823 106,131 3 1,282 2

IX F036 Cm34_G201 Scaffold00069 HM854809 125,129 2 1,825 2

IX MC203 Cm54_J042 Scaffold54J04 HM854753 100,000 6 13,775 2

IX CmERF1 Cm54_I131 Scaffold54I13 HM854824 94,153 3 1,036 2

IX EST1.17 Cm10_D041 Scaffold10D04 HM854761 154,039 45 28,530 2

X EST1.10 Cm03_A211 Scaffold00079 HM854814 126,557 2 482 2

X CmXTH5 Cm41_H091 Scaffold0005 HM854765 136,275 2 696 2
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using both BAC-end sequences. All other BACs were
assigned to a unique scaffold or contig, two of which
were smaller than 15 kb, another five in the 60-90 kb
range while the rest was over 90 kb long (Table 1).
The search for BAC ends in the final set of contigs

and scaffolds suggests that at least 42 scaffolds cover the
complete sequence of 44 BACs (including the three
BACs belonging to the scaffold MRGH63). An average
of seven stretches of Ns (produced as a result of contig
scaffolding) was found per scaffold and the total length
of all Ns accounts for 4.8% of the final assembly length
(see Additional file 3 Table S2). Nine additional scaf-
folds assigned to as many BAC clones were found to
contain only one BAC border each; however, six of
these scaffolds were bigger than 100 kb, and so they
probably represent complete BAC sequences but for

small deletions at their borders, while the rest measured
between 60 and 80 kb and could represent a significant
proportion of their correspondent BAC sequences.
Finally, BAC borders were absent from two BAC
sequences (corresponding to BACs Cm57_M11 and
Cm59_C10), both smaller than 11 kb and therefore
most likely incomplete.
As a summary, of a total of 57 pooled BACs, most

likely complete sequences were produced for 50 BAC
clones, three were incomplete but in the range of 60-
80 kb and four BACs were attributed very limited
sequence information. As the assignment was per-
formed using a small amount of sequence information,
namely the marker and BAC-end sequences (not avail-
able for all BACs), any sequence shorter than the full
BAC insert size has few chances of being assigned to

Table 1 Correspondence between sequenced BAC clones, genetic markers and assembled contigs/scaffolds* (Continued)

X EST5.29 Cm19_G012 Scaffold00013 HM854771 100,283 14 8,175 2

X CmEXP3 Cm54_E012 Scaffold54E01 HM854754 100,000 18 13,832 2

XI MC337 Cm12_F092 Scaffold00028 HM854783 118,830 3 1,840 2

XI MC375 Cm03_C121 Scaffold00014 HM854772 128,906 13 9,538 1

XI EST6.79 Cm59_N091 Scaffold00085 HM854817 102,799 1 338 1

XI A_08-D10 Cm24_I032 Scaffold24I03 HM854752 121,276 16 8,734 1

XI EST2.75 Cm33_O171 Scaffold00051 HM854796 123,309 3 1,296 2

XII MC123 Cm59_C102 Scaffold59C10 HM854750 10,343 3 1,861 0

XII MC132 Cm03_I021 Scaffold00086 HM854818 79,495 4 3,249 1

XII MC330 Cm09_A171 Scaffold00034 HM854787 96,336 1 271 2

XII MC286 Cm05_O102 Scaffold00020 HM854778 142,670 8 2,708 2

- - Cm21_I082 Scaffold00061 HM854803 146,020 12 5,169 2

- - Cm12_I232 Scaffold00010 HM854769 114,336 9 8,517 2

*Additional information regarding sequence and annotation characteristics of the assembled sequence can be found in the Additional file 3 Table S2
aGenetic marker information can be found in the Additional file 2 Table S1
bOne (1), both (2) or none (0) BAC-ends found on the scaffold/contig sequence
1First pool of BACs
2Second pool of BACs
3Marker sequence not found. Scaffold assignment based on information derived from the C. melo physical maphttp://melonomics.upv.es/static/files/public/
physical_map/ and BAC-end information
4Sequenced previously by Shotgun-Sanger [35], Acc. No. EF657230

Table 2 Details of the 454 FLX runs from which sequence data were obtained

Pool Sequencing
plate
regions

Library
type

No. of reads No. of
Paired-end

reads

Total length
(bp)

Average
read size

(bp)

35 BACs

2/2a Shotgun 445,232 - 110,498,601 248

2/4 Paired end 89,392 3,152 23,214,413 260

2/2 Paired end 557,452 126,681 139,772,537 251

23 BACs

2/2 Shotgun 261,304 - 64,679,158 247

3/8 Paired end 155,166 56,990 40,110,640 259
aIncludes 8,046 reads obtained from the titration process of the samples as well as 20,627 reads from a 1/2 region that was poorly sequenced
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any particular BAC. This is obvious for the BAC
Cm46_I24 where with each BAC-end sequence and the
marker sequence we assign three rather small
sequences (Additional file 3 Table S2). In our results, a
total of 374 kb distributed in 20 contigs/scaffolds
longer than 2,000 bp remained unassigned after the
final assembly and could account for most of the
sequence of those four problematic BACs. All markers
but one (F149), and all available BAC-end sequences
but three, matched against a contig or scaffold. The
nucleotide sequences of contigs and scaffolds assigned
to BACs as well as of those unassigned assembly
sequences larger than 2 kb have been deposited in the
GenBank database and their accession numbers can be
found in the Additional file 3 Table S2.
The number of gaps per Mb (61) and the estimated

amount of missed sequence in our main assembly (5%)
are lower than those values from the above-mentioned
studies using 454 sequencing of BAC clones [37-39], a
fact most probably due to the absence of paired-end
sequencing in [38,40], to the short reads that were being
produced at the erlier stages of 454 technology (100 bp
on average) [38], to the complexity of the barley and sal-
mon genomes as compared with melon’s [38-40], and to
the higher amount of assembled sequence in the case of
O. barthii [37]. In summary, although using shotgun
and paired-end libraries of pooled BACs remains a
costly proposition for sequencing a whole genome, it is
well adapted to certain situations. Indeed, our results

show that it is a feasible and cost-efficient strategy for
sequencing particular regions of interest of relatively
compact genomes like that of melon. This approach
would also be useful in genome walking strategies for
gene cloning, or resolving a particular region where a
physical map is available.

Sequence accuracy assessment
The quality of the final assembly was assessed by com-
paring the sequence from scaffold MRGH63 corre-
sponding to BAC Cm13_J04 (Additional file 1 Figure
S1) against the 99 kb-long sequence of the same BAC
previously obtained using a shotgun-Sanger approach
[35]. Table 4 shows the differences between the Sanger
and 454 sequences. Apart from five small stretches of
Ns representing 3.6% of the BAC length, the only other
discrepancies are 15 homopolymeric regions and two
dinucleotide tandem repeats. The differences in homo-
polymeric regions were found in 15 of the 26 mononu-
cleotide repeats longer than 11 nt, and in all cases but
one the 454 repeat resulted to be one to three nucleo-
tides shorter than the Sanger sequence. It is interesting
to note that no differences were found in the 896 mono-
nucleotide repeats shorter than 11 nt. The discrepancies
in dinucleotide tandem repeats affected two (CT)15 and
(GA)21 microsatellites.
It has been already described that Sanger and 454

technologies have a generally comparable level of accu-
racy regarding genic regions or other single-copy

Table 3 Metrics for BAC assemblies and final results after manual correction.*

35 BACs 23 BACs Global assembly
57 BACs (two pools together)

Manual correction

No. of contigsa 514 247 797 -

No. of bases in contigs 3,936,343 2,325,066 6,127,262 -

Average contig size (bp) 7,658 9,413 7,687 -

N50 contig size (bp) 32,583 32,458 30,630 -

Largest contig size (bp) 117,242 112,451 123,360 -

Q40 plus bases 99.5% 99.5% 99.5% -

No. of scaffolds 58 32 87 73

No. of scaffolds larger than 20 kb 41 25 62 57

No. of bases in scaffolds 4,040,161 2,307,575 6,206,490 6,340,685

Average scaffold size 69,657 72,111 71,338 86,882

N50 scaffold size 107,196 113,599 107,604 113,787

Largest scaffold size 222,620 200,453 212,424 303,725b

No. of unscaffolded contigsc 479 234 798 744

No. of bases in unscaff. contigs 224,871 121,734 417,982 382,726

Average unscaff. contig size 469 520 524 514

Coverage x46 x25 x39 x39

*Reads from all 57 BACs were processed together in one assembly run. Additional assemblies of each BAC pool were independently done and served for
comparison purposes and to manually correct some scaffolds in the global assembly
aOnly contigs larger than 500 bp
bTwo previously published BACs were included in this scaffold (see Methods section and Additional file 1 Figure S1)
cContigs larger than 100 bp
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sequences, homopolymeric stretches being the main
source of read errors in both techniques when low copy
regions are considered [37,38,43,44]. Previous reports
have also shown that longer stretches of A and T are
more likely to cause problem when using pyrosequen-
cing [38]. Indeed, there is a tendency of homopolymers
to be shorter in the 454 sequence than in the Sanger
reads, although at least a report exists where the
stretches were consistently found to be one nucleotide
longer in the 454 sequences [38,43]. In summary, the
polymorphisms detected between the melon 454 and
Sanger sequences in a 100 kb interval involved only 1.7
differences every 10,000 bp, a figure close to previously
reported values [37,38].
Besides homopolymers, repetitive DNA is known to

be more problematic for 454 sequencing than for San-
ger due to the shorter length of the 454 reads. Repeti-
tive regions can be collapsed into one consensus
contig causing gaps to appear in the final assembly.
This may be the main reason behind the gaps account-
ing for an estimated loss of ca. 5% of melon sequence
in our final assembly. Indeed, all five stretches of Ns in
Cm13_J04 consensus sequence are found in two
regions that contain repetitive sequences such as a
transposable element and a TIR-NBS-LRR resistance
gene (data not shown).

Sequence annotation
Ab initio prediction of protein coding, tRNA and rRNA
genes was carried out as described in the Methods chap-
ter. The predictions were validated by homology with
protein sequences at NCBI databases and with ESTs
from the melon unigene v3 database at ICUGI [11]. A
census of simple sequence repeats (SSRs) was also per-
formed using the msatcommander software.
A summary of the sequence and annotation features

of all 58 contigs and scaffolds longer than 20 kb, repre-
senting 6.2 Mb of genomic sequence, can be found in
Table 5. As a whole, 616 protein coding genes (exclud-
ing transposons) were predicted, of which 73.2% were
found to show homology with known C. melo ESTs.
The average gene density is estimated to be 9.9 genes
for each 100 kb but varies on the 2-20 range when indi-
vidual scaffolds are considered; the average intron and
exon length are respectively 393 bp and 238 bp and
number of exons per gene is 4.9, with 46% of coding
sequence being introns. Predicted proteins were 386 aa
long on average. Regarding SSRs, 4,430 microsatellites
were found representing 1.25% of the total sequence,
about one SSR every 1.3 kb. The GC content composi-
tion was 33%, eleven tRNA genes were found in five
BAC clones and no rRNA genes could be found in the
analyzed sequence. Additional file 3 Table S2 contains a

Table 4 Differences between Sanger- and 454-sequences of BAC Cm13_J04.

Length of Sanger-sequence 98,716 bp

Stretches of Ns on 454-sequence 5 3,572 bp (3.6%)

Homopolymers length Sanger1 454 differences2

No. Motif

A/T

≤10 847 0

11 5 0

12 5 3 (A/T)11
13 3 2 (A/T)12
14 2 1 (A/T)13

15 3 2 (A/T)14
1 (A/T)13

16 1 1 (A/T)14
17 3 2 (A/T)15
18 1 1 (A/T)17
22 1 1 (A/T)19
24 1 0

28 1 1 A15CA13
C/G

5-7 49 0

Other Sanger 454

(CT)15 (CT)15CTACTTACTTACTTACNNNNNNNC(CT)14
(GA)21 (GA)21GTAGTACGTACN23(GA)6

1Number of homopolymers in the Sanger sequence
2Number of homopolymers in the 454 sequence showing differences with the corresponding homopolymers in the Sanger sequence
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more detailed report of the individual characteristics of
each scaffold or contig larger than 2 kb.
The recent publication of the Cucumber sativus gen-

ome sequence begs the comparison of sequence and
annotation characteristics of both cucurbit species [7].
Overall, the statistics of protein-coding genes from both
cucurbits are quite similar. The predictions for the
cucumber genome are a gene density of 10 per 100 kb,
mean protein length of 349 amino acids, average num-
ber of exons per gene, exon length and intron length of
4.8, 238 bp and 483 bp, respectively, and tRNA gene
density of 2.9 per Mb. While the gene density, mean
exon length and average number of exons per gene are
very similar in both species, in cucumber the protein
length is only slightly smaller (0.9x), and mean intron
length is just 1.2 times greater.
The apparent similar gene density, together with the

similarity in average protein length, number of exons
and average exon and intron lengths, seems contradic-
tory with the difference in genome size between both
species. Indeed, the estimated size of the melon genome
is 1.3x that of cucumber [7,9]. It has to be taken into
account, however, that the cucumber gene density was
calculated based on as much as 70% of the complete
genomic sequence, which most probably included gene-
poor regions, while the melon gene density has been
estimated using BAC clones that have gene- or EST-
based genetic markers and thus probably represent
gene-rich regions. Therefore, it might be the case that
the actual melon gene density is lower than that of

cucumber, hypothesis that is supported by the analysis
of syntenic regions from both genomes (see below in
the “Analysis of microsynteny” section).

Transposon content of the sequenced BACs
Transposons were annotated using sequence similarity
searches with previously characterized transposons as
well as by Ab initio methods based on transposon struc-
tural characteristics. As expected, most of the elements
found belong to the retrotransposon class of mobile ele-
ments, with the Gypsy family being the most repre-
sented. However, the fraction of the genome these
elements occupy is apparently smaller than in other
genomes of similar size. Indeed, while retrotransposons
account for 20% of the genomes of grapevine (504.6
Mb) and Lotus japonicus (472 Mb) [45,46], these ele-
ments seem to account for only 7.2% of the melon gen-
ome (454 Mb) (Table. 6). Retrotransposons are not
randomly distributed in genomes and while some ele-
ments preferentially integrate in gene-rich regions (see
for example [47]), others target heterochromatic regions
for integration, in particular those belonging to the
Gypsy family which are usually present at higher copy
number [48]. Thus, the apparent low retrotransposon
copy number could be due to the fact that heterochro-
matic regions are under-represented in the 1.5% fraction
of the genome analyzed, which was selected to be repre-
sentative of the gene-rich regions of the melon genome.
We have also found representatives of all the major

families of DNA transposons, including CACTA, MULE,

Table 5 C. melo BAC sequences characteristicsa

Total sequence length 6,230,040 bp

Sequence length excluding stretches of Ns 5,958,994 bp

Number of predicted protein coding genesb 616

Number of predicted protein coding genes with homology to C. melo ESTs 451 (73.2%)

tRNA genes 11

Gene densityc 9.9 genes/100 kb (1.5 - 19.7, SD: 4.3)

Average exon length 238 bp

Average intron length 393 bp

Exons per gene 4.9 (1-29, SD: 4.4) (74% of genes ≤ 6 exons)
(23% intronless)

Average protein lengthd 386 (34-2,156, SD: 268)

Average% of introns in coding sequencee 45.6 (4.3 - 95.5, SD: 20.6)

GC content (%) 33 (30.2 - 38.7, SD: 1.34)

SSRsf 4,430 (74,590 bp, 1.25% of total sequence)
1 SSRs/1.3 Kb

Transposable elementsg 139
aFrom the analysis of all 57 scaffolds plus one contig longer than 20 kb
bGenes from transposons not counted
cPartial genes at BAC borders counted as 0.5 genes
dTransposon proteins not considered
e ORFs without introns not considered
fMinimum repeat lengths considered: 10 bp (mononuc.), 12 bp (di- and trinuc.), 16 bp (tetranuc.), 20 bp (pentanuc.) and 24 bp (hexanuc.)
gSee Table 6 for a more detailed analysis of transposon content
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hAT, PIF and Helitron elements, covering in total 0.93%
of the analyzed sequence (Table 6), which is consistent
with what has been reported for the genomes of grape-
vine (1.98%) [49] and Lotus japonicus (0.97%) [46].

Analysis of microsynteny
Four of the longest scaffolds (9, 15, 77 and MRGH63,
totalling 782 kb) were used to search the cucumber gen-
ome assembly [50] for syntenic regions, as described in
the Methods section. As it can be expected from the
close phylogenetic relatedness of these two species, a
high degree of collinearity was found in all four regions
analysed (Figure 2). The relative syntenic quality (see
the Methods section) ranged from 84% (for scaffold
MRGH63) to 97% (for scaffold00015), averaging 92%,
and the homologous protein sequences rendered in all
cases e-values lower than 1E-46 with an average identity
of 87% when aligned using BLASTP (see Additional file
4 Table S3). Regarding the annotation characteristics of
the predicted genes, the average protein lengths of the
four melon regions analyzed were x0.8-x1.2 those of
cucumber, with the syntenic melon genes being, as an
average, only x0.96 smaller than the cucumber ones; the
average number of exons of the melon syntenic regions
were x0.84-x1.1 those of the cucumber regions, with the
syntenic melon genes having, as an average, only x0.92
less exons than the cucumber ones; also, although the
average exon length of all syntenic melon genes was
almost identical to that of cucumber, the average
intron length of the syntenic melon genes was x1.3
that of their cucumber counterparts (Additional file 4
Table S3).
Besides, the orientation of the putative syntenic genes

was found to be conserved in all cases. However, a

number of genes were duplicated in melon. These
included the expansion of a cluster of NBS-LRR genes
present in scaffold MRGH63, which is particularly inter-
esting as the Vat gene and other disease resistance
genes have been mapped to this region [33]. NBS-LRR
genes are the main family of resistance genes in plants,
and are frequently found in clusters [51]. Highly con-
served gene order and content together with 95% of
sequence similarity over coding regions has already been
reported by Huang et al. based on the comparison of
four sequenced BAC clones against the sequenced
cucumber genome [7].
Besides the duplication of several genes, a major dif-

ference between cucumber and melon syntenic regions
is the number of transposon insertions [Figure 2]. The
cucumber sequences analysed contain only two retro-
transposon insertions, one of which seems very old as it
is highly degenerated. On the contrary, the melon synte-
nic regions contain three DNA transposons (two hATs
and one MULE) and 15 retrotransposons (most of them
from the Gypsy superfamily), including the degenerated
retrotransposon found in cucumber. In particular, trans-
poson activity appears to account for the expansion of
ca. 60 kb in the melon scaffold0077 relative to its
cucumber counterpart. In scaffold MRGH63, a localised
transposon number amplification together with duplica-
tion of melon resistance gene homologs (see below)
accounts for an 88 kb-long expansion of the sequence
of melon relative to that of cucumber. Also, transposons
were found to be putatively involved in gene disruption
processes in scaffolds 9 and MRGH63.
These results suggest that transposition activity after

the divergence of the two ancestors of melon and
cucumber has been low in cucumber but very high in
melon. This transposon amplification and mobilization
could be a reason for the 1.8× increase in size of the
melon syntenic regions. Bearing in mind that the melon
genome is estimated to be 1.3× greater that of cucum-
ber, it can tentatively be assumed that transposon activ-
ity may be mainly responsible for that difference in
genome sizes.
It is interesting to note that almost half of the melon

specific transposons are interspersed with NBS-LRR pre-
dicted genes that potentially form resistance gene clus-
ters. Gene duplications and transposon insertions have
been proposed to provide a structural environment that
permits unequal crossovers and interlocus gene conver-
sion allowing rapid evolution of resistance genes [51]. In
addition, the presence of active retrotransposons inter-
spersed with resistance genes may also contribute to the
resistance gene regulation by silencing related mechan-
isms [52]. A detailed analysis of syntenic regions con-
taining putative resistance genes between melon and
cucumber may provide new information on the

Table 6 Transposon content in the C. melo sequenced
BACsa

Family Copies
(no.)

Total lenght
(bp)

Analyzed sequence
(%)

DNA transposons

CACTA 15 30,238 0.48

hAT 4 8,726 0.14

MULE 6 17,836 0.28

PIF 1 842 0.01

helitron 1 830 0.01

Total 27 58,472 0.93

Retrotransposons

Copia 15 49,606 0.79

Gypsy 18 80,452 1.28

Non-LTR 3 9,664 0.15

Non-classified 77 313,326 5.0

Total 113 453,048 7.2
aFrom the analysis of all contigs and scaffolds longer than 2 kb
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evolution of resistance genes and the development of
new resistances in cultivated crops.

Conclusion
A set of 57 BAC clones from a double haploid line of
melon was sequenced in two pools with the 454 sys-
tem using both shotgun and paired-end approaches
followed by bioinformatic assembly of the fragments
obtained. From this assembly it was possible to obtain
most likely complete sequences for 50 of these BACs,
as judged by the length and the presence of BAC-end
sequences, with a final coverage of 39×. The accuracy
of the assembly was excellent, compared with a BAC
clone already sequenced with the Sanger method,
except in a small number of repetitive sequences, con-
sistent with other 454 sequencing projects [37,38].
These results show that 454-sequencing of pooled

BACs, using both shotgun and paired-end libraries, is
a feasible strategy for sequencing long stretches of
genomic sequence from medium-size genomes such as
that of melon. However, correction using other
sequencing techniques would be needed for medium
to high repetitive content regions.
The analysis of the fraction (around 1.5%) of the

melon genome obtained provides a pilot overview of
this species’ genomic structure. Predicted gene annota-
tions were confirmed in 73% of the cases by comparison
with EST collections. This is probably a good measure
of the completeness of the transcriptome information
currently available for this species. The analysis of the
sequences provides an interesting overview of the fea-
tures such as microsatellite content, gene density and
average protein length, revealing similarity to that of its
close relative, cucumber.

Figure 2 Overview of microsynteny between four melon scaffolds and four regions in the C. sativus genome. Genes are represented by
square blocks. Homologous genes are illustrated with the same colour and indicated by connecting lines of the corresponding colour. Ab initio
predicted genes with no homology to public EST or protein databases are shown in black. Transposable elements are in gray, with red asterisks
as an additional mark for retrotransposons. Genes coding for NBS-LRR disease resistance proteins are represented by square block filled with blue
vertical lines. Putative pseudogenes are depicted as black edge boxes. The annotation of C. melo scaffoldMRGH63 and scaffold00077 was
complemented using information from ca. 57 kb and 96 kb, respectively, of unpublished melon sequence (represented in the figure as red edge
boxes). Figure drawn to scale.
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Finally, the comparison of four melon regions totalling
782 kb against the genomic sequence of cucumber (the
only other Cucurbit species where a draft genome
sequence is available) reveals a high degree of collinear-
ity between both species. The analysis of the detected
syntenic regions suggests that the size difference of the
two genomes is due to the expansion of intergenic
regions, mainly through the activity of transposable ele-
ments in melon after the divergence of the two species.
It is particularly interesting to note that almost half of
the detected melon-specific transposons are interspersed
with NBS-LRR predicted genes that potentially form
resistance gene clusters. We have confirmed the utility
of this sequencing method for small genomic fractions,
and the analysis of the data thus obtained has expanded
our understanding of the melon genome structure and
the mechanisms underlying its evolution.

Methods
BAC library
A BamHI BAC library from the double-haploid melon
line ‘PIT92’ (PI 161375 × T111) was previously developed
in our laboratory using pECBAC1 as cloning vector [[12],
http://hbz7.tamu.edu/homelinks/bac_est/vector/
sequence/sequence.htm]. With 23,040 BAC clones dis-
tributed in sixty 384-well plates, an average insert size of
139 kb and 20% empty clones, the library represents 5.7
genomic equivalents of the haploid melon genome.

DNA extraction
Two pools of 35 and 23 BACs were selected for the analy-
sis. Individual preinocules were grown on 1 ml 1 × LB
plus 12.5 μg/ml chloramphenicol at 300 rpm, 37°C, for 17
h. The following day, 30 μl of each BAC clone from the
preinocules were added into 50 ml tubes containing 20 ml
1 × LB plus 12.5 μg/ml chloramphenicol, and grown at 37°
C, 300 rpm for 15 h. The grown cultures were then mixed
to produce two separate volumes representing the two
BAC pools and the bacterial cells were harvested by cen-
trifugation at 6,000 × g for 15 min at 4°C.
Genomic DNA-free BAC DNA extraction was per-

formed using the QIAGEN® Large-Construct Kit (Cat.
No. 12462) following the manufacturer’s instructions.
Both final DNA pellets were resuspended in 500 μl TE
pH 8.0 each.

DNA sequencing
All sequencing was performed with a Roche 454 Gen-
ome Sequencer machine using FLX chemistry. Two
DNA extractions were done from the 35-BACs pool,
one to create a shotgun library and the other one to cre-
ate a 3 kb paired-end library. The shotgun library was
used for one titration run and one full run performed
by Lifequencing S. L. at their premises in Valencia,

Spain. The paired-end library was sequenced on two
quarters of a plate followed by a full run performed at
our 454 sequencing facility. For the 23-BACs pool, one
DNA extraction was done which served to create a shot-
gun and a 3 kb paired-end library. The shotgun library
was sequenced with a full run while the paired-end
library was sequenced on three eighths of a plate; both
runs were performed at our 454 sequencing facility.

Sequence assembly
Sequence assembly was done using Newbler version 2.3
with default parameters. Reads from all BACs were pro-
cessed together in one assembly run. The sequence of E.
coli strain DH10B (NC 010473.1) was used as screening
database and the vector pECBAC1 as trimming database,
but without 30 bp of sequence flanking either side of the
BamHI restriction site (see below) http://hbz7.tamu.edu/
homelinks/bac_est/vector/sequence/sequence.htm. Addi-
tional assemblies of each BAC pool were independently
done using Newbler versions 2.3 and 2.0 (data now
shown); results of these assemblies served for comparison
purposes and only in some cases helped to manually cor-
rect some scaffolds in the global assembly.
Sequences of the genetic markers previously anchored

to the analyzed BACs as well as some BAC-end
sequences previously available in our laboratories (Gen-
Bank Acc. Nos. can be found in the Additional file 3
Table S2) were used to assign a sequence to a specific
BAC. Based on this information, in some cases we could
join two scaffolds that corresponded to the same BAC
into a single superscaffold that would represent the
whole BAC insert. In these cases a gap was introduced
between the scaffolds so that the final sequence had the
size of the average insert size of the BAC library. The
manually introduced gaps accounted for 7.25% of all the
gaps in the assembly. The sizes of these gaps in nucleo-
tides are as follow: 500 in Scaffold52B05; 1,209 in Scaf-
fold45K01; 1,538 in Scaffold11I12; 1,831 in
Scaffold54E01; 2,288 in Scaffold55F19; 2,586 in Scaf-
fold59B11; and 12,064 in Scaffold54J04.
In order to study how many of the assembled contigs

and scaffolds represented the complete sequence of
BACs, those sequences were searched for BAC borders
in the following ways: 1) by searching at their extremes
the 30 bp sequence corresponding to pECBAC1; 2) by
blasting against individual reads containing the 30 bp
sequence and 3) by blasting against BAC-end sequences
that were already available for some of the sequenced
BACs [see Additional File 3 Table S2].

Sequence annotation
Ab initio gene prediction was performed using the com-
mand-line version of Augustus 2.3 software http://
augustus.gobics.de/ using A. thaliana as plant model.
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The melon unigene v3 collection at ICUGI [11] was
used to improve the Augustus prediction, setting the
minimum identity parameter to 92. In some cases, the
FGENESH annotation software at http://linux1.softberry.
com/berry.phtml, with Arabidopsis as plant model, was
used to complement or improve the Augustus annota-
tion. The predicted coding sequences were checked
against the non-redundant protein databases at NCBI
using BLASTP searching for protein homologs.
tRNA genes were predicted using the tRNAscan-SE

1.21 software http://lowelab.ucsc.edu/tRNAscan-SE/ and
rRNA genes were identified with RNAmmer 1.2 server
http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/RNAmmer/. Simple
sequence repeats (SSRs) were searched for using the
msatcommander 0.8.2 software http://code.google.com/
p/msatcommander/; the minimum repeat lengths con-
sidered were: 10 bp (mononucleotides), 12 bp (di- and
trinucleotides), 16 bp (tetranucleotides), 20 bp (pentanu-
cleotides) and 24 bp (hexanucleotides).
Transposons were annotated using Ab initio and

sequence similarity searches integrated in a pipeline
based on Dawgpaws [53]. The programs used for de
novo prediction of LTR retrotransposons included
LTR_STRUC [54], LTR_finder [55] and LTR_seq [56],
and vary in the type of structures they look for, their
stringency and their search algorithms. The homology-
based approach consisted of searching for sequences
that show a high degree of similarity to known transpo-
sons. For this, we compiled nucleotide databases of
already characterized transposons obtained from the
RepBase database [57] as well as NCBI [58]. Likewise,
we constructed protein sequence databases of transpo-
sases from various transposon families, searching NCBI
for combinations of keywords such as “transposase” and
“CACTA”, “hAT”, “Mariner”, “Mutator” or “PIF”. This
approach is useful for corroborating results obtained
from the de novo programs, as well as identifying other
types of transposons such as DNA transposons. The
output of these various programs was converted into
gff3 format and uploaded into the Apollo genome
viewer and annotation tool [59], along with the gene
annotations, for manual curation. As a first step, each
scaffold was examined and putative transposons were
identified according to the computational evidence.
These were then manually inspected to look for LTRs
or TIRs, query NCBI to determine which family they
belong to, and resolve instances of nested or truncated
elements. These bona fide transposons were used to
query the set of scaffolds in similarity searches, aiming
at identifying partial or degenerated copies and defining
transposon families. This third step is particularly rele-
vant when a large amount of sequence data is available,
as aligning many copies of an element aids to precisely
define its borders and find consensus sequences. At this

point, with the current fraction of the genome available,
we have not found enough copies of a single element to
perform this part of the analysis.

Synteny analysis
Four annotated melon scaffolds were analysed for homol-
ogy with the Cucumis sativus genome assembly deposited
in Phytozome v5 [50], using the BLASTN algorithm. The
selected cucumber regions were annotated the same way
as the melon BACs. Pairs of homologous genes were ten-
tatively selected on the basis of the gene annotation and
then confirmed by performing BLASTP alignments of
the correspondent predicted proteins. Syntenic regions
were defined as contiguous regions containing two or
more homologous genes in C. melo and C. sativus, irre-
spective of orientation and exact order of genes, based on
the results of BLASTP comparisons. The relative syntenic
quality in a region, expressed as a percentage, was calcu-
lated by dividing the sum of the conserved genes in both
syntenic regions by the sum of the total number of genes
in both regions, excluding transposable elements and col-
lapsing tandem duplications [60].

Note
The C. melo BAC nucleotide sequences are available in
the DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank databases under the acces-
sion numbers HM854749-HM854824. The raw data can
be found in the SRA archive of the NCBI under the
accession number SRA024701.1.

Additional material

Additional file 1: Figure S1. Schematic representation of the MRGH63
contig.

Additional file 2: Table S1. Genetic markers anchored to the sequenced
BAC clones.

Additional file 3: Table S2. Sequence and annotation characteristics of
the assembled scaffolds and contigs.

Additional file 4: Table S3. Annotation characteristics of the C. melo
and C. sativus syntenic regions
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We report the genome sequence of melon, an important horticul-
tural crop worldwide. We assembled 375 Mb of the double-haploid
line DHL92, representing 83.3%of the estimatedmelon genome.We
predicted 27,427 protein-coding genes, which we analyzed by
reconstructing 22,218 phylogenetic trees, allowing mapping of the
orthology and paralogy relationships of sequenced plant genomes.
We observed the absence of recent whole-genome duplications in
the melon lineage since the ancient eudicot triplication, and our
data suggest that transposon amplification may in part explain the
increased size of the melon genome compared with the close
relative cucumber. A low number of nucleotide-binding site–leucine-
rich repeat disease resistance genes were annotated, suggesting
the existence of specific defense mechanisms in this species. The
DHL92 genome was compared with that of its parental lines allow-
ing the quantification of sequence variability in the species. The use
of the genome sequence in future investigations will facilitate the
understanding of evolution of cucurbits and the improvement of
breeding strategies.

de novo genome sequence | phylome

Melon (Cucumis melo L.) is a eudicot diploid plant species
(2n = 2x = 24) of interest for its specific biological prop-

erties and for its economic importance. It belongs to the
Cucurbitaceae family, which also includes cucumber (Cucumis
sativus L.), watermelon [Citrullus lanatus (Thunb.) Matsum. &
Nakai], and squash (Cucurbita spp.). Although originally thought
to originate in Africa, recent data suggest that melon and cu-
cumber may be of Asian origin (1). With its rich variability in
observable phenotypic characters, melon was the inspiration for
theories which were the precursors of modern genetics (2).
Melon is an attractive model for studying valuable biological
characters, such as fruit ripening (3), sex determination (4, 5),
and phloem physiology (6).
Melon is an important fruit crop, with 26 million tons of

melons produced worldwide in 2009 (http://faostat.fao.org). It is
particularly important in Mediterranean and East Asian coun-
tries, where hybrid varieties have a significant and growing eco-
nomic value. In line with the scientific and economic interest of
the species, a number of genetic and molecular tools have been
developed over the last years, including genetic maps (7), ESTs
(http://www.icugi.org), microarrays (8), a physical map (9), BAC
sequences (10), and reverse genetic tools (11, 12). To complete
the repertoire of genomic tools, de novo sequencing of the
melon genome was undertaken with 454 pyrosequencing. The
genome sequence enabled an exhaustive phylogenic comparison
of the melon genome with cucumber and other plant species.

The melon and cucumber genome sequences are excellent tools
for understanding the genome structure and evolution of two
important species of the same genus with different chromosome
number (melon, 2n = 2x = 24; cucumber, 2n = 2x = 14).

Results
Sequencing and Assembly of the Genome. The homozygous DHL92
double-haploid line, derived from the cross between PI 161375
(Songwhan Charmi, spp. agrestis) (SC) and the “Piel de Sapo”
T111 line (ssp. inodorus) (PS), was chosen to obtain a better as-
sembly of the genome sequence. A whole-genome shotgun strat-
egy based on 454 pyrosequencing was used, producing 14.8 million
single-shotgun and 7.7 million paired-end reads. Additionally,
53,203 BAC end sequences were available (13). After filtering the
mitochondrial and chloroplast genomes (14), 13.52× coverage of
the estimated 450-Mb melon genome (15) was obtained (SI
Appendix, Table S1). Both 454 and Sanger reads were assembled
with Newbler 2.5 into 1,594 scaffolds and 29,865 contigs, totaling
375 Mb of assembled genome (Table 1; SI Appendix, SI Text). The
N50 scaffold size was 4.68 Mb, and 90% of the assembly was
contained in 78 scaffolds (SI Appendix, Table S2). The assembly
was corrected in homopolymer regions with Illumina reads. The
melon genome assembly can be considered of good quality com-
pared with other sequenced plant genomes based on next-gener-
ation sequencing (NGS) (SI Appendix, Table S3). We identified
a considerable fraction (90.4%) of the unassembled reads as
repeats containing transposable elements and low-complexity
sequences. The difference between the estimated and the as-
sembled genome size could be due to unassembled regions of
repetitive DNA, similar to what has been found in genomes
obtained with NGS (16).
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The quality of the assembly was assessed by mapping it to four
BACs that were previously sequenced using a shotgun Sanger
approach. Overall, 92.5% of the BAC sequences were well rep-
resented in the genome assembly, aligning contiguously and with
more than 99% similarity (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 and Table S4).
The main source of error corresponded to gaps in the assembly
located where transposons were annotated in the BAC sequen-
ces (SI Appendix, Table S5). A set of 57 BACs sequenced with
454 using a pooling strategy (10) was also compared with the
assembly, which confirmed 92.3% of the BAC assemblies as
being consistent with the genome assembly (SI Appendix, Table
S6). The coverage of the melon genome was assessed by mapping
112,219 melon unigenes (17), of which 95.6% mapped un-
ambiguously in the assembly, confirming a high level of coverage of
the gene space.

Anchoring the Genome to Pseudochromosomes. A genetic map
based on the SC × PS doubled haploid line mapping population,
containing 602 SNPs, was used to anchor the assembly to 12
pseudochromosomes (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). We anchored 316.3
Mb of sequence contained in 87 scaffolds, representing 87.5% of
the scaffold assembly (Fig. 1A; SI Appendix, Table S7). By an-
choring the genetic map, we detected five scaffolds that mapped
in two genomic locations due to misassemblies, which were
manually corrected. The ratio between genetic and physical
distances localized a region of recombination suppression in
each pseudochromosome, which may correspond to the position
of the centromeres (SI Appendix, Fig. S3).

Transposon Annotation. By using homology and structure-based
searches, we identified 323 transposable element representatives
belonging to the major superfamilies previously described in plants.
These were used as queries to annotate 73,787 copies in the as-
sembly, totaling 19.7% of the genome space. This percentage is
similar to the one reported for genomes of similar size such as cacao
(18). However, it is probably an underestimate as a result of the high
stringency of our searches and the presence of additional transposon
sequences in the unassembled fraction of the genome. The retro-
transposon elements account for 14.7% of the genome whereas
DNA transposons represent an additional 5.0% (SI Appendix, Table
S8). A total of 87% of the annotated transposon-related sequences
were attributed to a particular superfamily of elements and
further classified into families. The transposable elements showed
a complementary distribution to the gene space, probably repre-
senting the heterochromatic fraction (Fig. 1 C and D).
The two LTRs of LTR retrotransposons are identical upon

insertion, and the number of differences between them can be
used to determine the age of the insertion. We dated the in-
sertion time of all LTR retrotransposons belonging to families
containing at least 10 complete elements by intraelement com-
parison of LTRs (SI Appendix, SI Text). This analysis showed
that, although different families had distinct patterns of ampli-
fication over time, most retrotransposons were inserted recently,
with a peak of activity around 2 million years ago (Mya) (Fig. 2;
SI Appendix, Fig. S4). As melon and cucumber ancestors
diverged 10.1 Mya (1), our results suggest that high retro-
transposition activity occurred in the melon lineage after this
divergence. We applied the same annotation pipeline to look for
retrotransposons in the Gy14 cucumber genome (http://www.
phytozome.net) and found elements accounting for 1.5% of the
genome. When less-stringent parameters were used, the per-
centage reached 4.8%, which was still significantly lower than the
genome fraction annotated in melon, suggesting that LTR-ret-
rotransposon activity was much higher and more recent in the
melon lineage. Similar results were obtained when the annota-
tion pipeline was applied to the 9930 cucumber genome (19). To
assess whether DNA transposons have also been more active
in the melon lineage than that of cucumber, we annotated in the
Gy14 cucumber genome the three most represented super-
families in both species (i.e., CACTA, MULE, and PIF/Har-
binger) (SI Appendix, Table S8) (19), showing that all three have
been amplified in the melon lineage (10× for CACTA, 47× for
MULE, and 3.8× for PIF) (SI Appendix, Table S9).

Gene Prediction and Functional Annotation. The annotation of the
assembled genome after masking repetitive regions resulted in
a prediction of 27,427 genes with 34,848 predicted transcripts
encoding 32,487 predicted polypeptides (SI Appendix, Table
S10). Genes were preferentially distributed near the telomeres
for most of the chromosomes (Fig. 1C). The average gene size
for melon is 2,776 bp, with 5.85 exons per gene, similar to Ara-
bidopsis (20), and a density of 7.3 genes per 100 kb, similar to
grape (21). A total of 16,120 genes (58.7%) had exons supported
by ESTs, and 14,337 (52.2%) were supported by GeneWise
protein alignments, totaling 18,948 genes (69.1%) supported by
a transcript and/or a protein alignment. The predicted melon
proteins were annotated using an automatic pipeline. For each

Table 1. Metrics of the melon genome assembly

Assembly Measure

Bases in contigs 335,385,220
No. of contigs (>100 bases) 60,752
No. of large contigs (>500 bases) 40,102
Average large contig size (bases) 8,233
N50 large contig size (bases) 18,163
No. of scaffolds 1,594
Bases in scaffolds (including gaps) 361,410,028
No. of contigs in scaffolds 30,887
No. of bases in contigs in scaffolds 321,933,769
Average scaffold size (bases) 226,731
N50 scaffold size (bases) 4,677,790

Fig. 1. The DHL92 melon genome. (A) Physical map of the 12 melon
pseudochromosomes, represented clockwise starting from center above.
Blocks represent scaffolds anchored to the genetic map. Scaffolds without
orientation are in green. The physical location of SNP markers from the SC ×
PS genetic map is represented. (B) Distribution of ncRNAs (orange). (C) Dis-
tribution of predicted genes (light green). (D) Distribution of transposable
elements (blue). (E) Distribution of NBS–LRR R-genes (brown). (F) Melon
genome duplications. Duplicated blocks are represented as dark-green
connecting lines.
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protein sequence, our approach identified protein signatures (SI
Appendix, Table S11), assigned orthology groups, and used
orthology-derived information to annotate metabolic pathways,
multienzymatic complexes, and reactions.

Phylogenomic Analysis of Melon Across Other Plant Species. To as-
sess the evolutionary relationships of melon genes in relation to
other sequenced plant genomes, we undertook a comprehensive
phylogenomic approach, which included reconstruction of the
complete collection of evolutionary histories of all melon pro-
tein-coding genes across a phylogeny of 23 sequenced plants (i.e.,
the phylome; SI Appendix, Table S12). The usefulness of this
approach in the annotation of newly sequenced genomes has
been demonstrated in other eukaryotes (22, 23). A total of 22,218
maximum-likelihood (ML) phylogenetic trees were recon-
structed and deposited at PhylomeDB (24) (http://phylomedb.
org). We scanned the melon phylome to derive a complete cat-
alog of phylogeny-based orthology and paralogy relationships
across plant genomes (25). In addition, we used a topology-based
approach (26) to detect and date duplication events. The align-
ments of 60 gene families with one-to-one orthology relationships

across most plants were concatenated into a single alignment and
used to derive a ML tree representing the evolutionary rela-
tionships of the species considered. The resulting topology was
fully congruent with that obtained with the entire melon phylome
using a gene tree parsimony approach, which minimizes the total
number of inferred duplication events (27) (Fig. 3). Our phylo-
genetic analysis is in agreement with the assignment of Populus in
the Malvidae clade (28).
Duplication analysis on entire phylomes has been used to con-

firm ancient whole-genome duplication (WGD) events, which
emerge as duplication peaks in the corresponding evolutionary
periods (29). Our results are consistent with the absence of WGD
in the lineages leading to C. melo. Nevertheless, our approach
detects several gene families that expanded specifically in the
Cucumis and C. melo lineages. Duplicated genes are enriched in
some functional processes, such as alcohol metabolism and de-
fense response in the Cucumis lineage or phytochelatin metabo-
lism and defense response in C. melo (Dataset S1). Expanded
genes in the defense response and apoptosis functional processes
belong to the coiled-coil (CC)–nucleotide-binding site (NBS)–
leucine-rich repeat (LRR) (CNL) and toll/interleukin-1 receptor
(TIR)-NBS-LRR (TNL) classes of disease resistance genes. The
genes expanded in the phytochelatin metabolism functional process
encode for phytochelatin synthase, an enzyme involved in resistance
to metal poisoning. The genes expanded in the alcohol metabolism
functional process encode (R)-(+)-mandelonitrile lyase, an enzyme
involved in cyanogenesis, a defense system against herbivores and
bacteria, the activity of which has been reported in melon seed
(30). These expansions provide useful clues to establishing ge-
netic links to the phenotypic particularities of these species.

Annotation of RNA Genes. A total of 1,253 noncoding RNA
(ncRNA) genes were identified in the melon genome, similar to
Arabidopsis (SI Appendix, Table S13; Dataset S2). In contrast to
Arabidopsis, the ncRNA genes were distributed in the gene space
(Fig. 1B). A total of 102 ncRNA were identified as forming 26
potential clusters (SI Appendix, Table S14). Of the 140 potential
MIRNA loci identified, 122 corresponded to 35 known plant
microRNA (miRNA) families, and expression data of mature
miRNA sequences existed for at least 87 of them (31). Predicted
precursors had an average size of 156 nt, ranging from 90 to 583 nt
(Dataset S3). From a total of 19 MIR169 members identified, 12

Fig. 2. LTR retrotransposon insertion during melon genome evolution. All
LTR retrotransposon families with 10 or more copies were considered.
Combined number of insertions for all families is displayed. Red arrow
indicates when the melon and cucumber lineages diverged.

Fig. 3. Comparative genomics
of 23 fully sequenced plant spe-
cies where phylogeny is based
on maximum-likelihood analysis
of a concatenated alignment of
60 widespread single-copy pro-
teins. Different background col-
ors indicate taxonomic group-
ings within the species used to
make the tree. Bars represent
the total number of genes for
each species (scale on the top).
Bars are divided to indicate dif-
ferent types of homology rela-
tionships. Green: widespread
genes that are found in at least
25 of the 28 species, including
at least one out-group. Orange:
widespread but plant-specific
genes that are found in at least
20 of the 23 plant species. Gray:
Species-specific genes with no
(detectable) homologs in other
species. Brown: genes without
a clear pattern. The thin purple
line under each bar represents
the percentage of genes with a least one paralog in each species. The thin dark gray line represents the percentage of melon genes that have homologs in
a given species.
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were located in the same scaffold in a range of ∼35 kb. Eight of
them were found in pairs in a range of around 300 bases in the
same DNA strand (SI Appendix, Fig. S5), suggesting simultaneous
transcription in a single polycistronic transcript.

Disease Resistance Genes.A total of 411 putative disease resistance
R-genes (32) were identified in the melon genome (SI Appendix,
Table S15). Of these, 81 may exert their disease resistance func-
tion as cytoplasmatic proteins through canonical resistance
domains, such as the NBS, the LRR, and the TIR domains (Fig.
1E). In addition, 290 genes were classified as transmembrane
receptors, including 161 receptor-like kinases (RLK), 19 kinases
containing an additional antifungal protein ginkbilobin-2 domain
(RLK-GNK2), and 110 receptor-like proteins. Finally, 15 and 25
genes were found to be homologs to the barley Mlo (33) and the
tomato Pto (34) genes, respectively. The number of R-genes in
melon was found to be significantly lower than in other species. In
cucumber and papaya, 61 and 55 genes from the cytoplasmic class
were annotated, respectively, in contrast to 212 in Arabidopsis and
302 in grape. These data suggest that the number of NBS–LRR
genes is not conserved among plant species and that the value is
rather low in Cucumis, further suggesting a similar evolution of the
NBS–LRR gene repertoire in these species.
R-genes were nonrandomly distributed in the melon genome,

but organized in clusters (SI Appendix, Fig. S6; Dataset S4). In
particular, 79 R-genes were located within 19 genomic clusters,
16 with genes belonging to the same family. This is a further
indication that these genes are under rapid and specific evolu-
tion, with a strong tandem duplication activity. Overall, 45% of
the NBS-LRR genes were grouped within nine clusters, whereas,
in contrast, only 15% of the transmembrane receptors were
clustered. Four clusters containing 13 TNL genes and spanning
a region of 570 kb are located in the same region of the melon
Vat resistance gene (35). Another cluster with seven TNL genes
spanning 135 kb colocalized with the region harboring the Fom-1
resistance gene (36). A cluster of six CNL genes spanning 56 kb
and not described previously was located in LG I. The recon-
structed phylogenies of some of these families revealed in-
teresting scenarios: three lineage-specific independent RLK
expansions involving several rounds of tandem duplications at
three corresponding ancestral loci were identified (SI Appendix,
Fig. S7). All members of each phylogenetic clade are located in
the same genomic interval of less than 20 kb: two RLK genes in
scaffold0008, three in scaffold0011, and four in scaffold0014.
The same type of gene expansion was found for TNL genes from
the cluster in scaffold00051 in LG IX, suggesting that there was
amplification of an ancestral gene leading to the current cluster
of R-genes in this genomic interval.

Genes Involved in Fruit Quality. Taste, flavor, and aroma of dif-
ferent melon types are the consequence of the balanced accu-
mulation of many compounds. Among the major processes that
occur during fruit ripening, two are particularly interesting from
the breeding point of view: accumulation of sugars, which is re-
sponsible for the characteristic sweet taste, and carotenoid ac-
cumulation, which is responsible for the flesh color. Sixty-three
genes putatively involved in sugar metabolism were annotated,
belonging to 16 phylogenetic groups (Dataset S5). Twenty-one of
these genes were not previously reported in melon (37, 38), of
which 8 had EST support. A gene putatively encoding a UDP-glc
phyrophosphorylase (CmUGP-LIKE1), for which a single gene
was described (CmUGP), was annotated (SI Appendix, Fig. S8).
A cell-wall invertase (CmCIN-LIKE1) was annotated, probably
resulting from the duplication of CmCIN2 in the ancestor of
melon and cucumber (SI Appendix, Fig. S9). CmSPS-LIKE1 may
correspond to a member of the third subgroup of sucrose-P
synthases not yet reported in melon, which are closely related to
Arabidopsis AtSPS4F. Twenty-six genes encoding 14 enzymes
involved in the plant carotenoid pathway were annotated, cor-
responding to 11 phylogenetic groups (Dataset S6), and 20 of the
genes were supported by ESTs. These genes will permit us to

obtain insight into the mechanisms controlling sucrose and car-
otene accumulation in melon fruit flesh.

Genome Duplications. Analysis of the genome sequence of several
plant genomes has highlighted the existence of two ancestral
WGDs (39) before the diversification of seed plants and angio-
sperms. An additional paleo-hexaploidization event (γ) followed
by lineage-specific WGDs has shaped the structure of eudicot
genomes (40). Using 4,258 melon paralogs, we identified 21
paralogous syntenic blocks within the melon genome, with no
trace of a recent WGD (Fig. 1F; SI Appendix, Table S16).
Recent segmental duplications (SD) were searched for by

combining two different methods. The whole-genome shotgun
sequence detection (WSSD) method (41), based on detecting
excess depth-of-coverage when mapping whole-genome se-
quence reads against the assembly, predicted 12.66 Mb of du-
plicated content (SI Appendix, Table S17). The whole-genome
assembly comparison (WGAC) strategy (42), based on self-
comparison of the whole genome using BLAST pairwise genome
analysis, identified 4.37 Mb of duplicated sequence in the as-
sembly. The resulting intersection between WSSD and WGAC is
a good measure of the quality of duplicated content in a given
assembly, detecting both artifact duplications and general col-
lapse. We found an excess of possible collapses in the assembly
(11.63 Mb) as a result of its construction based on short reads
(43). The total of duplicated sequences identified by depth of
coverage could still be an underestimate, given that the genome
is highly fractionated. However, both types of analysis support
limited segmental duplications in the melon genome.

Syntenic Relationships Between Melon and Other Plant Genomes.
Comparison of melon and cucumber synteny suggested an an-
cestral fusion of five melon chromosome pairs in cucumber and
several inter- and intrachromosome rearrangements (19, 44). We
performed an alignment of both genomes, which showed the high
level of synteny at higher resolution, and it allowed detecting
shorter regions of rearrangements among chromosomes not
previously observed (Fig. 4A; SI Appendix, Table S18). Our
analysis suggests that melon LG I corresponds to cucumber
chromosome 7, but with several inversions and an increase in the
total chromosome size (35.8 vs. 19.2 Mb) (Fig. 4C). Melon LG
IV and LG VI were fused into cucumber chromosome 3, but
with several rearrangements and a reduction in total size in cu-
cumber (30.4 and 29.8 Mb vs. 39.7 Mb) (Fig. 4B). The first distal
8.5 and 5 Mb of melon LG IV and cucumber chromosome 3,
respectively, are highly collinear but with a progressive increase
in size in melon toward the heterochomatic fraction (Fig. 4D),
correlating with a higher density of transposable elements and
a lower density of gene fraction (Fig. 1). There are other
examples of more complex chromosomal rearrangements, but
the total number of small inversions cannot be easily determined
due to lack of orientation of some scaffolds in both species.
Further refinement of the physical maps and sequencing of other
Cucumis species may shed light on the genome structure of the
ancestor of cucumber and melon.
A total of 19,377 one-to-one ortholog pairs were obtained

between melon and cucumber, yielding 497 orthologous syntenic
blocks when using stringent parameters (SI Appendix, Table S19
and Fig. S10) and showing a similar pattern to that obtained after
the complete genome alignments. The melon genome was also
compared with the genomes of Arabidopsis, soybean, and Fragaria
vesca, on the basis of the orthologous genes identified in the
phylome analysis. Fragaria, melon, and soybean belong to the
Fabidae clade, whereas Arabidopsis is in the Malvidae clade. Two
rounds of WGD have been reported for Arabidopsis and soybean,
whereas no WGD has been found in Fragaria. We found a higher
number of synteny blocks with soybean and Fragaria than with
Arabidopsis (SI Appendix, Table S19 and Fig. S10).

DHL92 Genome Structure Based on Resequencing Its Parental Lines.
DHL92 and its parental lines SC and PS were resequenced using
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the Illumina GAIIx platform, yielding 213 million 152-bp reads
(SI Appendix, Table S20), which were aligned to the DHL92
reference genome. We identified 2.1 million SNPs and 413,000
indels between DHL92 and both parental lines (SI Appendix,
Table S21), from which 4.0% and 3.1% were located in exons,
respectively. We could reconstruct the DHL92 genome on the
basis of its parental lines (SI Appendix, Fig. S11 and S12), which
contain a total of 17 recombination events, with an average of 1.4
recombinations per linkage group. The number of SNPs and
indels between SC and PS resulted in a frequency of one SNP
every 176 bp and one indel every 907 bp.

Discussion
The increasing availability of genome sequences from higher
plants provides us with an important tool for understanding plant
evolution and the genetic variability existing within cultivated
species. Genome sequences are also becoming a strategic tool
for the development of methods to accelerate plant breeding.
The Cucurbitaceae is, after the Solanaceae, the most economi-
cally important group of vegetable crops, especially in Mediter-
ranean countries. Melon has a key position in the Cucurbitaceae
family for its high economic value and as a model to study bi-
ologically relevant characters, so the melon genome sequence
has the added value of providing breeders with an additional tool
in breeding programs. For these reasons, the availability of
a good-quality draft sequence of the melon genome is essential.
The combination of different sequencing strategies and the

use of a double-haploid line were important factors for

assembling the genome in large scaffolds (N50 scaffold size 4.68
Mb). This gave a high-quality genome assembly compared with
some of the recently published plant genomes that used NGS
technologies. The quality of the assembly has an impact on
further uses of the genome sequence, providing an efficient
reference genome for resequencing analysis. The resequencing
of the parents of the DHL92 reference genome allowed a first
measure of the polymorphism in melon, as more than 2 million
putative SNPs were identified.
The annotation of the assembled genome predicted 27,427

genes, a number similar to other plant species. A phylogenetic
analysis of gene families greatly helped in the quality of the
prediction. The number of predicted R-genes in melon and cu-
cumber was lower than in other plant species. Expansion of the
lipoxygenase gene family has been suggested as a complementary
mechanism to challenge biotic stress in cucumber (19), but we
did not observe such an expansion in melon. Therefore, the low
number of R-genes in Cucurbitaceae may be the consequence of
a different adaptive strategy of these species, which may be re-
lated to specific mechanisms of regulation of disease resistance
genes or to their characteristic vascular structure (6). The avail-
ability of the genome sequence will be very valuable in studying
this question that is also of importance for breeding biotic
resistance.
Increase in genome size may, in general, be attributed to

transposable element amplification and to polyploidization. Our
analysis suggests that the melon genome did not have any recent
lineage-specific whole-genome duplication, as in cucumber (19).

Fig. 4. Comparative analysis of the melon and cucumber genomes. (A) Alignment of melon (x = 12) and cucumber (x = 7) genomes. (B) Alignment of melon
LG IV and LG VI with cucumber chromosome 3. Direct blocks are represented in red and inverted blocks in green. (C) Alignment of melon LG I with cucumber
chromosome 7. Direct blocks are represented in red and inverted blocks in green. (D) Genome expansion in melon LG IV distal region of 8.5 Mb (Upper)
compared with cucumber chromosome 3 distal region of 5 Mb (Lower). Blocks of the same color correspond to syntenic regions.
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The closest families to cucurbits in the Fabidae clade are the
Rosaceae, which includes species such as apple where a recent
WGD has occurred; strawberry with no observable WGD; and
Fabaceae, which includes species that share a recent WGD
(soybean, Medicago, Lotus). As the number of available plant
genomes increases, the observation of WGD events will help to
understand their evolution. In cucurbits, the genome sequence of
additional species will determine whether the lack of a recent
WGD is unique to this lineage. Traces of duplications observed
in melon may correspond to the ancestral paleo-hexaploidization
that occurred after the divergence of monocots and dicots (40),
with subsequent genome rearrangements and genome size re-
duction. Transposable elements have accumulated to a greater
extent in melon compared with cucumber with a peak of activity
around 2 Mya, suggesting that the larger genome size of melon,
probably to a large extent, may be due to transposon amplifica-
tion. However, loss of chromosome fragments during chromo-
some fusion in cucumber may also explain the larger melon
genome. Melon and cucumber diverged only around 10 million
years ago and are interesting models for studying genome size
and chromosome number evolution (450 vs. 367 Mb and x = 12
vs. x = 7). We have shown that our sequence may be a good
reference for resequencing other melon varieties. Further

resequencing of other melon lines representing the extant vari-
ability of the species will also permit identification of SNPs and
indels that may be used in breeding programs and in studying the
genome rearrangements that have shaped the present structure
of cucurbit genomes.

Materials and Methods
The melon doubled-haploid line DHL92 was derived from the cross between
the Korean accession PI 161375 (Songwhan Charmi, spp. agrestis) (SC) and the
“Piel de Sapo” T111 line (ssp. inodorus) (PS). DHL92 was chosen for its ho-
mozygosity. See SI Appendix for details of sequencing, assembly, annota-
tion, and genome analysis.
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Chapter 7

MITEs, Miniature Elements with a Major Role

in Plant Genome Evolution

Hélène Guermonprez, Elizabeth Hénaff, Marta Cifuentes,

and Josep M. Casacuberta

Abstract Miniature Inverted-repeat Transposable Elements (MITEs) are a partic-

ular type of class II transposons found in genomes in high copy numbers. Most

MITEs are deletion derivatives of class II transposons whose transposases have

been shown to mobilize them by a typical cut-and-paste mechanism. However,

unlike class II transposons, MITEs can amplify rapidly and dramatically and attain

very high copy numbers, in particular, in plant genomes. This high copy number,

together with their close association with genes, endows MITEs with a high

potential to generate variability, and impact gene and genome evolution.
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7.1 Introduction

The term Miniature Inverted-repeat Transposable Elements (MITEs) was coined to

designate different families of short mobile elements featuring Terminal Inverted

Repeats (TIRs) and found in plant genomes in high copy number (Wessler et al.

1995). The first two families described were Tourist and the Stowaway from maize

(Bureau and Wessler 1992, 1994). Sequence homology searches revealed their high

similarity to transposons ofMariner and PIF families, respectively, suggesting that

they could be deletion derivatives of class II transposons (Feschotte and Mouches

2000; Zhang et al. 2001). Since then, MITEs related to all major families of class II

transposons have been reported (Benjak et al. 2009; Kuang et al. 2009; Yang and

Hall 2003b), and MITE families have been described in both prokaryote and

eukaryote genomes (Dufresne et al. 2007; Filee et al. 2007; Han et al. 2010;

Piriyapongsa and Jordan 2007; Surzycki and Belknap 2000), including virtually

all plant genomes analyzed (Benjak et al. 2009; Bergero et al. 2008; Bureau et al.

1996; Cantu et al. 2010; Casacuberta et al. 1998; Grzebelus et al. 2009; Kuang et al.

2009; Lyons et al. 2008; Momose et al. 2010; Sarilar et al. 2011; Schwarz-Sommer

et al. 2010; Yang and Hall 2003b). However, while most MITEs seem to be deletion

derivatives of autonomous elements, which probably mobilize them, in some cases

the situation is less clear. Some MITEs cannot be related to long coding elements

suggesting that in some cases MITEs may arise by the serendipitous juxtaposition

of two inverted repeated sequences which may be recognized by an existing

transposase (Feschotte and Pritham 2007). In other cases, like that of mPing in

rice, the related long coding element has been identified but is absent from the

varieties where mPing is active, suggesting that the element that gave rise to the

MITE has been lost and that other transposases may catalyze its mobilization (Jiang

et al. 2003). The emerging picture is thus a complex relationship between MITEs

and their distantly related autonomous elements (Feschotte et al. 2005).

In addition to their small size and the presence of TIRs, a number of other

characteristics have been associated with MITEs. The sequence of the first MITEs

described was shown to be A/T-rich and to have the potential to form highly stable

secondary structures (Bureau and Wessler 1992), and these characteristics seem to

be shared by a high proportion of the MITEs described to date. However, during

these years no evidence has demonstrated any relevance of these characteristics for

MITEs’ amplification dynamics.

MITEs are frequently found within or close to genes (Casacuberta and

Santiago 2003), although this preference probably varies among different families

(Mao et al. 2000). This trend, combined with their high copy number, endows

MITEs with a great potential to modify gene expression upon mobilization

(Deragon et al. 2008). In this chapter we summarize recent advances in the

identification of MITEs, their mechanism of transposition, and their impact on

genes and genomes. We also point out open questions regarding these miniature

but highly complex elements.
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7.2 MITE Identification

Due to their small size and absence of coding capacity, MITE identification and

annotation is particularly difficult. As is the case for most TE (Transposable

Element) families described to date, the first MITEs discovered were elements

inserted in genes, causing a detectable mutation and phenotype. However, the

availability of whole genome sequences together with the development of appro-

priate bioinformatic tools has enabled the discovery of the high prevalence of these

elements in eukaryotic genomes.

7.2.1 Discovery by Insertional Mutagenesis

The first MITE, dubbed Tourist, was discovered in maize by insertional mutation in

the waxy gene (Bureau and Wessler 1992). Its analysis revealed the presence of

TIRs in the insert, which, combined with the fact that it was found in many copies in

the available gene sequences of the same line, and the presence of a flanking

duplicated sequence, led to the hypothesis that this was actually a mobile repeated

element. Since then, other cases of insertional mutagenesis have led to the discov-

ery of a few other MITEs such as mPing that was found inserted into the gene for

rice ubiquitin-related modifier-1 (Rurm1) and whose excision resulted in the

reversion of the “slender glume” phenotype (Nakazaki et al. 2003) and dTstu1,
the source of a somaclonal variation inducing purple pigment synthesis in a usually

red potato variety (Momose et al. 2010).

7.2.2 Discovery by Bioinformatic Methods

While MITEs as a new superfamily of transposable elements were stumbled upon by

accident and studied using molecular biology techniques, the availability of genomic

sequence data as well as sequence search tools has allowed the identification ofMITE

families by bioinformatic means. One category of methods is based on sequence

similarity to a known MITE or autonomous class II transposon. The second is to

identifyMITE families de novo, exploiting their structural characteristics and the fact

that they are found in large copy numbers.

Certain MITE families are shared among several species, as is the case for

Tourist in cereals, and can be detected by sequence similarity to already defined

MITEs. For example, elements similar to the consensus sequences of the MITEs

first identified in maize and barley (Bureau and Wessler 1992) were found in rice

and sorghum (Bureau and Wessler 1994).

Many MITEs arise as deletion derivatives of their autonomous counterparts, and

thus display sequence similarity to class II transposons. Exploiting this sequence

similarity, newMITEs can be discovered by searching with a full-length element as
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a query. However, while some MITEs are homologous to their autonomous

counterparts in their entire length, others only share the TIR sequences and the

rest of the internal sequence is unrelated, requiring different computational

approaches for either case.

In the first case,MITEs can be identified by genome-wide similarity searches using

the full-length TE as query, as was done in Vitis vinifera to identify MITEs related to

known elements in the CACTA, hAT, and PIF superfamilies (Benjak et al. 2009).

The second case is more difficult as TIRs are short (10–20 nucleotides), and these

can give many spurious hits. Various softwares have been developed to implement

this search. A first example is TRANSPO that takes a TIR sequence and searches for

inverted matches within a certain window and can be paired with the SPAT software,

which performs a hierarchical clustering of the results, thus defining families of

putative elements (Santiago et al. 2002). A second example is the MAK toolkit

(Yang and Hall 2003a) that provides a suite of programs to identify MITE copies,

or a related autonomous element, given a MITE query. This software implements

various modes with different goals. The Member Retriever mode is designed to

retrieve other MITEs similar to the supplied MITE query. The Anchor mode aims

to identify autonomous elements that are related to a given MITE query, and the

Associator mode reports gene annotations nearest to the hits.

With the recent proliferation of whole-genome sequencing data and comparative

analyses, it becomes tempting to mine this wealth of information for entirely new

MITEs using computational methods. Two different approaches for de novo MITE

identification have been used to date, one based on comparative analyses of closely

related organisms and the other exploiting the elements’ structural characteristics

and the fact that they are found in very high copy number.

The first approach is not specific to MITEs, but has lead to the identification of

new MITE families in solanacae related to hAT, Mutator, Stowaway and Tourist
elements by inspecting syntenic regions of resistance gene clusters in tomato, potato,

and tobacco (Kuang et al. 2009). This method of searching for Related Empty Sites

also provides indirect evidence for their mobilization, as discussed below.

The second approach is based on the fact that MITEs present very clear structural

characteristics—exact TIRs and TSDs (target site duplication) upon insertion. How-

ever, these structures are very short and similar ones can arise by chance, leading to

many false positives when the search criteria are limited to two inverted repeats

flanked by direct ones. Thus, the true challenge of in silico MITE identification is

eliminating false positives. Various programs have been developed for MITE identi-

fication in genomic sequences, the latest being MITE-hunter (Han and Wessler

2010). This software is the most sophisticated in that it provides several methods of

eliminating false positives, at various steps of the algorithm. Similarly to others

[FINDMITE (Tu 2001); MUST (Chen et al. 2009)], the first step is to identify

candidate MITEs based on TIRs and TSDs. In a subsequent step, candidates are

discriminated based on copy number by pairwise comparison—elements that do not

align with any other are eliminated as false positives. Then a consensus sequence is

generated for each family and the definition of its borders verified by multiple

sequence alignment with its copies taken with flanking regions. This last step relies
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on the fact that within a certain family, the copies’ terminal sequences (i.e., TIRs and

TSDs) will be near identical and align well but the alignment will break down at the

flanking regions as each element is inserted in a different genomic context.

The surge of available genomic sequence data is a wealth of information for

studying transposons in general, and MITEs in particular. Whole genome sequences

provide the possibility of mining for new elements, impossible until the advent of this

data. Also, comparative analyses between genomes are a powerful tool for identifi-

cation of new elements and following TE movement. Two major technological

advances, besides the progress in sequencing technologies, permit this: the develop-

ment of algorithms for accurate whole-genome alignments (Frith et al. 2010) and

genome resequencing (Stratton 2008). Until now transposon discovery by compara-

tive analysis has been limited to certain syntenic regions, but exploiting this type of

data on a whole genome scale is a promising prospect. Resequencing of varieties or

lines within a species has the advantage of providing highly comparable data of

closely related organisms, giving a perspective of the variations of the transposon

landscape at a small evolutionary scale. Recently, the resequencing of rice lines

issued from cell culture led to the identification of 43 new insertions of 13 different

TEs. Although the authors have not exploited this analysis to look for new elements,

their approach could also be used for de novo identification. In conclusion, genomic

data analysis has provided evidence for MITE mobility and enabled the discovery of

new elements. Furthermore, we can expect that the level of detail and precision at

which we can study mobile elements on the genomic scale will increase with progress

in algorithms for sequence analysis and quantity of data available.

7.3 MITE Transposition Mechanisms

The analysis of Tourist, the first MITE family characterized (Bureau and Wessler

1992), allowed for a first description of the particular characteristics of MITEs.

Tourist elements presented TIRs and subterminal repeated sequences, as well as

TSDs flanking the elements, which make them similar to class II transposons.

However, these elements were present at a higher copy number than typical class II

elements, and their copies showed an unprecedented homogeneity in size and

sequence. These characteristics, later shown to be shared by most MITEs, made it

difficult at the time to classify them. Moreover, MITEs’ transposition mechanism

remained a mystery as no excision event had yet been observed (Wessler et al. 1995).

The first evidence of MITEs’ capacity for excision came from the phylogenetic

analysis of the Stowaway family in 30 Triticae species (Petersen and Seberg 2000)

and was later confirmed by the analysis of a rice slender glumemutant, which carries

an mPing MITE whose excision lead to the reversion of the mutant phenotype

(Nakazaki et al. 2003). The confirmation of MITEs’ potential for excision, together

with the fact that some show high sequence similarity with class II transposons

(Feschotte and Mouches 2000), strongly suggested that MITEs could be deletion

derivatives of class II transposons, mobilized by transposases encoded by their related
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autonomous elements (Casacuberta and Santiago 2003; Feschotte et al. 2002; Zhang

et al. 2001). This hypothesis gained further support from studies showing that the

transposases encoded by class II transposons specifically bind the TIRs and subter-

minal sequences of related MITEs (Feschotte et al. 2005; Loot et al. 2006). The

mobilization of MITEs by class II transposases was finally demonstrated in three

independent reports in animals, plants, and fungi, which showed conclusive evidence

that transposases from a related element were able to mobilize MITEs in vivo

(Dufresne et al. 2007; Miskey et al. 2007; Yang et al. 2007). This mobilization has

also been observed in heterologous systems (Hancock et al. 2010, 2011; Yang et al.

2007), suggesting that, as is the case for typical class II elements, the minimal

requirements for MITEs transposition are a transposase and its binding sequences

within the element. However, although MITEs’ transposition seems in some respects

very similar to that of typical class II elements, it also presents particular features that

make MITEs a very unique type of defective class II elements.

First of all, MITEs seem to be particularly promiscuous with respect to the

transposase they can use for mobilization. Phylogenetic analyses of rice Mariner-
like elements and their related StowawayMITEs suggested that homology restricted

to the TIRs and subterminal sequences may be sufficient for cross-mobilization

(Feschotte et al. 2003). This was confirmed by in vitro protein/DNA interaction

studies showing that rice Stowaway MITEs can interact with transposases encoded

by a panoply of Mariner-like Osmar elements (Feschotte et al. 2005). This promis-

cuity may explain the transposition of the rice Tourist-like elementmPing, which is a
deletion derivative of a class II element Ping, in rice cultivars that are devoid of active
Ping elements but contain potentially active elements of the distantly related trans-

poson Pong (Jiang et al. 2003). Indeed, recent experiments have demonstrated that

mPing can bemobilized in vivo by bothPing and Pong’s transposases (Hancock et al.
2010). Based on these observations a model of MITE dynamics has been proposed in

which MITEs would be generated through a deletion in an autonomous transposon,

then amplification would take place maybe long afterwards, catalyzed by the

element’s encoded transposase or that of a distantly related element, as the former

may even have disappeared (Jiang et al. 2004).

Second, some reports suggest that MITEs may be mobilized more efficiently

than typical class II transposons. It has been shown that some transposases bind

with higher affinity to the MITE sequence than to the transposase-encoding

element, either because the MITE contains additional transposase binding sites in

the subterminal repeated regions (Loot et al. 2006) or because it lacks repressive

sequences present in the original autonomous element (Yang et al. 2009). Both

MITEs’ promiscuity and their higher transposase binding affinity could account for

an increased transposition efficiency with respect to typical class II transposons.

However, this does not seem to explain the third and most striking particularity of

MITEs: their high copy number. Indeed, although the transposition process may in

some cases lead to a moderate increase in copy number (as is the case for typical

class II transposons), it is hard to imagine that the very high copy numbers MITEs

can attain in very short evolutionary timescales (see below) are the result of an

increased number of normal cut-and-paste transposition events. Moreover, while
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MITEs do excise, excision events seem to be rare, as most MITE insertions are

relatively stable even to the point of being used as genetic markers (Feschotte et al.

2002), suggesting that excisions do not correlate with MITE amplification.

What it is known to date explains how MITEs transpose but not how they

amplify to the elevated copy numbers they usually reach in genomes. MITE

transposition and amplification may be two different and uncoupled processes

(Casacuberta and Santiago 2003; Feschotte et al. 2002) with the standard cut-and-

paste transposition generating a moderate or no increase in copy number and

amplification occurring rarely. Alternatively, amplification may result from trans-

position in particular cell types or conditions with higher DNA replication with

respect to cell division, such as endoreduplicating cells.

A structural particularity of most MITEs for which a function has not yet been

determined is their capacity to form highly stable single strand secondary

structures. While it does not seem to be required for MITE cut-and-paste transposi-

tion (Sinzelle et al. 2008), it could affect MITEs amplification. It is tempting to

hypothesize that the formation of single-strand hairpin structures, with double

stranded TIRs, could allow transposase binding and single-stranded excision. It is

interesting to note that the bacterial transposons of the IS200/IS605 family move by

the excision and reintegration of only one of the strands of the transposon leaving

the complementary strand behind. This mechanism is catalyzed by a very particular

type of transposase and linked to replication (Guynet et al. 2008; Ton-Hoang et al.

2010). This particular mode of transposition could easily explain an increase of

transposon copies. In plants, where endoreduplication or re-replication processes

are commonplace, such a mechanism could be particularly relevant.

Irrespective of the mechanism responsible for MITEs amplification, their high

copy number suggests that these elements are particularly successful in avoiding

genome control. Interestingly MITEs are present at a much higher copy number

than the elements coding for the transposase, which mobilize them and from which

they frequently derive from. As silencing is the most general and efficient mecha-

nism to control transposons (Lisch 2009), the separation of the transposase

encoding element, which can be maintained at a low copy number and thus will

not attract silencing, from the transposing unit, the MITE, more difficult to control

as it does not need to be transcribed, could in part explain their success in invading

genomes (Casacuberta and Santiago 2003; Feschotte and Pritham 2007). In accor-

dance with this, it has been shown that the number of sequences related to the

Mariner-like element Lemi1 is low in Medicago truncatula, where it has not given
rise to MITEs, while it is much higher in Arabidopsis where it has given rise to the

Emigrant MITE (Guermonprez et al. 2008).

7.4 Prevalence of MITEs and Their Impact in Plant Genomes

One of the characteristics that make MITEs a singular type of defective class II

transposons is their capacity to reach high copy numbers in genomes (Casacuberta

and Santiago 2003). MITEs are present in virtually all plant genomes, where their
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copy number can vary but usually exceeds that of typical class II transposons. For

example, more than 90,000 MITEs grouped into approximately 100 different

families are present in the rice genome (Feschotte et al. 2003; Jiang et al. 2004;

Juretic et al. 2004). Individual families such as the Tourist and Stowaway families

are found in more than 33,000 and 24,000 copies, respectively, in rice, and some

7,200 and 28,000 copies, respectively, in sorghum (Paterson et al. 2009). Even

though these families are very large, the overall genome fraction MITEs occupy is

relatively small, due to the diminutive size of these elements. Indeed, Tourist and
Stowaway elements combined only occupy 3.24 % and 1.12 % of the rice and

sorghum genomes, respectively, (Paterson et al. 2009). The size of a particular

MITE family may vary greatly among closely related species and even between

landraces. Indeed, it has been reported that while most rice strains only contain

1–50 copies of the mPingMITE, the EG4 strain and related landraces contain up to

1,000 (Naito et al. 2006). These data highlight these elements’ capacity to multiply

rapidly by bursts of amplification, which endows them with the capability to have

an impact in genomes in spite of the low fraction they occupy.

Most MITEs are closely associated with genes in plant genomes. The first MITE

described, Tourist, was shown to be closely associated to maize genes (Bureau and

Wessler 1992), and this characteristic was found to be shared by most MITEs

(Casacuberta and Santiago 2003; Wessler et al. 1995). For example, in rice and

Arabidopsis, the majority of MITEs are located in the euchromatin (Feng et al. 2002;

Santiago et al. 2002; Wright et al. 2003). This close association with genes could be

the result of an insertion site preference or, alternatively, the effect of selection, as it

seems to be the case for some Arabidopsis MITEs (Santiago et al. 2002). MITEs are

not only located close to genes in plants but can also insert within genes, providing

new promoter regulatory sequences (Naito et al. 2009; Sarilar et al. 2011), transcrip-

tion termination elements (Kuang et al. 2009; Santiago et al. 2002), or even new

alternative exons. Indeed, a recent report shows that the insertion of a MITE provides

a functionally indispensable alternative exon in the tobacco mosaic virus N resistance

gene (Kuang et al. 2009). While there are only a limited number of reports showing

an unambiguous implication of MITE in creating new gene functions, there are many

more examples of MITE insertions generating variability in gene sequences. A

paradigmatic case is that of MITE insertions within resistance genes, which have

been reported in rice (Song et al. 1998), barley (Wei et al. 2002), and potato (Huang

et al. 2005). MITEs are also an important target of siRNAs, and their silencing may

affect the expression of neighboring genes. The siRNAs that target MITEs can be of

24 nt (Kuang et al. 2009) or 21 nt (Cantu et al. 2010), suggesting that MITEs are

targets of both transcriptional and posttranscriptional gene silencing. Thus, a MITE

insertion within a gene promoter may attract heterochromatin and silence it transcrip-

tionally, as it has been shown for other transposons (Lisch 2009), and an insertion

within a transcribed region may make it prone to posttranscriptional gene silencing

and mRNA degradation.

This close association with genes, together with their capability of reaching high

copy numbers in short periods of time, makes MITEs a potent motor of gene

evolution. MITE insertions polymorphic among accessions cultivars or lines have
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been reported in pea, sugar beet, grapevine, potato, and Medicago truncatula
(Benjak et al. 2009; Grzebelus et al. 2009; Macas et al. 2005; Menzel et al. 2006;

Momose et al. 2010), and occasionally this variability correlates with phenotypic

differences (Momose et al. 2010). The analysis of a recent burst of amplification of

the mPing element in rice shows an important number of insertions into the 50

region of rice genes, which in some cases result in their transcriptional upregulation

(Naito et al. 2009). The simultaneous insertion of different copies of the same

MITE into different gene promoters may result in the coordinated regulation of

multiple genes creating a so-called regulatory network (Feschotte 2008), as it has

been proposed for mPing insertions in rice (Naito et al. 2009). However MITEs can

also contribute to the coordinated expression of genes in a more subtle way. It has

been shown that MITEs can encode miRNAs and siRNAs in plants (Kuang et al.

2009; Piriyapongsa and Jordan 2008). The frequent insertion of MITEs within

transcribed regions of genes (Benjak et al. 2009; Kuang et al. 2009), and their

capacity to form stable single strand secondary structures, may facilitate the

production of siRNAs from the transcribed elements. Interestingly, it has been

recently shown that MITE-derived siRNAs regulate ABA signaling and stress

responses in rice (Yan et al. 2011). In this context, the insertion of multiple copies

of the siRNA-producing MITE within different genes may also generate a regu-

latory network, as created by mPing MITE in rice (Naito et al. 2009).

7.5 Concluding Remarks

MITEs have been particularly successful in colonizing complex genomes. This is in

part due to the difficulty of silencing them by homology-dependent pathways, as they

are frequently mobilized by transposases to which they are only distantly related.

Their success is probably also a consequence of their capacity to generate more subtle

mutations than most other transposons. Indeed, MITEs are very short elements and

their insertion within the non-translated regions of genes may be easier to tolerate.

Their frequent association with genes, which seems more pronounced that that of

their related DNA transposons, suggests that MITE insertions near or within genes

have been selected for during evolution. The last few years have seen many reports

highlighting the impact of these elements on plant genes’ function and regulation,

attesting to the role MITEs have played in the evolution of plant genomes.
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